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''Life :i..s not lost by dy:i..ngf Life is lost 

Minute by minute, day by dragging day 

In a thousand small uncaring ways •••••• 

Lost by not caring, willing, going beyond the ragged edge of 

fortitude 

To something more, something no man has seen11 

Stephen Vincent Benet 
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CHAPTER 1 •) 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

X-ray diffraction techniques can provide valuable information 

about the molecular 'structure' of liquids. This was recognized 

as early as 1915 by Debye1) and Ehrenfest2 ) who showed that the 

periodicity of a crystal lattice ia not required for producing 

detectable diffraction effects. However, aa distinct from the 

crystalline state, the analysis of the X-ray diffraction patterns 

of liquids only results in (one-dimensional) radial probability 

density functions describing the distributions of distances 

between particles. This fundamental limitation on the information 

one can obtain from X-ray studies on fluids is due to the fact 

that the diffraction data of liquids represent a one-dimensional, 

averaged quantity. 

Dependent on the nature of the liquid studied different kinds 

of distributionfunctions are evaluated from the intensity data by 

application of Fourier's integral theorem3• 4 •8- 12). For a mono

atomic fluid the X-ray diffraction profile can be transformed to 

an atomic-distributionfunction (ADF) which represents the statis

tics of distances between the atoms present in the liquid3 •4 •8•9). 

With this method of interpreting.experimental scattering data 

a large number of diffraction studies have been made on structural 

effects in liquid noble gases and in liquid metals. Reviews of 

these X-ray structural determinations are given by Gingrich5), 
Kruh6>,Furukawa?) and most recently by Pings8). 

For liquid systems containing different kinds of atomic (and/ 

or molecular) particles, the analysis of the experimental scattering 

data is complicated by the fact that only a sum of pair-distribution 

functions can be obtained8- 12). In this case, th~ correct Fourier

transformation of the intensity data leads to an electronproduct

function (EPF) which is a distanc~ statistics function of electrons. 
10) 11) This was ahown by Finbak ~Mendel and most recently by 

•>Referen9es to this chapter ~an be found on page 13. 



van Beurten12)- in particular the latter author discusses exten

sively the relation between ADF's and EPF's, and the reader is 

strongly urged to examine Chapter 2 of ref.(12) in order to get a 

detailed description of the difficulties in evaluating ADF's from 

X-ray scattering data on polyatomic liquid systems - • 

For a recent review of experimental X-ray diffraction studies on 

polyatomic systems (including aqueous solutions) the reader is 

refered to the paper of Karnicky & Pings9>. 
Electronproductfunctions evaluated from experimental scat

tered X-ray intensities will be used in this thesis to obtain 

information about the structural aspects of the hydration of the 

trivalent cations aluminum and chromium in aqueous Al(III) and 

Cr(III) nitrate s:.>lutions (Part I of this thesis). 

These solutions were chosen for several reasons: in the first 

place because of our interest in the structure of aqueous ionic 

solutions in general12 •14 •15)- as is well known, these latter 

solutions are important, both from scientific and from technical 

point of view- • Secondly, because of the fact that aqueous solu

tions involving these trivalent cations have received relatively 

little attention in this field of research; the available diffrac

tion data on these systems are rather incompleteF) in comparison 

with the amount of X-ray data published on solutions containing 

mono and divalent cations9• 16 •17>. This is somewhat surprising 

since solutions with the trivalent cations mentioned are expected 

F)At the time this investigation was started,only two (recent) stu

dies were known concerning the structure of Al3+ and Cr3+aqueous 

solutions: 1 a low resolution study on a CrC1
3

(0.25M) solution16); 

the intensity data were analysed with 'modified' ADF's12 ) and a 

hydration shell at 1.9 i from the cation was found;£ a study 

by Marques17) who investigated some aqueous solutions of inorganic 

f 3+ . . ( - - -) salts o Al w~th monovalent an1ons No
3

,c1 ,Br • However,the 

solutions examined were very concentrated,up to saturation,and the 

diffraction patterns were interpreted in terms of a lattice model 

in which octahedral cationhydrates are arranged in a highly ordered 

way; the arrangement of the anions is assumed to be less compact. 

10 



to show interesting structural effects due to the long time of 

residence of the H20-molecules in the first coordination sphere 

of these cations ( (13) and references cited herein; tracer expe

riments and relaxation studies have shown that the hydrated ions 

Al3+ and cr3+ exchange their hydration water slowly, the half 

life time Tw being 7.5 sand 1.8.105 sat room temperature for 

the aluminum and the chromium complex respectively. This may be 

compared with a value 

for example13) ). 

-5 2+ for Tw of about 10 s for the Mg -hydrate 

The No; ion was chosen ( instead of Cl- for example ) since 

there is much chemical evidence 18 ) that complexformation between 

the cation Al3+ (and cr3+) and the anion can be reasonably well 

avoided in this case. However, when using the nitrate ion internal 

diffraction effects of the anion occur, which will hamper to some 

extent the analysis of the experimental diffraction data. 

As mentioned before, the EPF evaluated from the experimental 

intensity profile is a sum of various components ( pair-contribu

tions). In order to be able to split off from the EPF the 

contribution containing the information about cationic hydration 

the results of separate experiments have to be combined and 

some approximations have to be made. 

The accuracy of the results obtained is the limit of what can 

be attained at this moment. Improvement of the method, which is 

certainly necessary, will involve both an analysis of the conse

quences of the approximations made and a discussion of the effects 

of 'chemical bonding' on X-ray scattering. Since knowledge of 

these latter effects is required for a more accurate interpreta

tion of diffraction experiments on liquids in general, we will 

present in Part II of this thesis a theoretical study of the 

effects of 'chemical bonding' on X-ray scattering. 

The study is based on quantummechanical principles and X-ray 

diffraction theory. 

In this study we will not only consider effects of strong 

intramolecular bonds ( like 0-H in H20) on the scattering inten

sities of molecules, but also the 'chemical bonding' effe~ts in 

molecular complexes (i.e. ion-water and water-water complexes), 

because the calculated scattering profiles apply to isolated 

11 



molecules while in the liquid the electrondensity distribution of 

an average molecule may be slightly different. This effect is, in 

the absence of any reliable theory, usually supposed to have no 

detectable influence on the scattered intensity ( in fact, in 

X-ray diffraction studies on aqueous (ionic) solutions it is 

assumed that the molecules (i.e. H20) are 'seen' by X-rays as 

spherically symmetric and that orientational correlations, likely 

to exist in the liquid, are not detectable). 

The bonding effects will be studied by comparing the scat

tered X-ray intensities of single freely rotating molecular sys

tems (gas scattering) calculated according to: 

1 the traditional free-atom approximation of Debeye1), and 

2 a more exact molecular orbital treatment in which 'chemical 

bonding' is not neglected anymore. 

The first approach which is most often used in diffraction stu

dies on molecular liquids, assumes the molecular system to be 

composed of independent atomic (or molecular) scatterers located 

at the end of interatomic (or intermolecular) vectors. 

The second (new) way of evaluating molecular scattering intensi

ties is an extension of the scattering analysis of free atoms ( 

and ions)21 •22 ) and of bound atoms in crystallike structures 19,ZO). 

Because of the limitations of our computational facilities 

calculations will be made on some relatively simple modelsystems, 

namely: 

the iso-electronic series 

the molecular complexes 

Nevertheless, in despite 

+ + H20, H
3
0, NH

3
, NH4 , CH4 , and 

Li(H20)+, Li(H2o);, (H2o)2 • 

of the simplicity of the systems inves-

tigated, the results of these calculations will be of direct 

use for a more quantitative discussion of the X-ray structure 

data of aqueous ionic solutions ( and of molecular liquids in 

general). 

Moreover, in particular the calculations on H2o, H;o and Wrl4 
illustrate consequences of approximations mentioned in Part I. 

12 
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CHAPTER 2 *) 

X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY ON Al(N0
3

)
3 

AND Cr(N0
3

)
3 

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 

Aqueous solutions of the nitrates of aluminum and chromium 
(both 0.5 M) are investigated with X-ray diffraction at t=25°C 
in order to obtain information about the hydration of these 
cations. The experimental intensity is interpreted in terms 
of•an electronproductfunction which is a sum of various 
pair-contributions. The contribution containing the information 
about catio~ic (and anionic) hydration has been evaluated 
by combining the results of separate experiments. For the 
cations, two hxdration

3
shells are fou~d, respectively at 1.9oi 

and 4.10-4.15 X for Al +and at 1.98 j and 4.20-4.25 j for Cr3+. 
For both cations, the sixfold coordination in the first shell 
is reasonably well established; the second hydration shells 
contain about 12 watermolecules. A well resolved aydration 
shell is not found for the nitrate ion. 

2.1 X-RAY SCATTERING FORMULAE FOR STRuCTURE ANALYSIS OF LIQUIDS. 

THE ELECTRONPRODUCn'~CTION. 

As mentioned in chapter 1, the experimental X-ray intensities will 

be analysed in terms of electronproductfu.'lctions (EPF's). 

Below a brief outline is given of the relation between these 

functions and the scattered intensities, and of the procedure to 

be followed for the actual evaluation of EPF's from liquid scatte

ring data. For more details, the reader is refered to the original 
1-6) literature • 

According to diffraction theory1) the coherently scattered 

intensity Icoh(S) from which the structural information can be ob

tained, is given by the Fouriertransform of the electrondensity p(r) 

Icoh(S) = [ J p(r) exp( i S.r) dr ] 2 (2.1.1) 

where Icoh(S) is expressed in terms of the intensity scattered by a 

single classical electron under the same conditions {Thomson elec-

*)References to this chapter can be found on page 34 • 

Part of this chapter has been published in Chem.Phys.Lett.~(1977): 

" The interpretation of X-ray diffraction by aqueous solutions of 

aluminum(III)nitrate and chromium(III)nitrate " 
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tron). In equation (2.1.1) the scattering vectorS is defined as 

S = 2n(s1 -80 )/A ; and s1 are unit-vectors along the incident 

beam and the direction of the scattering, and A is the wavelengthof 

the incident (and of the scattered) wave. The scalar lsi= q is the 

usual scattering parameter 4nsin9/i, with 29 the angle between 

8
1 

and s
0

• Equation (2.1.1) may also be written as 

or as: 

Icoh (S) = J J p(r+r2) p(r2)exp( i s.r}dr2dr 

where we have substituted r=r1-r2. 

We now define an electronproductfunction a'(r) 

o' (r) = Jp(r+r2) p(i'2)dr2 

Then, substitution of equation (2.1.4) in (2.1.3) leads to 

'(2.1.2) 

(2.1.4) 

Icoh(s) = jo•(r)exp{ i ~.r)dr (2.1.5) 

In X-ray diffraction on isotropic liquids, the scattered intensity 

is only a function of the scalar parameter q. This is because the 

intensity is actually an orientation-averaged one. Therefore we 

average I h(S) in equation (2.1.5) over all orientations of S with co 
respect to 1 according to 

(2.1.6) 

Figure 2.1.1: 
The orientational dependen
cy of s with respect to r. 

Performing the integrations in equation (2.1.6), one is led to 

icoh(q) = jo•(r)sin(qr)/(qr) dr (2.1.7) 

Finally, we define the radial distributionfunction o(r} 

o{r) = r
2 J 2] o' (r)sin9 d9 d+r 
o o r r 

(2.1.8) 



which results in 

icoh(q) = ~ a(r)sin(qr)/(qr) dr (2.1.9) 

Until now, no use has been made of the fact that the total density 

p(r) is composed of electrondensities pp(1p) belonging to (more 

or less) independent particles p, that is to say 

m ni 
PCr) = [ l: 

i=1 pi=1 
(2.1.10) 

when there are n. particles of type i. 
~ 

With these notations it is easily verified2- 4 ) that the total dis

tribution a(r) contains two contributions of different nature. 

The first arises from terms in which the densities belong to the 

same particle. These terms give rise (through equation (2.1.7)) to 

the so-called one-particle scattering 

(2.1.11) 

The one-particle scattering igtensities for atoms (ions) are 
tabulated in the literature7, ). 

The second part of a(r) involves the products of electrondensities 

belonging to different particles. This part contains the structural 

information about the liquid; it is represented by the distribution 

astruc(r) which can be written as: 

(2.1.12) 

So, the total scattering i coh is given by: 

icoh(q) = [ niicoh,i(q) + [ nJ a . . (r) sin(qr)/(qr) dr (2.1.13) 
•. ~ ~J 

i ~.J 

Dividing i coh by n = [ n. ' and defining the reduced intensity ired . ~ 
~ 

i h(q)/n - [ x.i h . (q) co i ~ co .~ 
(2.1.14) 

where denotes the molefraction (n./n) of the particles of kind 
~ 

i, it follows that (2.1.13) may be written as 

q.i d(q) = [ x. J 0 ij sin(qr) dr (2.1.15) re . . ~ r 
~' J 
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The distribution ~ .(r) may be decomposed into two terms 
~J 

a . . (r) = a~.(r) + Aa . . (r) (2.1.16) 
~J lJ ~J 

where a.0 . (r) denotes the average distribution in the liquid and 
~J 

A a . . (r) the deviations from this average value; generally, AaiJ. 
~J 

will vanish for large distances r. 

Substitution of equation (2.1.16) in (2.1.15) leads to 

J
IJ.a... J a?. 

q.i (q) = I x. ~sin(qr)dr + I x. ~sin(qr)dr red . . ~ r . . 1 r 
l,J ' l,J 

(2.1.17) 

The second term in (2.1.17) results in intensity values differing 

significantly from zero only at very small values of q1•5 •
6), where 

measurement of the intensity is not possible because of the masking 

effect of the main X-ray beam; this term is usually omitted and one 

is led to: Aa 

q.i d(q) = I x.J____ji sin(qr)dr (2.1.18) re .. 1 r 
~.J 

According to James5), equation (2.1.18) may be transformed by the 

use of the Fourierintegral into: 

I 
i,j 

Aa .. 
-2:1. 

r = ~ J q.ired sin(qr) dq (2.1.19) 

Equation (2.1.19) will be used for the evaluation of the distribu-

tionfunctions Aaij (and aij) from the ex;)erimental intensities. 

It should be noted that the upperlimit of the integral in 

(2.1.19) can never be reached. This is so because sine cannot ex

ceed unity; consequently the scattering parameter q (=4nsin&/A) has 

the upper limit q = 4n/A • However, in an actual diffraction stu-max 
dy, one has in general to be content with a value for qmax which is 

even lower than 4n/A due to the fact that very measuring times 

are needed to obtain a reasonable accuracy of the (low) intensities 

at large q-values. So, the experimental EPF a t (r) is calculated s rue 
as: qmax 

astr~c(r) a
0
(r) +; r J q.ired sin(qr) dq (2.1.20) 

0 

If qmaxis chosen reasonably large ( say, 10 R-1 ), the real and the 

experimental EPF will not differ notably (see e.g. reference (2)). 

20 



Finally we mention that the mean EPF o0 (r) is given by2 ): 

2 -24 2 2 2 = 4nr .d.10 .N (t) /R; -1T.KM.r avog. (2.1.21) 

with d = density of the solution considered, 

N = avog. Avogadro's number, 

11 = 
z = 

KM = 

average molecular weight = r x.M. 

ot 
]. ]. 

r x.Z. with Z. the number electrons of the particles 
i 

]. J.. J.. 

of kind i, 

constant of Krogh-Moe9); this quantity is also important 

for converting the experimental intensities into an 

absolute scale (paragraph 2.3.2). 

2.2 APPROXIMATIONS. 

As discussed in the preceding section, the EPF o t (r) eva
s rue 

luated from diffraction data of polyatomic liquids is a sum of va-

rio us contributions. 

For a simple electrolyte solution containing the species anion (A), 

cation (C) and water (W), o t (r) may be written as: s rue 

(Use has been made of the fact that x.o . . =x.o .. ) 
]. l.J J Jl. 

(2.2.1) 

Our attention is primarily devoted to the evaluation of the 

function ocw(r) which can be interpreted in terms of 'hydration of 

the cation 1 • 

In order to obtain oCW from the total a t , the following approa rue 
ximations are made. 

(i) The ions are assumed not to approach each other closely, say, 

closer than 4-5 i. Then for these distances, equation (2.2.1) 

reduces to: 

0struc (r )=ZxA 0 Aw+2xc 0 cw+, 0 WW (2.2.2) 

This assumption will hold for equally charged ions, at least 

for not too concentrated solutions ( <. 3-4 molar). It is also 

valid for cation-anion distances when dealing with the triva

lent cations Al3+ and cr3+ and the NO} anion, because ion 

association is expected not to occur in this case (chapt~r 1). 

(ii) Secondly we'assume the pair contributions a .. appearing in 
~J 
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equation (2.2.2) to be constant and to be independent of 

'third' species in the solutions. In this way, the function 

oCW can be determined by combining the results of separate ex

periments, that is to say: 

~ the contribution oWW is evaluated from measurement of dif

fraction by pure water and correction for the dilution of 
pure sol pure pure 

water by the solute: oww= oww .NW /Nw , where NW 
sol 

and NW denote the number of H
2
0-molecules that are present 

in a certain volume of water and solution respectively. In 

other words, the statistics of the water-water distances in 

the solution is supposed to be equal to the water-water dis

tribution in pure water. At the moment it is rather dificult 

to discuss this approximation for oWW quantitatively. We 

can only state that the assumption made seems reasonable in 

so far as the bulk water is concerned; for the water-water 

distances of the hydrationwater the approximation will hold 

less well. 

b The function oAW is evaluated from measurement of a solu

tion of the acid HA. In this case (2.2.2) reduces to: 

(2.2.3) 

from which oAW is calculated, again using approximation ~· 

An alternative way for approximating the distribution aAW 

originates from the diffraction studies of Narten16 ) and 

van Beurten
2

) on aqueous solutions of ammoniumsalts. The 

latter author for example, investigated NH4Cl solutions. 

Because the ammonium ion fits well into the water structure 

and because NH4 is iso-electronic with H
2
o, it was assumed 

that the distribution aNH4-w could not be distinguished 

fromaWW. Consequently, solutions of ammoniumchlorid~ 

were considered as solutions of Cl- in 'water'. So, the 

leading thought of this approach is that in X-ray diffrac

tion the NH4 ion is indistinguishable from the H2 0-molecule 

and that the one-particle scattering of NH4 can be put equal 

to that of H
2
o*). 

*)At that time, only the one-particle scattering of the H20-mole-
. 14 15) 

cule was known Wl th a reasonable accur·'l.CY ' • 
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This is a rather crude approximation; an examination of the 

relative behaviour of the scattering cu~ves for N,O and H7) 

makes clear that (for qFO) the large differences between the 

scattering profiles of nitrogen and oxygen cannot possibly be 

removed by the different numbers of hydrogens added (which is 

indeed confirmed by the results to be presented in part II 

of this thesis). 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS. 

2.3.1 APPARATUS AND DATA COLLECTION. 

THE SOLUTIONS. 

The diffraction patterns of the solutions are measured with an 
10) *) 

Enraf-Nonius camera • 

The sample is a vertical jet of liquid (0.3 mm in diameter) ejected 

from a glass capillary at the center of the circular diffraction 

camera. It is irradiated with radiation from a Mo X-ray tube in an 

atmosphere of hydrogen gas instead of air so as to diminish back

ground radiation. The liquid is continuously recirculated and the 

temperature of the solution is kept constant at 25°C ! 0.5°0. From 

the solution feed circuit samples are drawn for periodic checks on 

the composition of the liquid. 

Monochromatization of the radiation is performed with a set of 

Ross balanced filters as described by Bo1 11
) in combination with 

pulse height discrimination. A Zr and Y filter are used; the filters 

are placed in the diffracted beam. Then, the difference between the 

intensities measured with the two filters se_1arately can be assigned 

to wavelengths in a narrow band around A(Mo-Ka)=0.711 ~. With this 

method of monochromatization, fluorescent radiation is eliminated 

effectively11 ). 

The intensity is measured with a scintillation counter, moving 
o-1 around the center of the camera, as a function of q from q=0.5 A 

with intervals of 0.1 R- 1up to q=10.0 R-1 The intensities for 

*) 
See references (2,11,12) for a more detailed description of this 

experimental technique; the equipment used in this study is essen

tially that of reference (2). 
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q <0.5 R-1 (compare equation (2.1.20)) are evaluated by horizontal 

extrapolation of the corrected (see section 2.3.2) intensity value 

at q=0.5 R- 1 • --

Actually, the intensity at each scattering angle (q-value) is mea.-
' sured as the number of counts detected by the scintillation coun-

ter during a fixed period of time (100 sec.). If the numbers of 

counts measured with the Zr and the Y filter are denoted as CZr and 

Cy respectively, the relative error in the intensity I=Czr-CY is 

given by: (Czr+Cy)t/(Czr-CY). Consequently, by carrying out n series 

of measurements (actually, n=50), the accuracy of the intensity data 

is improved because this error decreases then with a factor (n)t *). 

As an example, the accuracy (due to the counting statistics only) 

of the intensity value obtained at q=4 2-1 -- the intensity here 

has a median value in the diffraction profile -- is better than 

0.5 % for all solutions examined. 

As already mentioned, aqueous solutions of Al(III) and of 

Cr(III) nitrates are investigated. 

The concentration of the cation in the solution is 0.5 molar. 

Nitric acid is added to both solutions in order to prevent polynu

clear complexformation (and hydrolysis).The concentration of the 

acid is also 0.5 molar, the total concentration of the nitrate ion 

in these solutions being 2.0 molar. For reasons that have been dis

cussed in section 2.2, the diffraction by pure water and by a 1.0 

molar HN0
3 

solution is also measured. 

The concentrations are determined by titration. The densities of 

the solutions are evaluated by weighing a known volume of the li

quid (knowledge of the latter quantities is required for the calcu

lation of ~0(r) according to equation (2.1.21)). 

2.3.2 CORRECTIONS ON EXPERIMENTAL INTENSITIES; DATA REDUCTION. 

The diffraction data obtained according to the method descri

bed in the preceding paragraph have to be corrected for several 

effects in order to extract i h(q), the coherently scattered, co 

*) 
In this way one is also able to reduce the errors arising from 

any instability of the apparatus over long periods of time (e.g. 

fluctuations in electric power supply of the X-ray tube, etc.). 
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structure dependent X-ray intensity. That is to say, after subtrac

ting background radiation, the experimentally determined intensity 

is corrected for polarization5) and absorption2•7• 12). Then, the 

resulting intensity I (q) is related to i h(q) according to: exp co 

i h(q) + O(q) L x.i. . (q) = aiexp(q) (2.3.2.1) co i ~ ~nc,~ 

where 

1 i. .(q) stands for the incoherent (or Compton) gas scattering 
~nc,~ ) 

of a particle of kind i. As known5 ,the total scattered intensi-

ty not only contains a coherent part, but it has also an incohe

rent component• The latter results from nonelastic collisions of 

quanta with electrons; the wavelength is changed during this 

process. The i. .-values for atoms (ions) are tabulated in 
J.nc,J. 7 14) 

the literature ' • 

2 c,Kq) represents the observed fraction of the incoherent scat

tering; Clresults from the monochromatization technique used, 

because a part of the incoherently scattered radiation falls 

outside the passband of the balanced filters due to the shift 

in wavelength. The a-factor is determined by Bol11 ). 

2. a. is the so-called scaling factor which scales the experimental 

data (expressed in arbitrary units, e.g. counts/sec.) to elec

tron units. The value for a. is determined with the integral me

thod proposed by Krogh-Moe 9). Actually, a is calculated as: 
qmax 

Q =-/_!i~ X. [i h .(q) +Cl(q)i .. (q~)dq ~ co ,~ J.nc,~ 1 -KM 

0 

with q =10.0 i-1 • The summations in equation (2.3.2.2) involve 
max 

the species cation, anion, and H2o. 

The coherent and incoherent one-particle scattering for the cations 

Al3+ and Cr3+ is taken from the International Tables for X-ray 

Crystallography?). 

The scattering for the N03 ion (both coherent and incoherent) is 

calculated according to the free atom approximation of Debye by 

formally splitting the nitrate ion in N,20 and 0- with distances 
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1 7) 
rN-O and r 0_0 of 1.24 Rand 1.24(3)2 R respectively • 

The coherent scattering factors and i. . values for N,O and 0-
1nc,1 

are also taken from reference (?). 

The i h . value for the H20-molecule are those evaluated by co ,1 
Blum15) from an SCF MO wavefunction. The incoherent scattering cur-

ve of H20 is that proposed by Hajdu14). This curve is also calcu

lated according to a molecular orbital approach; it is prefered to 

the empirical i. . profile of Bo111 ). 
1nc,1 

Finally, we mention that the Breit-Dirac recoil correction5) is 

applied to all iinc values used. 

2.4 RESULTS; CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION. 

The scaled, experimental intensities, corrected for polariza

tion and absorption are plotted in figure 2.4.1a; the correspon

ding reduced intensities (multiplied by q) are given in figure 

2.4.1b. As can be seen, the intensity profiles of the various 

solutions show a quite similar behaviour; the most significant 

differences appear for q-values up to about 4 R- 1• 

Figure 2.4.1a: 

The scaled intensities for 

the different solutions 

investigated. The figures 

1-4 refer to pure water, 

and to the aqueous solutions 

of HN0
3 

and of Al(III) and 

Cr(III) nitrates respecti

vely. 

The abcissa of each curve 

has been shifted with res

pect to the others. 

50 
ai (electron-

exp units) 
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Figure 2 .4.1b: 

The reduced intensities for 

the different solutions 

investigated. The figures 

1-4 refer to the solutions 

as mentioned at figure 

2.4.1a. 

The abcissa of each curve 

has been shifted with res

pect to the others. 

20 

q.ired (e.u.) 

1 5 

The acw's evaluated along the lines described in section 2.2 are 

shown in figure 2.4.2 
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Figure 2.4.2: 

The EPF 1 s aCW for aluminum 

(fig. A) and chromium (B). 

For the purpose of compa

rison we have plotted 

aCW/ZC instead of aCW 

with ZC the number of 

cation electrons. 

The different behaviour of 

aAlW and aCrW in the re
gion between the two main 

peaks results from the 

fact that these r-values 

also correspond to the 

H2o-H2o distances in the 

first shell of the cation. 

Consequently, normalizing 

the EPF to one cation elec

tron leads to significantly 

lower values for acrw in 

this region. 



In both cases there appears to be a clear-cut peak near 2 R, which 

must be ascribed to the water molecules that are nearest neighbours 

of the cation. A second, less well-resolved peak is seen at a dis

tance of about 4 R. It can be interpreted in terms of a 'second 

hydration shell'. 

It is interesting to mention that for the nitrate ion not even 

a first hydration shell can clearly be observed; see fig. 2.4.3 • 

Figure 2.4.3: 

The EPF containing the infor

mation about anion-water dis-

tances in the HN0
3 

solution. 

As distinct from the proce

.dure followed in evaluating 

the a cw-curvea. we have also 

calculated the aHA-solution 
in which the N03 ion is split 

into the components N1 20 and 

0-; consequently, in this ap

proach the intramolecular 

N-0 and 0-0 distances will 

still be 'seen'. The curve 

plotted in this figure is ob

tained by subtracting proper

ly o~re from this experimen

tal EPF and dividing the va

lues resulting from this by 

3 5 

In principle, from the areas of the peaks coordination (hydra

tion) numbers can be obtained by integration. Unfortunately, the 

peaks are not totally resolved. 

The overcome this difficulty, one usually proposes a model which 

permits the calculation of some trial distribution functions. The 

parameters in the model representation (i.e. distances between par

ticles, qoordinationnumbers) are chosen so as to give a reasonable 

agreement with the experimental distribution functions 2 • 12 • 16- 19). 
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We use the method proposed by Bol et al. 17 ). With this method the 

distance statistics of the H20-molecules surrounding the cation is 

described by a Gaussian-type function as 

2 . 1 2 2 
4nr GCW(rJ = n(r/R).(2n/B) 2 .exp(-(r-R) .(2n /B)) (2.4.1) 

where 
2 1 4nr GCW(r) denotes the number of watermolecules at a distance be-

tween r and r+dr from the cation; the H20-molecule is considered 

as a quasi-atom; 

2 n is the coordination number; 

2 R is the mean distance cation-water; 

4 the quantity B is a measure for the width of the distribution (it 

is called by Bol et al. 'temperature factor'; 

2 the function 4nr
2

GCW(r) is normalised, that is ~4nr2GCW(r)dr = n. 

Subsequently, a reduced intensity profile i d CW(q) is calculated 

d . t th Z 'k P · t' 21 ) re 1 

accor ~ng o e ern~ e- r~ns equa ~on : 

ired,CW = xCfC(q)fW(q) J 4nr
2
GCW(r).sin(qr)/(qr) dr (2.4.2) 

The scattering factors f. (q) appearing in equation (2.4.2) are 
~ 

related to the coherent scattering curves i h .(q). That is to 
co .~ 

say, for particles with sph.erically symmetric electrondensi ty 

it is easily verified that5) 

icoh,i(q) = fi(q) (2.4.3) 

with fi(q) the Fouriertransform of the radial density pi(ri) 

around the center of the spherical distribution. 

For a nonspherical distribution it is still possible to evalu

ate a scattering factor f. (q) by transforming the density 
~ 

p. (r.) which is expanded around some (arbitrary) center. How
~ ~ 

ever, in this case equation (2.4.3) is not valid, and the 

quantity f~(q) is only an approximation to the real one-parti
~ 

cle intensity i h .(q). 
co .~ 

For the watermolecule a simple representation of the electronic 

structure shows that eight electrons are orbiting around the 

oxygen nucleus while only two are in off-center orbitals. So, 

with respect to the oxygen center the molecular electrondensity 

is expected to show only a small degree of asphericity. Further 

support to the spherical nature of H2o originates from the work 

of Blum15) who calculated both the one-particle scattering 
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i . and its spherical part f~ from an SCF MO wavefunction. 
coh,~ ~ 

The differences between these 'intensities' were indeed found 

to be small. In other words, in so far as X-ray diffraction is 

concerned, it is reasonable to assume that the H20-molecule 

behaves as a pseudo atomic particle which in fact allows us to 

use equation (2.4.2) (and also eq.(2.4.3)). 

From the ired,CWprofile given by (2.4.2) a synthetic 

calculated. The parameters of this EPF (that is, n, R 
EPF aS CW is 

' and B) are 

determined from "curve fitting" between aS CW and the experimental 
' EPF in a chosen interval r . -r • 

m~n max 
In this way, the generally accepted sixfold coordination for the 

first hydration shells of both cations is reasonably well establi

shed (the error inn may amount to some 10 %). The mean distances 

cation-water for these shells are 1.90:0.01 ~and 1.98:0.01 ~for 
Al3+ and cr3+ respectively. For aluminum this average value is the 

18) same as that reported by Marques & De Barros Marques ; moreover 

it corresponds with the average distance Al3+-0H2 found for the 
22) 

sixfold coordinated cation in various crystalline substances • 

For chromium the distance 1.98 R is 0.08 ~larger than the value 

resulting from the low resolution diffraction study (using Cu Ka 

radiation) of Cristini et a1. 20 ) on an aqueous 0.25 molar Crc1
3 

so

lution. However, in a more recent (and probably more accurate) 

work on a 1 molar chromium(III)chloride solution (using Mo Ka radi

ation) Caminiti et a1. 19 ) report a cation-water distance of 2.00 R. 

It should be mentioned that their analysis of the experimental 

intensities is based on the use of 'modified' ADF's2 ). 

Both the distance of 1.98 ~and of 2.00 Rare in good agreement with 

the distances cr3+-0H2 found in octahedrally cation hydrates occur

ring in a number of crystalline substances23). 

Both for chromium and aluminum the B-factor of the first shell ap

pears to be low. In fact, we can only state that for B<0.15 

comparable agreements are obtained between the model EPF and the 

experimental EPF 

The second peaks in the experir.:ental acw-curves can be satisfacto

rily described by a number of 12-14 watermolecules at a distance of 

4.10-4.15 R and of 4.20-4.25 R from the ions Al3+ and Cr3+ respecti

vely. It is only possible to state that in both cases B=1-5. 
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It is worth mentioning that the quantity B is significantly lar

ger than the corresponding factor of the first shell. This may 

result from the different nature of the surrounding H20-molecu

les since one may expect the watermolecules in the first shells 

of these trivalent cations to be more fixed than those of the 

second shells. 

We note the following points about these results. 

1 For aluminum a second shell was not observed by Marques & De Bar

ros Marques 18). This is probably so because these authors investi

gated highly concentrated solutions (up to saturation). In this 

respect it is interesting to mention that their experimental 

intensity profiles show a peak at small q (-0.8 R-1) which is as

cribed to ion-ion order phenomena in the solutions. Such a 'pre

peak' however is not observed in our work. 

2 Caminiti et a1. 19 ) also found a second hydration shell for the 

cr3+ cation (in an 1 molar Crc1
3 

aqueous solution). The authors 

mention that the peak appearing at 4.20 i in their experimental 

distribution function is satisfactorily described by 12-16 water 

molecules. In view of the different approaches used the agreement 

between their data and our results is remarkably good. 

2 Bol et a1. 17 ) and Lamerigts 12 ) were the first to show the existen

ce of a second hydration shell by using the method of isomorphous 

replacement in diffraction studies on aqueous solutions contai-
. 2+ 2+ .2+ 2+ ning divalent cations. For the ~ons Mg ,Co ,N~ and Zn Bol 

et al. report a number of 12 ! 2 watermolecules (at cation-water 

distances of 4.10-4.25 R) for the second shells of the sixfold 

coordinated (R=2.1 R) cations. 

Lamerigts found the cation Ca2+ and Cd2+ to have a first hydra

tion layer of about six watermolecules (at R=2.24 i) and to have 

a second shell with 12-14 H20-molecules at 4.22-4.30 i. 
The latter author proposed a structure model to describe the se

cond shell. The model starts from a regular (H2o) 6-octahedron 

(for the first shell) in which the stereochemistry of the ion

water bond is planar. In this way, a second hydration shell con

sisting of twelve watermolecules can be fitted in th~ form of a 

icosahedron around the first one. 
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An alternative model is that of Caminiti et a1. 19). These authors 

assume a pyramidal structure for the water-ion coordination of the 

(H
2
o) 6-octahedron surrounding the cr3+ cation. In this case each 

watermolecule coordinated to the ion (through one oxygen "lone 

pair") may in principle form hydrogenbonds with three other H20-

molecules. However, as discussed by the authors, the second shell 

of 18 molecules which would result from this is sterically unfa

vorable because of too short distances between nonhydrogenbonded 

H20-molecules. Therefore, it is more probable that not all 18 

sites are simultaneously occupied. This will increase the mobili

ty of the H20-molecules in the second shell; it also makes the 

hydration shell less rigid. 

To our opinion one should be very careful in using three-dimen

sional structure models since the 'structure' data that can be ob

tained from diffraction experiments represent a one-dimensional 

quantity only. Nevertheless the models mentioned do show that there 

is at least room enough for the second shell H20-molecules to appear 

at the distances found. 

Wether the second hydration layer must be considered as a structural 

unit belonging to the cation or as a statistical mean position of 

surrounding watermolecules, is in our view still an open question 

for which a final answer cannot be given at present. 

Moreover, it must be emphasized that a preferred coordination num

ber of the second shell cannot be obtained unequivocally from the 

acw-curves since it is possible for the anions to be involved in the 

peaks at about 4 R. 
Still, the reported results show that the way of interpreting 

the experimental scattering data as described in section 2.2 is va

luable for obtaining information about the hydration of the ions 

aluminum(III) and chromium{III) (and, by consequence, about the 

'structure• of aqueous solutions containing these ions). The 

applicability of the method does not seem to be restricted to sys

tems involving these trivalent cations. 

It also should be noted that this method of data treatment is more 

generally applicable than the method of isomorphous replacement 

used by Bol et a1. 17) and by Lamerigts12 ) because isomorphy is a 

rather scarce phenomenon. 
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In comparison with the analysis of Caminiti et al. 19) which is based 

on the use of modified ADF's (and which involves the introduction 

of various model ADF's with a large number of 'fit'-parameters) our 

approach is more simple since the information of interest can be 

obtained more directly by combining*) the results of separate 

experiments. 

Refinement of the method proposed is possible, in particular 

concerning approximation·(ii)~ mentioned in section 2.2 where we did 

not distinguish between bulk-water and hydration-water and where we 

assumed the statistics of the water-water distances in the electro

lyte solution to be equal to the water-water distribution in pure 

water. 

In future research one should pay attention to this. 

An accurate error analysis cannot be given in the present sta

te, not only because it is rather difficult to discuss quantitatively 

the approximations made, but also because such an analysis should 

involve a discussion on the accuracy of a number of important 

quantities like the one-particle scattering intensities (both cohe

rent and incoherent). 

In this respect it should be noted that one-particle gas scattering 

curves have been evaluated accurately from electronic wavefunctions 
~) " 

for free atoms ( and ions ) only • 

For molecular systems, the gas scattering intensities are usually 

approximated according to the traditional Debye approach which is 

based upon the assumption that these systems are composed of inde

pendent atomic (or molecular) scatterers located at the end of in

teratomic (or intermolecular) vectors; bonding effects are simply 

ignored. 

As discussed by others15• 25-Z?), for first row molecules signifi

cant differences may exist between the gas scattering curves based 

upon the Debye-approach on the one hand and the intensity-profiles 

calculated according to a more exact molecular orbital treatment 

*)As pointed out by van Beurten2 ), it is difficult to compare modi

fied ADF's of different solutions quantitatively. 
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on the other hand. These studies were limited to relatively small 

molecular systems containing strong intramolecular bonds, namely 

diatomic molecules and hydrides; for the latter systems a parti

cular kind of wavefunction was chosen by which a large number of 

math~matical problems in the actual evaluation of the scattering 

intensities could be avoided (in fact, the molecules were treated 

as quasi-atoms). From these works some qualitative conclusions as 

to bonding effects in larger molecular systems can be made. 

However quantitative data are not available. 

Therefore we will develop in part II of this thesis methods for 

evaluating scattered intensities of molecules (and molecular com

plexes). 

Both semi-empirical and 'ab initio' molecular orbital wavefunctions 

will be used there. 

Since our attention is primarily devoted to diffraction by aqueous 

ionic solutions, we will use these methods to study the effects of 

'chemical bonding' on the gas scattering profiles of some systems 

that are of interest for these kinds of liquids (e.g. H20, Li(H20)+, 

(H20) 2 , NH4, H;o). 
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PART II 

THE CALCULATION OF X-RAY GAS SCATTERING PROFILES OF MOLECULES AND 

OF MOLECULAR COMPLEXES. 
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CHAPTER 3 *) 

COHERENT SCATTERING FOR Li(H2o)+ AND Li(H2o); COMPLEXES FROM 

APPROXIMATE MOLECULAR ORBITALS. 

The orientation-averaged coherently scattered intensities for 
the planar Li(HzO)i complexes (x=1,2) are calculated. 
Semi-empirical CND0/2 wavefunctions are used so as to include 
the effects of 'chemical bonding'. 
The scattering profiles evaluated in this way are compared 
with the intensities calculated according to the traditio
nal Debye-approach. 
The observed differences between the profiles are understood 
with the help of electron productfunctions. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION; QUANTUMMECHANICAL BACKGROUND. 

As known, the scattering factor (and the coherently scattered 

intensity is directly related to the electrondensitydistribution 

p(r). The p(r) can be calculated from the electronic wavefunction 

describing the N-electron system. 

Evaluation of the (generally molecular) wavefunction is possible 

by using the principles of quantummechanics in combination with 

appropriate approximations. 

1 The solution of the Schroedinger equation1 ) would provide the 
- wave function \II and the characteristic energy value E: H \II= E \II ; 

\II is a function of the position and spin coordinates of all 
nuclei and electrons of the molecular system; the nonrelativis
tic hamiltonian H, written in atomic units, is 
H = H + H + H + H + H , with e n ne ee nn 
H the electronic kinetic energy operator 

e (index k over all electrons) 

H 
n 

H ne 

the nuclear kinetic energy operator 
( mA the mass of nucleus A expressed in 
terms of the mass of an electron) 

the one-electron potential energy operator 

the two-electron potential energy operator 

the nuclear repulsion energy opera.tor 

*)References to this chapter can be found on page 63 • 
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2 The application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation2). As the 
massnu~l·~ massel. and because the frequency of the nuclear mo
tions ~s much lower than that of the electrons, the latter are 
assumed to move in a field provided by fixed nuclei. By means of 
this approximation the nuclear kinetic energy and the nuclear 
repulsion terms may be separated off from H. Then the Schroedinger 
equation for the electrons is H 1 w 1 = £ • 

1
, and the total 

energy of the system of given n~cle!r posii~ons is 
Et t= £ + r zAzBRA~ • 0 A>B 

2 The Hartree-Fock approximation3). Each electron is assumed to 
move in the average potential field of the other electrons and 
the nuclei. The correlation between the motion of the electrons 
is not accounted for in the evaluation of w 1 • 
Then to approximate the true w 1 , one adoptsea trial function 4' 
depending on some set of param~~ers. 
The best 4' then is considered to be that + which minimizes the 
(electronic) energy value with respect to variations in the para
meters. A trial function of determinental form, built up from 
orthonormal one-electron spin orbitals, is most often valuable 
in approximating the true w 

1 
since this function is properly 

anti-symmetric with
4
respect io interchange of electrons (Pauli's 

exclusion principle J). 
A convenient expression for the electronic energy may now be 
derived, that is, for closed-shell 2N-electron systems, £ is 
given by 

N 
£ = 2 L H .. + r (2J .. -K .. ) • with the expectation value 

i ~~ i,j ~J ~J 

of the one-electron core hamiltonian corresponding to the (one
electron) orbital ell.; J .. and K .. are known as Coulomb and 
Exchange integrals r~spe~tively:~J . 

C.: ( core ) core 1 2 " -1 J~i 1)H e~~1 (1 dT1 , where H (k)=-FVk -~ ZArkA, and 
A 

J. j::rr ~!(1)~~(2)-1- cl>i(1)CII.(2)dT
1

dT
2 ~ JJ ~ J r12 J 

K . . Jf qf. (1)41~(2)-1- 41j(1 )41. (2)d T
1

d ~JJJ ~ J r12 ~ 
The next step is then to appeal to the variational method in 
order to find the optimum forms of the one-electron orbitals 41 .• 
However, the contributing 41. 's cannot be varied independently ~ 
since they are supposed to ~be orthonormal. The latter constraint 
can be accounted for by using the method of undetermined multi
pliers, leading finally to the familiar Hartree-Fock equations. 
The orbitals calculated in this way are referred to as Self
Consistent Field (SCF) or Hartree-Fock orbitals. 

~ A convenient way to approximate the one-electron molecular orbi
tals (MO's) is to expand them as a linear combination of certain 
basis)functions XI-I centered at the various nuclei of the mole
cule5 : 
41i= L CipXIJ • The effort is then to find optimum values for the 

coefficients C~ • This can be achieved by using methods as des
cribed .in the liartree-Fock procedure given above. 
This way of approximating the true \II 

1 
was originally proposed 

by Roothaan5) and the equations from e which the LCAO SCF mole-
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cular orbitals are calculated are now generally known as the 
'Roothaan equations'. 

2 In choosing analytical forms for the atomic functions Xp , one 
restricts Qneself often to the use of the so-called S~~ter-type 
orbitals25J(this chapter) and Gaussian-type functions b) (chapter 
4-7). 

Until now, we have dealt with the evaluation of molecular orbitals 

from an 'ab initio' point of view. That is, all integrals appearing 

in the Roothaan equations are evaluated exactly. 

In the following, we restrict ourselves to semi-empirical approxi

mate molecular orbital theories in which the evaluation of many 

difficult and time-consuming integrals (in particular the electron 

repulsion integrals) is avoided and in which experimental data are 

used for approximating other integrals. 

3.2 THE USE OF SEMI-EMPIRICAL CND0/2 THEORY. 

Many molecular orbital studies applying LCAO SCF semi

empirical methods have been performed during the past ten years. 

Most often, the method of computation is based on the CNDO theory 
6 7) as developed by Pople and co-workers ' • 

Especially the CND0/2 version7) gives good charge distributions, 
. 8 9) 10) dipole moments ' and bond lengths for a great variety of mole-

cules containing H, C, N, 0 and F atoms (Se.e reference (11) for a 

comprehensive review of this approximate molecular orbital theory, 

including considerations of molecular geometries and electronic 

density distributions.). 

The semi-empirical CND0/2 method has also been applied in 

investigating molecular complexes containing hydrogenbonds and in 

ion hydration. 

Hydrogenbonding in watermolecule complexes and in several other 

systems like complexes of H20, HF, NH
3

, formaldehyde and pyridine 
. 12) . 13) 14) 

was stud1ed by Morokuma , Hoyland & Kier , Kollman & Allen , 

Murthy et al. 15) and Schuster16). 
Burton & Daly17-19) were the first to study systematically the 

hydration of the cations H+~ Li+, Na+, NH4, Be2
+, Mg

2+ and of a 
+ + + series of substituted ammonium ions MeNH
3

, Me2NH2 , and Me~NH with 



Me a methyl group. 

A somewhat more detailed investigation of the hydration of Li+, Na+, 
2+ 20-22) Be , and F and Cl was performed by Schuster and co-workers • 

The latter21 ) together with Diercksen & Kraemer23 ) and Breitschwerdt 

& Kistenmacher24 ) compare the semi-empirical calculations of some 

mono-hydrates with more exact 'ab initio' results. 

In general, it is seen from the studies on hydrogenbonding 

and on ion hydration mentioned above, that the semi-empirical 

CND0/2 calculations give a qualitative correct picture of the phe

nomena considered although, for example, the calculated interaction 

energies are overestimated in comparison with experimental and/or 

more precise theoretical data. And, in so far as the electronic 

density is concerned, the corresponding 'ab initio' results indi

cate that the semi-empirical charge transfers are maintained in a 

somewhat reduced form. 

Nevertheless, it may be concluded that the relative order is 

correctly predicted by CNDO calculations, and that the CNDO model 

is a valuable guide for a semi-quantitative discussion of changes 

in electrondistribution caused by hydration and/or hydrogenbonding. 

In the appendix at the end of this chapter a brief outline is 

given of the salient parts of the CND0/2 theory which is described 

in detail elsewhere6•7•11 ). 
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3.3 SCATTERING FORMULAE FRO'H CND0/2 WAVEFUNCTIONS. 

The molecular electronic densitydistribution of a closed

shell 2N-electron system may be written within the CND0/2 approxi

mations as: 

p(~)= r 1411~ = r 
i ~ A 

where P
11 

v is the charge density matrix de fined as*) 

2 r ci .. civ· 
i .. 

It should be noted that 

(i) contributions to p(F) due to the product of two ato~ic (va

lence) orbitals on the same atom are used explicitly in the 

calculation of p(~), even though the corresponding electron 

repulsion integrals for exa~ple are neglected in evaluating 

CND0/2 wavefunctions. 

A similar assumption is made by Pople & Beveridge11 ) and 

Pople & Gordon9) in the evaluation of electric dipole moments 

D from CND0/2 wavefunctions. That is, dipole moments are 

calculated as 

D = D h + Dh b "d" t· , where the contribution D h c arge y r~ ~za ~on c arge 
is obtained fro~ the net charges located at the nuclei --

compare the first term in the right-hand side of equation 

(3.3.1) 

*)The CNDO coefficients are normalized by neglecting overlap, 
whereas the coefficients obtained by accurate methods are based 
on normalization of the M0 1 s using correct overlap integrals.11 ) 
It is possible to put the CNDO results into a different form • 
When assuming neglect of overlap, the original Roothaan equation 
(writ ten in matrix form) F1 c' = S c' E' · reduces to F C = C E 
which is the form used in the CNDO approach. 
The full equati.pns become comparable to .F C = C E if the trans
formation C = S"2 C1 is used, which is equivalent to replacing 
the original basis of AO' s QJ by a set orbi tala Q orthft§~na
lized by the procedure proposed for molecules by Lowdin : 
Q =~ s-t . Such a transformation is, however, not applied 

when evaluating p(~) acc<:>rding to equation (3.3.1); as mentioned 
before, the calculations given in this chapter, only serve for 
illustrating in a qualitative way the effects of bonding and 
orientation-correlation on scattering profiles. 
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The second term Dh b represents the contributions to the Y r. 
dipole D arising !rom displacements of atomic charges away 

from the nuclear centers. 

This effect is proportional to the off-diagonal density matrix 

elements P~v between 2s- and 2p-orbitals centered at the same 

atom. 

For hydrogen, there is no contribution of this type, because 

only 1s-orbitals are being used in CNDO calculations. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that including the cross-terms 

X! X! in the expression for p (1') is not contrary to the nor

malization condition of the molecular orbitals. This is because 

of the fact that for different valence orbitals X! and X! 
the corresponding overlap integral S~v -- which is always ne

glected in normalizing the CNDO molecular orbitals -- is al

ready zero, since Spv = j X~ X! dr =5~v • 
(ii) A limitation of the used Slater orbitals is that they are not 

all orthogonal. That is, the Slater 2s-functions are nodeless 

and are not orthogonal to the inner-shell orbitals. 

Nevertheless, in so far as the CNDO calculations are concerned 

no complications result from this, since the inner-shell elec

trons are not treated explicitly. The latter are assumed only 

to form part of a fixed core, so that they modify the nuclear 

potential in the one-electron part of the h~~ltonian. 

The total molecular electrondensity is then calculated as the 

sum of two parts: 
+ •or 

p(f) = Pvalence(r) ~ 
A 

is a summation 

over nonhydrogenic atoms. 

The density p (1) is evaluated from the CND0/2 wave-valence 
functions. 

The inner-shell part of p(r) is supposed to be left unchanged 

with regard to an atomic calculation; we assume the latter 

contribution to p(r) to be represented by the atomic 1s-Slater 

orbital densitydistribution. 

Now, according to its definition, the molecular scattering factor 

f(S) is calculated as the Fouriertrans!orm of the density p(~) 
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f(s> = j p(r)exp(i s.r)dr 

where jsl = q, with q the usual scattering parameter (4nsin9/A). 

The coherently scattered intensity is given by 

I h<s) = lf<s)l 
2 

co 

Substitution of the above-given expressions for p(r) and for f(S) 

in equation (3.3.3) leads to: 

I h <s> = r r r p!!P~~:f~<ft:)* + 
co A p,v A,P 

I: I: 
B> A p,v 

AA 
where fpv stands for 

f~~ = J x:x! exp(i s.r)dr 

The integral f~ may also be written as 

~! = exp(i s .A) J x:cr A) X !<t-A)exp(i s .r A)di\ 

- ~ xA x A exp(i S.A) f( P' v) 

where we have substituted r=rA+A with 1 denoting the position of 

center A; rA is the positionvector relative to A. 

With these notations the coherent scattering I h may be expressed 
co 

as: 

I h<s) = r rA<s) + r IABcs) 
co A B>A 

where IA(S) and IAB(g) stand for: 

= L L PAAP~Af( XA XA)f*( XA X A) (3.3.8) 
p.,v A,p pv p p' v A' p 

\"" ' AA BB X A A X B X B ~ 4 4 
L L PpvpAP( f( 11 ,Xv)f*( A• p)exp(i S.(A-B)) 
!J,V A p X A X A X B X B - ...... ' +f*{ P' v)f( A• p)exp(i S.(B-A)) 

(3.3.9) 

By introducing the actual form of the functions X used, analyti

cal formulae for the one-center integrals f( X~, X!> can be deri

ved (see appendix (ii) at the end of this chapter). 

It is shown in this appendix, that the expressions for f( X!, X~) 
may generally be written as: 

where 0 is representing the orientational dependency of the scat-



taring vectorS with respect to a molecule fixed coordinate system. 

Consequently, 

I h(S) =I. h(q,o). co co 

As is already discussed in the preceding chapter, the scattered 

intensity in X-ray diffraction on isotropic liquids is only a func

tion of the scalar quantity q. This is because the intensity is 

actually an orientation-averaged one. 

Therefore, we average the final expressions for calculating 

I h(q,O) over all orientations 0 • co 
Assuming all orientations to occur with equal probability, this 

average may be written as: 

icoh (q) =< Icoh (q,O) > 0 = 1 Icoh (q,O) dO / J dO 

and from equation (3.3.7) it is seen that 

i h(q) = L iA(q) + L iAB(q) 
co A B>A 

The intensity i , (q) may be viewed as the •gas scattering' of the con 
system considered, that is, i h(q) represents the scattering per co 
particle (molecule) from a gas consisting of freely rotating 

molecules. 

In appendix (ii) at the end of this chapter, is shown how the va

rious contributions iA(q) and iAB(q) are calculated. 
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3.4 THE EFFECT OF 'CHEMICAL BONDING' ON COHERENT SCATTERING 

PROFILES. 

3.4.1 INTRODUCTION; COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS. 

The method outlined in section 3.3 will be used to compute 

the scattering profiles of the complexes Li(H2o)+ and Li(H2o);. 
The coherent scattering curves for these systems are evaluated in 

three ways. 

(i) The electronic densitydistribution of the complex considered 

is calculated directly from the wavefunction describing the 

molecular complex. 

(ii) The p 1 is assumed to be equal to the sum of the undis-comp ex 
turbed densities of the ion and of the watermolecule(s). 

The geometry of the complex is the same as in the calcula

tions described under (i). 

The density of the watermolecule is computed from CND0/2 

wavefunctions of the free H
2
0-molecule; the electrondensity 

of the ion is just the density of its inner-shell electrons. 

(iii) The coherently scattered intensity is also calculated accor

ding to the traditional approach which is based upon the as

sumption that the molecular system may be viewed as being 

composed of (atomic and/or molecular) scatterers with sphe

rically symmetric density distributions; the independent 

scatterers are located at the end of interatomic or inter

mo~ecular vectors which are the same as those of (i) (and 

(ii)). Then, the scattering factor f 
1

Cs) of the molecular mo 
complex is: 

rm01 Cs> = r exp(i s.RP)~pPCrP)exp(i s.rP)drP <3.4.1.1) 
p 

where the summation runs over the atomic or molecular parti-

cles p from which the complex is built up; R denotes the po-
p 

sition of p and rp is the positionvector relat~ve to parti-

cle p. 

The integral is just fp(S); so, 

f 
1
<s): r r (s)exp(i s.R) 

mo p p p 
(3.4.1.2) 
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I h(S) = L I fp(s)l 2 
+ r fp(S)f*' (S)exp(i s. (R -R I)) (3.4.1.3) 

co p p,#p' p p p 
Consequently, the orientation-averaged intensity may be written as: 

~ '"" .. 
i h(q) = L i (q) + r < ,exp(i S.(R -R ,))> (3.4.1.4 

co p p p_#p 1 p p av 
Now, by making use of the assumed spherically symmetric electronic 

densitydistributions of the particles, one finds 

f Cs) = < f <s) > = f (q) = (i (q) )t 
p p av p p 

Equation (3.4.1.4) may then be put into the following form 

i (q) 
p + r 

p#p' 
f ( )f ( )sin(qiR -R .1_2. 
P q p' q qjRP:RPJ 

p p 

(3.4.1.5) 

(3.4.1.6) 

The one-particle scattering (q) is again calculated from the 

undisturbed density p of the free particle p. 
p 

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS. 

The CND0/2 calculations were done with the computerprogram 

QCPE 141 (Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange, Bloomington, Indiana, 

USA). 

The following orbital exponents of the Slater-type functions have 

been used: for lithium and oxygen the Slater-values 0.65 and 

2.275 25)(the Slater exponents are equal for the 2s- and 2p-func

tions); and for hydrogen the value 1.2 • The latter differs from 

unity (which is appropriate to the free H-atom) because optimiza

tion of this orbital exponent in calculations on a molecular level 

usually results in a value of that magnitude. 

The exponents given above have not been optimized in the CND0/2 

calculations on the molecular systems investigated. 

As was already mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the inner

shell density is supposed to be represented by the atomic 1s Slater 

orbital electrondensity. In evaluating the coherent scattering pro

files, the values 2.7 and 7.7 Z5) for the exponents of the 1s-func

tions of respectively lithium and oxygen were chosen. 

In the calculations, the geometry of the H20-molecule is kept 

rigid in ~ts CND0/2 minimized geometry: roH=1.03 Rand a(HOH)=107.1°. 

These optimized values are in reasonable agreement with the experi

mental one's (respectively 0.96 R and 104.5°) 
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In accordance with 'ab initio' results 21 •23-25) we have chosen the 

dipole orientation of the watermolecule towards the lithium ion, 

that is, lithium is on the c2v-axis of the H
2
0-molecule and the 

hydrogens are turned away from the ion. 

In the Li(H2o):-complexes to be considered, we have optimized the 
distance ion-oxygen. 

Some results of our CND0/2 calculation on the complexes 

Li(H2o): with n=1,2,4 and 6 are summarized in table 3.4.1.1 • 

Our results are in general agreement with the CND0/2 calculations 

published on these systems by other workers17-ZZ). 

Table 3.4.1.1: 
0 

number of H20-molecules 
1a) zb) 4c) ,-d) 

0 Calculated properties of 

Li+-complexes from CND0/2 

wave functions 

QH O 0.000 +0.164 +0.156 +0.139 +0.114 
2 Q1 . +1.000 +0.836 +0.688 +0.444 +0.311 

From table 3.4.1.1 it is 

seen that the net charge 

1 e) 
rLiO 

-~E/nf) 
2.35 
45 

2.37 
44 

2.41 

'+1 

2.48 

36 

a)Li+ along the bisector of the angle 

( ) HOH, in the plane of H20 and away of the ion Q1~ decreases f th h J 
~ b) rom e y rogens. 

with increasing n (The net planar configuration of the H20-mole-
charge QA of a particle A c)cules and the ion. 

tetrahedral arrangement of H20-molecu
is defined as ZA-NA with 

A d)les around the ion. 
N the total electronpopu- octahedral arrangement of H20-molecu-

lation belonging to A and e)i:sj, f)in kcal/mol. 
zA the atomic number of A).~------------------------------------------
This decrease in the net charge of the ion arises from the transfer 

of electrons from the watermolecules to the lithium ion. The values 

for QH 0 show that the latter transfer per H20-molecule decreases 

as the2number of watermolecules increases. 

The charge transfers associated with the formation of the complexes 

Li(H2o): , n=1,2, are also shown in figure 3.4.1.1, and we see from 

this figure that the charge of the hydrogens is transferred to the 

lithium ion. 
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Figure 3.4.1.1: 

Gross atomic electron charges. 

Li+ 
(2.000) 

H 
I 

+ 0 (8.270) 
\ 
H(o.865) 

As expected, the equilibrium distance rLiO increases in going from 

Li(H
2

0)+ to Li(H20)G. We should note, that the CND0/2 values for 

these distances are higher than the corresponding values from 

'ab initio' calculation35• 37 •38). (The 'ab initio' distance for the 

1:1 complex is 1.85 R for example; however, the trend in Li •••• o 
distances is correctly predicted by the CND0/2 calculations.) 

A similar conclusion may be drawn by considering the 'binding' ener

gies A E of the complexes considered as a function of the number 

of watermolecules added (table 3.4.1.1); the stabilization ('bin

ding') energy AE is defined as 

AE(Li(H20)~) = E(Li(H2o):) - E(Li+) - nE(H20) • 

From the values of A E/n given in table 3.4 .1 .1 we learn that the 

stabilization energy is not additive in the complexes studied; the 

AE/n -values gradually decrease with increase in n, just as in the 

case of more accurate theoretical and experimental investigations 

(ref.(37) and references herein). The absolute values of the 

equilibrium interaction energies disagree however with the results 

from recent 'ab initio' calculations35,37-39) -- for example, for 

the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes these 'ab initio' values are respectively 

34 and 32 kcal/mol; after correction for the molecular extra cor

relation energy and for the zero-point vibrational energy39), the 

latter are in good agreement with the experimental values for the 

heat of formation of the complexes considered39) --. 

In spite of the fact that the CND0/2 calculations do not pro

vide good values for the bonding parameters mentioned above, it may 

be concluded that the CND0/2 results show reliable trends in these 

quantities for the Li(H2o): -complexes. 
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In this paragraph we shall consider the scattering curves 

calculated according to the three models as discussed in the prece

ding section. 

The intensities based on model (i) (which includes the effects of 

'chemical bonding') are denoted as ib h" The in hand id h repre-
co co co 

sent the profiles evaluated respectively from model (ii) (neglect 

of distortions in p 1 (r) due to bonding) and from model (iii) comp ex 
(the traditional Debye-approach). 

(i) Li(H
2
o)+ COMPLEX. 

(See figure 3.4.2.1a-3.4.2.1i) 

Figure 3.4.2.1a: 

This figure gives 

the intensity of 

the molecular com-
1 .b 

P ex: l.coh" 
We have plotted 

q.ib h instead of 
b co 

icoh because the 

former is always 

used in evaluating 

100 

50 

r 
Figure 3.4.2.1a 

q.icoh (e.u.) 

distributionfunc- o ~~------~----------,---------~~--~ 
tions from scat

tered intensities 

1 5 10 15 

(chapter 2). The second curve in this figure represents the total 

one-particle scattering calculated as L (q). The summation is 

over all atoms. The atomic scattering fa~tors (q) are calculated 

from electrondensities that are described by the same A0 1 s used in 

CND0/2 1 i.e. for oxygen 

foxygen(q) = fcore(q} + fvalence(q) with 
f 1 (q)= 2f2 (q) + 4f2 (q) , where f 2 (q) va ence s p p =<f2 <s>> p av 
The latter may be evaluated from the formulae given in the appendix 

at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 3.4.2.1b: 

The reduced intensi- 30 

ty multiplied by q: 

q.ired(q)=q.(i~oh(q) 
-I f?(q) > is given . J. 
inJ.this figure. 

As expected, this 10 

function oscillates 

q.i d(q) (e.u.) re 

q c~.-1 > 

3.4.2.1b 

(with decreasing am- 0 1--.------\--.+-.....:..o::;;:;,..,-t:.=:::...,::::::J::::-....:::..__---i 

plitude) around -5 
zero at the larger L------------------------------~ 

values of the scattering parameter q. 

Figure 3.4.2.1c: 

In this figure we have 

plotted the differencesA 

in q.i h(q)-curves calcu-co 
lated according to the va-

5 I t.(q) (e.u.) 

__ ,_../"'An(q)5 10 

0~~;~--'~,~~--'~----~~---~~~ 

Figure 3.4.2.1c 

... 
q(,R-1) 

rious models: 
b 5 r- .............. Ad(q) 6 = q.(icoh(q)- icoh(q)). - ....__ _____________ .....J 

.n 
J.coh The i h is either 

dco 
or i h" The corresponding 

d co . 
A respectively. 

A-functions are then denoted as t.n and 

Only in the region of low q, the t.n-curve shows up significant va

lues. However, the actual values are still quite small in comparison 

with the scattering curves in figure 3.4.2.1a and 3.4.2.1b. 

The Ad-curve (in fact id h) is evaluated by assuming the atoms to co 
behave as independent scatterers; so, the bonding effects between 

oxygen and hydrogen on the one hand and the ion and the H20-molecule 

on the other hand have been neglected in this approach. 

In order to get a better understanding of the difference-curves 

t.(q) mentioned before, we have constructed electronproductfunc

tions o(r). The latter are calculated by numerical methods as 

o(r) 2Jqmax 2 
r :::: n 0 q (icoh - ~ fi )sinqr dq (chapter 2) 
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The upperlimit qmax in the intergration has been chosen to be 20 

&-1 ; near this value the contribution of q.(i h-): f~) to the co . J. 

function o(r) has become insignificant (see also figure 3.4.2.1b). 

50 Figure 3.4.2.1d 

30 

10 

0-H H-H 

The following interactions ) are included in the ob(r)-

profile (solid line): 0-H, H1-H2, Li+-0, Li+-H. The position of the 

second center is indicated if the first is put in the origin. 

The individual o(r)-curves for the interactions mentioned, based on 

the Debye-model are also given in this figure (dashed and dotted 

lines) • 

• 4.2.1e: 

The difference-curves of 

figure 3.4.2.1c have 

also been transformed 

into (difference) EPF's 

-5 !-····....... ; b.on~ 3 r(,i) 

ilo(r). The latter are denoted as t..on(r) or as t:.od(r) depending 

on the nature of the original t:.(q)-functions. 

From the behaviour of thet..o0 (r)-function, we conclude that elec

tronic charge has been transferred in the formation of the Li(H20)+ 

complex from the H20-molecule into the ion-water bond. However, 

the net charges that are involved in these transfers are small 

compare the values of t:.on(r) with those of ob(r) in figure 

3.4.2.1d). 

In the region where the contributions of the 0-H (and H-H) interac-
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tions to the total ab(r) dominate, we notice a decrease in ab(r) 

in comparison with the distribution an(r). At higher distances 

(Li+-0 and Li+-H), the ab(r)-function has increased slightly. 

Note, that the total area of the Aan(r)-profile (that is,.( Aan(r)dr) 

equals zero, which also holds for the Aad{r)-curve. 

Due to bonding effects between oxygen and hydrogen, the ad(r)

function underestimates the real distribution in the region between 

these two centers. Consequently, near the maximum of the O-R

contribution the ad{r)-curve is shifted to higher values with re

gard to the ab(r)-profile. 

In a similar way, the behaviour of Aad(r) at larger distances-

where the Li+-0 and the Li+-H contributions appear-- can be under

stood. 

Figure 3.4.2.1f: 

This figure contains a plot of the reduced intensity calculated as~ 

q.ired(q) = q.(ibcoh- ib h - f~ ); ib h and f~ stand for the co ,w ~on co ,w ~on 

scattered intensities belonging to the undisturbed H20-molecule and 

the Li+-ion. 

.4.2.1f 
10 

5 

0~~---+.-~~~~~~c=~~--=--=--~ 

-5 
-10 

In other words, the intensity-profile of the molecular complex 

Li(H20)+ is now being analyzed in terms of a two-particle interac

tion, namely that between the ion on the one hand and the H20-

molecule considered as a whole on the other hand. 

Consequently, the interactions within the watermolecule will no 

longer be 'seen' in the intensity-profiles and, eventually, in 

the distributionfunction a(r).-- Compare the reduced intensity

curve of'figure 3.4.2.1b where these interactions are still inclu

ded. --
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Figure 3.4.2.1g~ 

The difference-curve Ad(q) 
c-d .b ) . 1 t = q. ~coh - ~coh ~s P 0 -

ted in this figure. 

As mentioned before, the 
.d . t . t . 1 
~coh-~n ens~ y ~s eva u-

5 1- lAd(q) 
(e.u.) 

~ 

Figure 3 .4.2 .1g 

-2.; :~:=~==::::·=· ·=· ·=·: ·5-::::q c:R:-:
1 )===: 

ated by considering the watermolecule as a quasi-atom. Equations 

(3.4.1.5) and (3.4.1.6) of the preceding paragraph are used in the 

actual calculation of id h; the distance ion-water is chosen to co 

Figure 3.4.2.1h: 

The reduced intensity of figure 3.4.2.1f is transformed into a 

distributionfunction ab(r) (solid line). --The Fouriertransforma

tion was performed in the same way as described in the text be

longing to figure 3.4.2.1d. --

40 

10 

d a 

Fieure 3.4.2.1h 

5 

-~r---==~~-.~1~~1--~~----~ 
1 Li+-0 Li+-H 4 

As expected, the peak corresponding to the 0-H (and H-H) contribu

tions has disappeared in this ab(r)-curve, which shows up negative 

values in the region up to about r=1.4 ~t 

This is because in the evaluation of ab(r) we have in fact subtrac

ted the a:(r)-curve of a free (undisturbed) H20-m~lecule from the 

distributionfunction given in figure 3.4.2.1d, and, as is already 

known, the a:(r)-curve overestimates the actual H20-contribution 

in the Li(H20)+ complex. 
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5 
........ 

Figure 3.4.2.1i 

r(2) 
o~~~--~· .----~~.~--~--~-·~···~.~ .• ----~~.~-= .. ~ .. ~~ 

1 2 ··· ........ ·······4 

-5~--------------------------------~ 
Figure 3.4.2.1i: 

d d b The difference Aa (r) between a (r) and a (r) is displayed in this 

figure. 

The behaviour of the Aad(r)-curve in the region near r=1.25 R may 

be understood by using the same arguments as discussed at figure 

3.4.2.1h. From the shape of the Aad(r)-profile at higher distances 

we conclude that the Debye-approach obviously overestimates the 

real distribution near the ion-oxygen distance and that this way 

of calculating distributionfunctions does not lead to a correct 

representation of the ab(r)-curve in the region where the Li+-H 

contributions appear. As may be seen from the values of the A ad(r)

curve, the latter effect is relatively more important than the 

former 

(ii) THE Li(H2Ql; COMPLEX. 

(See figure 3.4.2.2a-3.4.2.2h) 

.4.2.2a: 

This figure gives the coherent

ly scattered intensity ib h of co 
the molecular complex Li(H2o};; 
we have again plotted q.ib h 

b co 
instead of icoh' 
The solid curve represents the 

total one-particle scattering 

(multiplied by q) calculated as 

the sum of 2ib h and 
• ~0 ,w 
J.coh,ion .(= fion) • 

Figure 3.4.2.2a 

q.icoh (e.u.) 

.b 
\ ... / q.J.coh,Li(H2ot 100 

. q(2-1) 



Figure 3.4.2.2b 
50 

30 

10 

Or-~4--r~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 

Figure 3.4.2.2b: 

The reduced intensity, calculated as q.ired=q.(i~0h-2i~oh,w- rii+), 

is plotted in this figure. As should be, this intensity shows more 

'structure' than the corresponding curve of the monohydrate (figure 

3.4.2.1f). This is because the former also includes the contribu

tions of the 'intermolecular' interaction between the watermolecu

les in the complex. 

Figure 3.4.2.2c: 

The difference-curve An(q) 

is shown here. 

Only in the region of low 

5 

14n(q) 
• '\. (e.u.) .. 

.4.2.2c 

q-values (near q=1·5 _R- 1) q(_R-1) 
1 5 

the An-function seems to -5 ~------------------------~====~ 
be of (some) importance. The actual values of an are quite small 

in comparison with those of the reduced intensity-profile in 

figure 3.~.2.2b. 

Figure 3.4.2.2d: 

Fouriertransformation of the reduced intensity-profile of figure 

3.4.2.2b leads to the distributionfunction ab!r) given in this 

figure. 

As expected, two peaks appear in the ab(r)-curve. The first cor

responds again to the ion-watermolecule interactions (at"" 2.4 .R) 
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and the second represents the 

intermolecular H2o-H2o contri- 150 
butions. 

The behaviour of the ob(r)-

curve at low distances (that is 

near 1 R) is very similar to 

that of the corresponding dis

tributionfunction of the mono

hydrate (figure 3.4.2.1h). 

Figure 3.4.2.2e: 

2 4 

Figure 

3.4.2.2d 

6 

The transformAon(r) of the An(q)-function (figure 3.4.2.2c) is 

displayed in this figure. 

5 r l A~~.:~ ) ( e 1
2 
;R) Figure 3.4.2.2e 

0 
... 

3 ......... ·· 6 ... 
r(R) 

-5Lr----------------------~====~ 
The positive values ofAon(r) at distances near 1R and 5.5R indi

cate that the 0-H contributions in the real distribution ob(r) 

have decreased in comparison with the situation in which bonding 

effects between the ion and the watermolecules have been neglected. 

As was pointed out in discussing the results of the monohydrate, 

this decrease is due to the transfer of (electronic) charges from 

the H20-molecule(s) into the ion-water bond. It shows up as an in

tramolecular or intermolecular effect respectively at ~1 R and 

..., 5.5 R. At intermediate distances ( ..... 2-4 R) where the distribution

functions not only contain the Li+-H contributions but also the 

contributions from interactions in the region between the water

molecules, the charge transfer obvious~y causes the Aon(r)-func

tion to have negative values (or, in other words, ob(r) to be 

larger than on(r)). Finally, it is seen that near r 0_
0 

ob(r) 

has decreased slightly as compared to on(r). 



Figure 3.4.2.2f 

-20 

Figure 3.4.2.2f: 

In the interpretation of experimental X-ray diffraction data of 

aqueous ionic solutions as described in chapter 2, electronproduct

functions are constructed which only contain information about the 

interaction between the ion on the one hand and the surrounding 

H20-molecules on the other hand. In other words, the contribu

tions arising from water-water interactions have, among other 

things, been separated from the total distributioncurve. 

Therefore, the reduced intensity which is plotted in this figure, 

is now calculated as: 
· ( ) (.b .b f 2 ) Th t .b t q.~red q = q. ~coh - ~coh,ww - Li+ • e erm ~coh,ww represen s 

the coherent scattering of the (H
2
0)

2 
complex (also evaluated from 

CND0/2 wavefunctions); the geometry of the complex is the same as 

in the Li(H20)~ system. 

Note, that the curve given here, has a very similar behaviour 

as compared to the corresponding profile of the monohydrate (figure 

3.4.2.1f). 

Figure 3.4.2.2g: 

The difference-curve ~d(q) is again evaluated by considering the 

H20-molecules as (spherically symmetric) quasi-atoms. 

1 0 '- J ~~-~ q) ( e • u. ) 

0 ...... ···· ... 

Figure 3.4.2.2g 

I I ••···•·•• I •·1 I 
i 1 3 5 q(_l{-1) 

-10t~--~------------------~====~_j 
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The i~oh-intensity is calculated according to 4fionfwsin(qrion-w)/ 

( r ) • the distance r. is chosen to be r 1J..+-o and 
q ion-w ' 1 J.on-w 

f ( . b )2 = J. h • w co ,w d 
As expected the ~ (q)-curve obtained in this way, is very similar 

to the one of the Li(H20)+ complex (figure 3.4.2.1g). 

Figure 3.4.2.2h: 
The distributionfunction ab(r) evaluated from the reduced intensity 

profile of figure 3.4.2,2f is plotted here (solid line). 

Figure 3.4.2.2h 

75 

50 

25 

l 
2 4 6 

As should be, the intermolecular water-water peak of figure 3.4.2. 

2d has disappeared. The behaviour of the ab(r)-curve at distances 

near r 0_0 (and higher) is then due to the 'subtracting procedure' 

in which the water-water contributions in the Li(H2o); complex are 

approximated by the (undisturbed) a (r}-function. Obviously, the ww . 
latter overestimates the real contributions. Finally, the dotted 

curve represents the distribution evaluated from the Debye-model. 

The differences between ad(r) and ab(r) for r-values smaller than 

about 4.5 ~ may be understood in the same way as discussed at figu

re 3.4.2.1h and 3.4.2.1i of the monohydrate. In accordance with the 

fact that the transfer of electron charges per H20-molecule decrea

ses as the number of watermolecules increases (table 3.4.1.1), the 

absolute values of the function fab(r) near r 0 _H are somewhat 

smaller than the corresponding values of the distributioncurve of 

the monohydrate. 
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3.4.3 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION. 

The results of the calculations on the lithium-water

complexes as discussed in the preceding paragraph, may be summari

zed as follows. 

In the first place it is evident that the neglect of the intra

molecular H20-bonding affects the intensities to a relatively 

greater extent than the neglect of the ion-water bonding (which, 

in fact, is to be expected in view of the nature of the respective 

bonds). 

The effects of distortions in electrondensity due to bonding be

tween the ion and the watermolecules appear in the intensity profi

les at low q-values (that is, mainly in the region of ~1-3 ~- 1 ). 
However, the differences between the ib h-and in h-profiles are co co 
small (they never exceed N1.5%). 
The electronproductfunctions evaluated from these intensities show 

that these differences arise from the transfer of charge from the 

surrounding H20-molecules to the Li+. 

The usual Debye-approach (i.e. assuming the H20-molecules to behave 

as quasi-atoms with spherically symmetric electrondensities) leads 

to reduced-intensity profiles showing significant deviations as 

compared to the •real' curves. The corresponding EPF's make clear 

that these deviations mainly arise from an incorrect representa

tion of the real function db(r) by the Debye-curve od(r) at distan

ces where the intramolecular 0-H and the Li-H contributions domi

nate. 

As already discussed, this is because in the od(r)-function no ac

count has been taken of the transfer of electroncharges (from H20 

to the ion). Consequently, od(r) overestimates the actual EPF near 

RoH· Obviously, the od(r)-function also fails to represent correctly 

the real curve ob(r) at distances near RLiH (and, to a relatively 

smaller extent near RLiO). In the case of the Li(H20)~-complex, 
there is some further disagreement between the •real' and the 

Debye distribution (both describing only th~ ion-water interaction), 

namely at r-values where the intermolecular H2o-H2o contributions 

dominate. 



As discussed in chapter 2, the Debye-approach is used in inter

preting experimental ion-water distributionfunctions; that is, the 

Debye-function is fitted to the real (experimental) curve by means 

of a 'least-squares' procedure in which the quantities N (the num-

ber of watermolecules), R. t and B (the 'temperature factor') l.On-wa er 
of the model representation are determined so as to give the best 

agreement between the ad(r)- and the experimental EPF in a (chosen) 

interval r . -r • m:Ln max 
From the calculations of the preceding paragraph we learn, that 

because of the disagreement found between the ad(r)- and the ab(r)

curves, the results of such a fit are obviously affected by the 

choice of rmin and rmax between which the fitting-procedure is per~ 

formed. 

It would therefore be rather difficult to an erroranalysis in 

terms of the limits r . and r mn max 
Besides, for a direct comparison with experimental data such an 

analysis should be connected to a discussion of the (absolute) ac

curacy of the molecular properties calculated in this way -- which, 

in fact, is closely related to a discussion of the usefulness of 

the CND0/2 model. 

In the introduction of this chapter it was pointed out, that 

the CND0/2 theory is valuable in describing bonding effects (in 

ion hydration) in a qualitative way only. Consequently, the results 

of the calculations concerning the scattering profiles (and elec

tronproductfunctions) of the Li(H20)~-complexes should be interpre

ted in a similar way. 

Nevertheless, it is felt, that the CNDO-results make clear 

that (significant) errors may be introduced in the interpretation 

of X-ray diffraction data by neglecting 'chemical bonding'. In 

particular this holds for strong intramolecular bonds (like 0-H 

in H20). 

In order to describe more accurately (in a quantitative way) 

these effects, we will present in the following chapter a more 

general approach for the evaluation of molecular scattering profi

les, which is based upon the Waller-Hartree equations and which 

uses more accurate wavefunctions for describing the molecular sys-
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tem. 

Further, we will not only consider the coherent scattering but also 

the molecular, incoherently scattered intensity ( as .known, the 

latter is important in converting the experimental X-ray data into 

an absolute scale (chapter 2)). 

The method outlined in the following chapter, is then used to coo

pute the scattering curves for the iso-electronic series H2o, H;o, 
+ NH

3
, NH4 , and cH4 (chapter 5 and 6) and for the molecular complexes 

Li(H2o)+ and (H2o> 2 (chapter 7). 
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APPENDIX 3. 

(i) SEMI-EMPIRICAL CND0/2 THEORY. 

In semi-empirical CND0/2 calculations the following approxima

tions are made. 

1 The CNDO theory involves the Complete Neglect of Differential 

Overlap, that is, the neglect of the products ~(1) \).1) of dif

ferent atomic orbi tala. x
11 

and X.., in all electron repulsion inte

grals. In addition, the overlap integrals s11.., between different 

atomic orbitals are neglected in normalizing the LCAO MO ~.'s 
~ 

<f.li"' r: cill x"' • 
~Only valence-electrons are treated explicitly in.the evaluation 

of the MO's. The inner-shell electrons -- together with the nu

clei -- form part of a rigid core. 

The total electronic density calculated from CNDO wavefunctions 

is then a valence-electrondensity which may, in the case of clo

sed-shell molecules. be written as p(1=) = 2 ~ 141~2 :; r PJLV XJLXV' 

~ "''" where PJ.I.Y is the charge-density matrix 

defined as 
occ. 

P
11 

= 2 L C. C. • The diagonal element P.,. gives the total charge 
.-v . ~I' ~v 11.-

associa t~d with X, • The gross atomic charge of A is P = 2:: P • 
.- AA j.I(A) (.1(.1 

(Note that the coefficients C. and the functions X., 
~(.1 ... 

are real.) 

2. Using the basic CNDO approximation, the two-electron integrals 

jjx~1) Xv(1)r~ 2 X~2) xJ2)d-T1dT2 are reduced to 

~vs~jx~(1)r~;x~(2)dT1 dT2 • The latter are assumed to have a 

common value yAB independent of the actual ty:ne of the X's. So, 

yAB depends only on the nature of A and B on which x11 respective

ly XA are centered; YAB may then be viewed as the average elec

trostatic repulsion between an electron on A and an electron 

on B. Actually, yAB is calculated from the (valence) s-s interac

tion. 

The molecular orbital coefficients are then eigenvectors of the 

following Fock hamiltonian matrix 

Fj1J.1 = ~!1 + (A~)/BB y AB + (P AA -tPPI:l) YAA ' and 



F
11

v :::: Hl'v - t P f.!V YAB , where the orbitals x11 and Xv belong to 

A and B respectively. 

The next step is to derive convenient expressions for the matrix 

elements of the core-hamiltonian H = -tv2 -[VB, with VB the po-

tential due to the core of B. B 
4 Evaluation of the diagonal elements of H is performed by separa

ting Hfil' in one-center and two-center contributions: 

~j.l :: ulil.l. - L 1~(1)VB XJ1)dT1 • The last terms in the 
B(#) 

expression for Hl'l.l. represent the (electrostatic) interaction of 

an electron in XI' (centered at A) with the cores of atoms B. 

This interaction is, just as yAB' assumed to be the same for all 

Xpon A, and is written as VAB" 

The off-diagonal elements H .. v: Huv = u .. v- L 1 x .. (1)VBXy(1)dT, 
r . r B(#A) r I 

become zero if Xj.l. and Xy are both on A because Uf1V is then zero 

by symmetry and because the last integrals in the expression for 

Hj.I.V vanish according to the CNDO approximation. 

On the other hand, in the case where x11 and Xv are on different 

centers, the differential overlap is not neglected in calcula

ting Hl'y ; 

Hflv=] x;(1)(-fV2
-VA-VB) X~(1)dT1 - c(li,"B)J X~(1)VC X~(1)dT 1 

The first integral is replaced by Pj.l.vand the second is neglected. 

The quantity Ppv is the so-called "resonance integral"; it repre

sents the energy lowering due to the presence of an electron in 

the field of A and B si~ultaneously; ~~~v is calculated as 

P11 v = p~s 11v = <P1 + P~)s11v , where p~ and 13~ are empirical 

constants depending only on the nature of A and B. These constantE 

are chosen so as to give the best agreement in final results with 

accurate 'ab initio' calculations on small molecules. 

The FocK -matrix may now be written as: 

FI'J.I = Ullll + (PAA-tPJll')yAA + B~A)(-·QB y AB + (ZBYAB- VAB)) 

F~v = P~BSJ.IV - tP11 vYAB , where the net charge on B QB stands 

for QB = ZB- PBB" 
2 The penetration integrals of Goeppert-Mayer & SklarZ?) --- the 

last term (ZBYAB- VAB) in the expression for Fl'fl--- are neglec

ted in CND0/2 theory. 
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~ The quantity Upp is determined empirically from experimental 

values of the ionization potential (I
11

) and the electron affinity 

(AI!)' that is, 

-A¥ = Ul!t.t + ZA YAA 

-Ip = Upp + (ZA-1)yAA' so Upp = ~f{lp + Ap) - (ZA-f)yAA" 
1 A minimum basisset consisting of Slater-type orbitals is used25): 

X (r,e ,+) = Rn1 (r)Y1m(e,+) , with 

Rnl (r) = (2~)n+f((2n) 1)-frn-\xp(-~r) ,and the angular parts Ylm 

are the well-known spherical harmonics. 

(ii) SCATTERING FOID1ULAE FROM SLATER-TYPE ORBITALS. 

One-c~ scattering ~~~-

The problem is to derive for the one-center scattering 
A A factors rex,~): 

f( x:. XVA) !Jx:crA) X!<rA)exp(i s.rA)drA (ii.1) 

from products of Slater-type orbitals X!<rA) 25). 
The way in which the integral (ii.1) may be evaluated, has already 

been reported by several authora29-34). 
From these studies it is seen, that the calculations involving 

spherically symmetric charge distributions (i.e. s-type functions) 

are quite straightforward, because it is allowed to choose S 
parallel to the z-axis of the atom fixed coordinate system. 

However, when one is dealing with aspherical densityd~stributions 

this simplification cannot be applied. In this case the evaluation 

of the scattering integral (i~.1) may be performed by rotating the 

coordinate system xyz into a new one x'y'z' in which the z'-axis 
.... 

is parallel to the vector S (figure ii.1). ... z 

The final results for 1s-, 2s- and 2p

functions are given in table ii.1 ... 
y 

Figure ii.1: 

Coordinate system used. 
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Table ii.1: 

Scattering formulae from one-center products of Slater-type 
*) 

functions • 

Type Formula 

f( X 2s 

rex 

(1+q2/4~~)-2 

64~~(4~~-q2 )/(4~~+q2 ) 4 

(h0-h 1 )sin2acos2 ~ + h 1 

(h h ) . 2 .. 2 h 
0

-
1 

Sln a Sln p + 
1 

2 (h
0
-h

1
)cos a + h 1 

sin cos g
0

• i 

6 2 2 2 2 4 
64.~2(4~2-5q )/(4~2+q ) 

6 2 2 3 
64.l;2/(4~2+q ) 

32.l;~q(20~~-q2 )/(4z;~+q2 )4.(3)t 
*)This table includes the scattering factors from charge distri

butions represented by Slater-orbitals that appear in the evalu
ation of p(1) from GrlD0/2 wavefunctions as described in section 
3·3 • As known, the latter functions are built up from minimal 
basissets, that is, for the hydrogen atom only 1s-functions are 
used, and for oxygen (and lithium) only 2s- and 2p-orbitals are 
treated explicitly. 
It is illustrative to consider for example the MO's for the 
watermolecule in its optimized geometry (r0H=1.03 X, a(HOH)=107.1°, 
the watermolecule in the xy-plane, x-axis lS C2 -axis, hydrogen 
H1 has positive coordinates x andy). v 

<~>1 <l>z <~>3 <1>4 
X -0.8813 0.0000 0.2887 0.0000 Only the valence-

2S 0 MO's (<I>-~) are 
X ' 'l :4 -0.0471 0.0000 -0.8427 0.0000 calculated according 

X 2px,o o.oooo 0.7501 o.oooo o.oooo to the CND0/2 theory. 
2p 0 The fifth MO is as-x y' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 sumed to be the 1s-

X2pz,O -0.3225 0.4676 -0.3217 0.0000 Slater orbital of 
1s,H1 oxygen. In other 

X 16 H -0.3325 -0.4676 -0.3218 0.0000 words, in calcula-
' 2 ting the molecular 

scattering factor according to the approximations mentioned in 
paragraph 3.3, only the typical contributions as given in table 
ii.1 have to be taken into account 
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Evaluation of the intensity-contributions !Aisl.and !ABigl. 

:: ( :~<:ni11: ~ ls lsinod4dp/ j J aiMdodp 
00 

(ii.2) 

Applying equation (ii.2) results in the nonzero contributions 

given in table ii.2 • 

Table ii.2: 

Orientation-averaged scattered intensities from one-center products 

of Slater-type orbitals. 

Type Formula 

f<Xks' Xks)f( Xls'X 1s> 

(8h~ + 3h; + 4h0~1 )/15 
2 

go/3 

The evaluation of the cross-terms iAB is somewhat more difficult 

because of the phaseractor exp(i s.(A-B>> appearing in the expres

sion for IAB(S). 

How in this case the averaging procedure can be performed is il

lustrated by the calculation of iAB(q) from a 2px-orbital centered 

at A(O,O,O) and a 1s-function on B(b,O,O). 

Then, apart from the proper MO coefficients 

A A B B _. ....... .. ~ ... 
iAB(q) =<t<X 2P ,X 2p H<X 1s,X 1s)(exp(i s.(A-B))+exp(i s.(A-B))))av 

X X 

~ 
(ii.3) 

Note, that the components of S are qsinacosp, 

-qsinasinp and qcosa ; so, 

iAB (q) = 2! f( X ~s, X~s) J J f( X~px, X ;Px)cos(qbsinacosp)sinadadp 

. 2k+1 )2k )(s~na) (cosp dadp 

(:Li.4) 



where cos(qbsinctcos~) has been expressed as a series expansion. 
A XA Substitution of the actual form of f( X
2 

, 
2 

) and application 
Px Px 

integrals 

(2k) !2-Zk 
2 tT ..:=:=;k~!~k'-:-1-

2 k!(k+l)l(21)!22k 
(2k+21+1)! 1! 

.5) 

(ii.6) 

-I 
with k,l=0,1,2 ••• 

. 2f(XB1s'XB1s)C (h -h)~ (ibq)2k(2k+2H2k+1) 1 AB"' o 1 .:;_
0 

(2k+3)! 

(X) ("b )2k 
h r ]. q 

+ 1k=0(2k+1)! 

(ii.7) 

The last summation in equation (ii.7) is identified as 

sin(bq)/(bq). 

The first summation is shown to be sin(bq)/(bq)+2(cos(bq)/(bq)2 -

sin(bq)/(bq)3 ). 
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CHAPTER 4 *) 

MOLECULAR X-RAY SCATTERING 

This chapter considers the evaluation of coherently and 
incoherently scattered X-ray i~tensities of single freely 
rotating molecules (gas scattering). 
A purely analytical procedure is given, based upon the 
use of LCAO-MO Gaussian wavefunctions. 

4.1 GENERAL EXPRESSIONS FOR THE COHERENT AND INCOHERENT SCAT'rERING. 

The basic formulae for the calculation of X-ray scattering 
1 ) (for the nonrelativistic case) are those given by Waller & Hartree • 

If the ground state electronic wavefunction for the N-electron 

syste~ is represented by 

Dirac notation21 ) as: 

I < wo 
N 

I L: exp( 
k=1 

N N 

< ~0 I L: L: 
k=1 1=1 

where 

~0 these formulae may be written in the 

i s .:rk) 1 ~0> 12 (4.1.1) 

exp( i s. c-rk ) ) I \1!0 > (4.1.2) 

and I h denote respectively the total scattered intensity co 
and its coherent part: Itot=I

00
h+Iinc' As is known, the coherent 

scattering is associated with processes in which the electron 

remains in the same energy state ( the frequency ( and wavelength) 

of the scattered radiation is the same as that of the incident 

beam) 1 whereas the incohere:1t ( or modified) scattering results 

from exchange of energy and momentum (collisions) between 

electrons and incident photons ( with ~=A), which, after the 
0 

collision, hav" a sraaller energy (and thus X> A
0
). 

2 In equations (4.1.1) and ( .1.2) Itot and Icoh are expressed 

The H20-molecule. " 
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in terms of the intensity scattered by a single classical electron 

under the same conditions electron). 

2 The wavefunction w
0 

is space-(r) and spin-(c) 

4 The scattering vectorS has its usual meaning (chapter 2). 

Assuming the function W
0 

to be represented by a Slater deter

with as eler.tents the one-electron spin orbitals ek 

where <1> and w denote respectively the space and part of ek, 

the expressions for calculating Icoh and Itot may be replaced by: 

::: 

N 
2:: fkk 12 

"" I f I 2 

k=1 
(4.1.3) 

N + (4.1.4) 

where the qua~~ity stands for 

(4.1.5a) 

whic~ Yeiuces, after ' with respect to c , to 

( 1t.1.5b) 

with 6 the Kronecker symbol. 

As already mentioned, the total scattered intensity Itot contains a 

coherent and incoherent part; the latter can be calculated by sub

tracting equation (4.1.3) from (4.1.4). 

Since 

1 r fkkl
2 

= r lrkkl
2 

+ r r fkk.fh 
k k k lFk 

one finds for the incoherent scattering 

I. = N - r 1 fkk!
2 r r 1 rk11

2 (4.1.6) l.nC 
k k lFk 

It might be interesting to notice that the contribution of fkl to 

I. (and It t) is different from zero only in the case when the l.DC 0 

electrons, related with~ and e
1 

, have the same spinstate. 
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The incoherent calculated from the Waller-Hartree expres-

sions for the scattering by an N-electron system should be 

corrected according to Breit2 ): 

= I. • B3 , with IC. and I. respectively the corrected 
lUC lnC lnC 

and uncorrected modified scattering and B the Breit-Dirac recoil 

factor: 

B v'/v m c (4.1.7) 

where v' and v are the frequencies of the modified and unmodified 

radiation; h is the Planck's constant, m the mass of the electron 

and c the velocity of • The correction factor B was established 

by Breit in a classical way by considering the recoil-process of the 

electron after the collision. A purely quantu~necha~ical treatment 

the same result3 ). When using the relativistic form of the 

wavefunction, the factor B is much more complicated, as was shown 

by Klein & Nishina4). However, the latter reduces to the Breit

Dirac formula (4.1.7) for the wavelengths used in experiments on 

X-ray scattering. 

4.2 SCATTERING FROM LCAO-MO WAVEFUNCTIONS FOR CLOSED-SHELL SYSTEMS. 

In the precedin~ paragraph expressions were given from which 

one is able to calculate tlle scattered intensities provided that the 

total wavefunction describing the molecular N-electron system is 

known. 

As was indicated in chapter 3, the molecular one-electron 

orbitals may be found by solution of the Hartree-Fock equa

tions. The most rewarding approach to date, however, has been to 

construct LCAO-type expansions which will be good approximations 

to the molecular orbitals. 

Within the frame-work of the LCAO-MO theory, the function ~k 

.is expanded as a linear combination of certain basis functions x
11 

which are centered at A, B, etc. : 

= L: L: (4.2 .• 1} 
A f1 
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With this expansion the scattering factor f for a closed-shell 2N

electron system can be written as: 

f = 2 
N 

2: 
k=1 

2: 
A,B 

2: 
J1,V 

< X~ I exp ( i ~. r) I (4.2.2) 

The first summation in (4.2.2) is then over all k associated with 

the ek•s having different space parts ~k(r). For convenience we 

assume the coefficients ck
11 

and the :'unctions x11 to be real. 

Denoting the integral in (-+.2.2) as g!~• it follows that the general 

expressions for calculating the coherent and incoherent scattering 

(equation (4.1.3) and (4.1.6)) may be written as: 

4 !: !: 2: 2: !: (4.2.3) 
k,l A,B C,D 11,v >-,P 

2N - 2 2: 2: 2: r r 
k,l A,B C,D j.l,V >.,p 

The integral AB is of course a gJ.iV 
However, we are only interested 

(gas scattering) 

<I , (S) >av con 

of I h(S) and co 

parameter 4nsin9/ >.
0 

• 

function of the vector s. 
in the orientation-averaged values 

I. (S): 
~nc 

q is the usual scattering 

Now, apart from the pro9er coefficients, terms like 

AB.( CD)* ( AB)* CD 
g11v gAP + gpv gAp contribute in general to equation (4.2.3) 

and (4.2.4) (see also the appendix at the end of this chapter). So, 

in evaluating i (q) and i. (q) one has to calculate: coh 1nc 

X~ II X~ (4.2.5) 

4.3 SCATTERING FORMULAE FROM GAUSSIAN BASISSETS. 

Until now, no assumptions have been made as to the actual 

form of the functions x
11

, except that we suppose the latter to 

be real. We only assumed the molecular orbitals ~k to be expanded 

as linear combinations of certain basisfunctions x
11

centered at the 

various atomic centers of the molecular system, since, in general, 

these multi-center wavefunctions are more accurate than one-
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AB center functions. Thus with this assumption, g~~ is generally a 

two-center integral. 

For basis functions consisting of Slater-type orbitals the analy

tical approach to the two-center case is rather cumbersome, that is 

to say, the integral g~e is by no means solvable in a purely ana

lytic way, and one must always resort to numerical methods, prima

rily based on series expansions, for evaluating this integral6- 10). 

This mathematical difficulty arising from the evaluation of multi

center integrals containing Slater-type orbitals, is already known 

from quantummechanical calculations on a molecular level. For this 

reason such calculations on polyatomic molecules are at present most

ly performed with basissets consisting of Gaussian-type orbitals 

(GTO's). The GTO's were first introduced by Boys 12
), who defined a 

GTO centered at A=(A ,A ,A ) as: 
X y Z 

XA = NA (x-A )1 (y-A )m(z-A )nexp(-a(r-A) 2 ) (4.3.1) 
~ ~ X y Z 

where: 

(i) l,m and n are either zero or positive integers - for s-type 

functions l=m=n=O holds, and for the p-Gaussians one has a single 

nonzero exponent (l,m or n equals 1) depending on the type of the 

p-function (p ,p or ); ford-functions l+m+n=2. 
X y 

(ii) a is a positive number ('orbital exponent'). 

(iii) N~ is a normalization factor which can be calculated from 

< xA 1 xA > = 1 • 
~ ~ ' 

The usefulness of these functions is due to the dependency of the 

exponential of the function on (r-A) 2 instead of on lr-11 • 

For example, since the product of any number of s-type Gaussians 

with arbitrary centers is expressible as a constant factor 

multiplying a single Gaussian, the multi-center integrals involving 

these GTO's can be reduced to single-center integrals, which can 

b l 1 d f 1 t . l formulae 11 ' 12 ). e ca cu ate rom ana y lca 

From a physical point of view the GTO's have some shortcomings: 

(i) in comparison with Slater-type functions the GTO's fall off 

too rapidly at larger distances 13 ), 

(ii) the Gaussian functions do not satisfy the cusp condition at 
14) the nucleus • 

The second defect makes the evaluation of properties depending on 
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the part of the wavefunction close to the nucleus unreliable and 

from the first misbehaviour it is seen that one must also be care

ful with properties depending on the outer regions of the wave

function. For the most part, these problems may be overcome by em

ploying large basissets - which will however increase the amount 

of computer time needed for the calculations. Therefore, in actual 

calculations one must always seek for a compromise between the ac

curacy of the results on the one hand and the necessary amount of 

computer time on the other hand. 

Proceeding with the evaluation of g!~ , it can be verified 

that for products of Gaussian orbitals on different centers this 

scattering integral is completely analytic, and is - assuming both 

X~ and X~ to be s-type functions - from straightforward mathema

tical arg~ents shown to be 13) 

g~ = *~ J exp(-ar~)e:p(-br~)exp(i S.r)dl" 

[ . (aA+bB) " ] = CAB exp ~ q a+b .s (4.,3.2) 

where a and bare the GTO exponents belonging to resp. center A~nd 

B, S is a unitvector along the ~-axis, S=qg, and CAB stands for~ 

CAB = N~~(a:b)3/2exp [ -q
2
/4(a+b)] exp [ -ab(A-'8) 2/(a+b)] (4.3.3) 

A similar expression holds for g~D. 
... .... _, p .... ....:t ...... 

By putting (aA+bB)/(a+b) = P 1 and ~C+dD)/(c+d) = Q 1 it follows, 
A Bll CD . that in calcul.ating (s s s s ) accordJ.ng to equation (4.2.5), only 

the term 

exp [ i q (P-Q) .s] [ ... ... " ] + exp -i q (P-Q).s 

has to be considered, for which the •averaging' procedure 
1T 

t J ( exp [ i q (P-Q) .s] 
0 

+ exp[-i q (P-Q).s) ) sinada A ~ J 

(a=angle between S and P-Q) 
is shown to result in: 

2 J' 0
(qR) -- 2 si~~qR) 'th . { R) h . 1 B 1 f t· , w~ J

0 
q a sp erlca esse unc lOn 

with argument qR and R the length of the vector 

Summarized, 

.. - .... 
P-Q = R • 

the orientation-averaged scattering from the product of two dif-
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ferent overlappopulations described by s-type GTO's is given by 

(4.3.4) 

The inclusion of higher orbitals (p.,d, etc.) in the evaluation of 

( ~ x! Jl ~ x;;) is accomplished by making use of the properties of the 

Gaussian functions. For example, a mathematical formulation of a 

p-orbital of type i (with i=x,y or z) at center A may be obtained 

according to (apart from the proper normalization coefficients): 

p~ = 2~ ~A.[ exp(-a(r-A)
2

)] = 2~ ~A.[ sA] (4.3.5) 
~ l 

The contribution of (p~sBII sCsD) to the coherently and incoherently 
J. 

scattered intensities is then calculated by differentiating 

(sAsBII sCsD) with respect to A .• 
J. 

The calculations involving more p-type (and/or higher) functions 

are handled in a similar way by a straightforward repeated appli

cation of the differentiating rule. However, we do not include d

orbitals (and 2igher functions) since 

(i) the effect of the d-type GT0 1 s on the electronic density of 

first row molecules is expected to be minimal15). As equation 

(4.1.3) can be written as f = 1 p(~) exp(i s.r)dr ' with p(F) 

the electronic density, the effect of d-orbitals on the coherently 

scattered part of the total intensity is, consequently, also 

expected to be minimal. 

(ii) Recent theoretical studies of the Compton scattering from the 

water molecule by Tanner & Epstein16) and from the iso-electronic 

series CH
3
F, CH

3
on, CH

3
NH2 and c2H6 by Hirst & Liebmann17) have 

shown that the addition of polarization functions (that is to say, 

d-type on carbon,nitrogen and oxygen and p-type on hydrogen) seems 

to have little effect on the calculated Compton profiles which are 

directly related to the incoherently scattered intensity. 

The method described above for evaluating molecular gas scat

tering differs from other work mainly in the way the scattering 

integral g~ is treated. For, usually this complex exponential is 

expanded into spherical waves, an approach which seems inevitable 

in the case when one is dealing with products of Slater-type 

orbitals9• 10) -an analagous treatment has been proposed by Morri-
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son & Pings15 ) for Gaussian functions-. 

The principal advantage of using the spherical wave expansion tech

nique is that the information concerning the entire orientational 

range of the molecule (with respect to S) may be stored. 

However, as already mentioned, since we are only dealing with gas 

scattering - where {he orientational dependency is integrated out -

we feel, that in this case our approach would be a more direct one, 

replacing thereby the harmonic series expansions by relatively 

simple and purely analytical expressions (sections 4.3.1 - 4.3.4). 

In the following paragraphs formulae for calculating 

(~~~~xi~) - where the X' s represent s- or p-type GTO' s - are 

derived for the (general) two-center/two-center case and for those 

cases in which two or more centers coincide; that is, one may 

quite generally discern the following, fundamentally different 

contributions to molecular coherent and incoherent scattering from 

LCAO-MO wavefunctions: 

One Center contributions (OC) 

One Center/One Center contributions (OCO),with C~A 

One Center/Two Center contributions (OCT),with D~C 

Two Center/Two Center contributions (TCT),with A~B 
C~D 

If provided with the proper coefficients (see eq.(4.2.3),(4.2.4)) 

the.above-mentioned contributions to the scattered intensities are 

easily visualized from a physical point of view. That is to say, 

since it is possible to partition the electrons of a molecule among 

its atoms and bonds (by applying for instance a Mulliken population 

analysis18 ) to the LCAO-MO wavefunctions us~d*), it is obvious that 

the (coherent) scattering can also be viewed as being composed of 

more or less independent contributions related to the 'nature' of 

the scattering-electrons considered. For example, the intensity 

I 0c = 2 L L L 
k, 1 'J',Y A,p 

may be viewed as the atomic contribution of A to the molecular 

scattering. The remaining contributions (OCO, OCT, and TCT) can be 

interprete.d in a similar way. 
*) 

At present, all definitions of atomic and bonding populations 
19 20) are based on some arbitrary partitioning of the charge ' • 
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4.3.1 TCT SCATTERING FORMULAE. 

The problem is to evaluate the following typical TCT contri

butions to the molecular scattering: 

with j,k,l = x,y or z. 

(4.3.1.1) 

(4.3.1.2) 

(4.3.1.3) 

(4.3.1.4) 

(4.3.1.5) 

A Bll CD In the preceding paragraph it was shown that (s s s s ) = 2.CAB' 

c0D.j
0

(qR) , with j
0

(qR) a spherical Bessel function. If, for 

convenience the argument of the latter function is replaced by z, 

the recursion relations for these Bessel functions can be written as 

with n=0,1,2 

Now, application of the differentiating rule on (sAsBII s 0sD) 

(p~sBII s 0sD) = [ -b(A. -B. )j. (z) - tq2 j
1 
(z)R./z j y /(a+b) , where 

~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 

(i) (A.-B.) and R. are the ith_components of resp. A-Band R, 
~ ~ ~ 

(ii) Y= 2 CABCCD • 

Defining b(A.-B.) as X. and a new set of functions In(z) as 
~ ~ ~ 

I (z) =(i)nq2n J. (z)/zn , th t 'b t• (4 3 1 1) (4 3 1 5) n n e con r~ u ~ons • • • - • • • may 

then be written as: 

= [ -X1 1 0 
(z) - R1 I 1 

(z)] y/(a+b) 

[ I (z)(-X.X.+i6 .. (a+b)) 
0 J. J ~J 

-I1 (z)( XjRi -Xi Rj+i&ij) 
2 

+I2 (z). RiRj }v/(a+b) 

In equation (4.3.1.7) X. stands for a(A.-B.). 
J J J . 

A Bll C D [ (p1 s pks ) = I
0
(z). XiYk 

-11 (z)( XiRk-YkRi -i~k) 

-I2(z). RiRk JY/(a+b)(c+d) 

where we have used the substitution d(Ck-Dk)=Yk • 
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And finally: 

AB CD 2 2 
(pipjJJ~p1 ) = (y/(a+b) (e+d) ). 

[ I
0

(z)( XiXjYkY1-t&1j(a+b)YkY1-t~1(e+d)XiXj+i61j&kl(a+b)(c+d» 
-I1(z)( XiXjYl~-XiXjYkRl-YkYlXjRi+YkYlXiRj 

-t<a .. (a+b) CY1Rk-YkR1 )-6, 1 < c+d)(X .R. -X. R.)) 
~J K J ~ ~ J 

-tcai/kyl +&klxi Xj+6ikxj Yl-ailxjYk+ajkxi Yl- 0jl xi Yk) 
+i6ij~1(a+b+c+d) ) 

-I2 (z)( XiXj~R1+YkYlRiRj-XjYkRiR1+XjYlRiRk-XiYlRjRk+XiYkRjRl 
-tcaij(a+b)RkR1+&k1 (c+d)RiRj) 

-H&ij~l+6ik0jl +Sjk0il) 

+tXi ~~l Rj+6jkRl +Sjl Rk) 

-tXj(~lRi+ 0ikRl+&il~) 
-tYk ( oijRl +oilRj+ 6jl Ri) 

+til ( 0ijRk +SikRj+ 0jkRi) ) 

-I3(z)( XjRiRkRl-XiRjRkR1-Y1~RiRj+YkRlRiRj 
+f(6ij~R1+~lRiRj+6ikRjRl+6jkRiRl+&11Rj~+ojlRi~)) 

+I4 (z). RiRjRkRl ] 

In equation(4.3.1.10) we have used the substitution c(c1-D1 )=Y1 • 

If two or more centers coincide, the expressions (4.3.1.6) -

(4.3.1.10) can be put into a more simplified form, since then 

A-B=O (and/or C-D=O). In particular in the case of OC contributions 

the general TCT formulae can be reduced to a great extent. 

4.3.2 OC SCATTERING FORMULAE. 

In the case when all X's belong to the same center, one puts 

1-~~e-D=~=O • So one is led to: 

(sA(a)sA(b)IJ sA(c)sA(d)) = 213 (4.3.2.1) 

with JJ=r'exl{ -q2(a+b+c+d)/4(a+b) (c+d~ /«a+b)(c+d) ) 3/
2
] N!N!~~ • 
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A A fl A A A A II A A (pi (a)s (b) s (c)s (d)):(pi(a)pj(b) pk(c)s (d)) 

A A II A A 2 2 (p.{a)p.(b) s (c)s (d))=6 .. (a+b-q /6)~/(a+b) 
~ J ~J 

A A II A A 2 (pi(a)s (b) pk(c)s (d))=6ikq p/6(a+b)(c+d) 

0 (4.3.2.2) 

(4.3.2.3) 

(4.3.2.4) 

Note that the total OC contribution to molecular scattering is 

according to formula (4.2.3) given by: 

( 4 , , , A A A A AA ( AA) * 1oc q) = '- t... '- Ckf.tCkv Cl}. ClP<gtJV g).p > av 
k' 1 "''" >.,p 

whereas the above-mentioned expressions are, by definition, derived 

from all possible combinations of s- and p-type functions on A 
according to: 

c~>¢11 x~0p> =<g~~(g~~)* + (g~~)*g!~ > av (4.3.2.7) 
It is however easily verified that equation (4.3.2.6) can be put 

in the following form: 

r00 Cq) = 2 k~l ~" F,P c!11c!.,cfx ciP <x~x!ll ~~) (4.3.2.8) 

( A closer examination of the TCT contributions shows that in 

dealing with the particular case A=C and B=D the intensity 

L L L ) A B A B AB( AB)* 
ITCT(q) = 4 k:,l A<B p,v A,P 

0 ki'Ckv0 1A 0 1P < gJLV gAP > av 

may be written as: 

4.3.3 OCO SCATTERING FORMULAE. 

In a similar way as described in the preceding paragraph, one 

may derive expressions for the OCO scattering by using correspon

ding substitutions, that is A-B=C-D=O and R=A-C • The latter 

simplifies the calculation of the functions I (z), since z (in 
n 

fact R) has now become independent of the GTO exponents a,b,c and d. 

It follows: 

(sA(a)sA(b) II s 0 (c)s0 (d) )= zpr (z) 
0 

A A II c c (pi(a)s (b) s (c)s (d))=-2pRii1(z)/(a+b} 
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{p~{a)p~(b)ll sc(c}s0{d))=(p/(a+b)2 ). (4.3·3-3) 
l. J 

(6 .. ( (a+b)I (z)-I1(z) )+2R.R.I2(z)) 
l.J 0 l. J 

(p~(a)sA(b)JJ p~(c)sC(d) )=(J!/(a+b) (c+d)). (4.3.3.4) 

(61ki1(z)-2RiRki2(z)) 

A A C C 2 (pi (a)pj(b)JI pk(c)s (d))=(p/(a+b) (c+d)). (4.3.3·5) 

[ 6ij(a+b)~I 1 (z)-I2(z) ( 6ij~+o1kRj+ ojkRi )+2RiRj~I3 (z)] 
And finally: 

A A C C 2 2 (pi (a)pj(b)JJ pk(c)p1 (d))=(ts/{a+b) (c+d) ) • (4.3.3.6) 

[faijak1 (a+b)(c+d)I0(zJ-toij~(a+b+c+d)I 1 (z) 
+I2(z) (6ij (a+b)RkRl +~1 (c+d)RiRj+f< 6ij6kl +5ik6jl +6jk5il)) 

-I3 (z) ( o1 jRkRl +6kl R1 Rj+oikRjRl +ojkRi R1 +oilRjRk + ojl R1 Rk ) 

+2I4(z)RiRjRkR1) 

From a comparison between the free-atom approximati-on of Debye 

and the OC and OCO scattering, that is, 

free-atom: t r! + 2 ~c fAfcsin(qJl-cJ)/(qiA-cJ) 

-OC 2 ~l [ 
JltV f,.p A A A A 

ckJI.ckvcu. clP ( ~x!lt x!x!> 
oco 4 [ [ [ A A C C ( ~x!ll ~~) K0 l !ltV X:,p ckp.ckvcJJ.. clP 

we conclude, that the OC and OCO scattering could be regarded as 

the more exact equivalent of respectively the independent atomic 
2 ,--, --j contribution r4 and the cross-term fAfcsin(q A-C )/(qiA-C ). The 

main difference between the traditional approach and the proposed 

method is caused by the assumption of spherical symmetry from which 

resulted fA(S)=fA(q). On the other hand no such assumption has 

been made in the evaluation of scattering profiles as described 

above. In calculating the gas scattering curves, one simply 

'averages' the final equations over all possible orientations of S 
with respect to a molecule fixed coordinate system. 

4.3.4 OCT SCATTERING FORMULAE. 

In evaluating scattering formulae for the OCT contributions, 

one puts A-B=O and R=A-(cC+dD)/(c+d). The latter makes the function 

In(z) to depend only on the coordinates of center A and no longer 

on the GTO exponents of the orbitals centered at A. The above-given 
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relations may then be substituted in the general TCT formulae in 

order to derive the corresponding OCT expressions. It is however 

easily verified that the change from TCT to OCT does not lead to 

such simplifications in the scattering formulae as was met in the 

OC and OCO case, and therefore the OCT expressions will not be 

given here since, for the most part, they are built up of 

duplications of the TCT formulae. 
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APPENDIX 4 

(i) COHERENT SCATTERING. 

According to its definition, the scattering factor f is given by 

ABAB AB '\'A B K11 yguv , with K =~ C C 
rr kkflkV 

Then, 

::: I: I: I: KAAKBB< AA(crBB)*> + Hcoh(q) 
A,B !l,V A,P flV AP gi'V '-'AP av 

2 I: I: [ I: K~f~(~~~~ {~) + 
A D>C fl,V A,P 

4 I: I: r I: ~BCD AB CD * 
B>A D>C p,v A,p 

J1vKAp< gp/gAp) > av 

After some mathematical manipulations the latter formula can be 

put into the following form. 

H h (q) = t r r L AA~A ·A~ A~ Kpv Ap<xp II XA p) + 
co A p,v A,p . 

r I: r ~~~!<x:x!u xfx!) + 
B>A J1,v A,P 

2 r r L KABKAB(x:xell xAX::) + 
B>A fJ,V A,P pv Ap A P 

2 r I: I: I: K~~i~< >¢x! II {~) + 
A D>C p,v A,p 

4 I: I: I: L KABKCD ( A Bll XCXD) tJV Ap I')CV A p 
B>A D>C JL,v A,p 

where in the last term the summations over A,B,C and D are 

restricted to 1 C ~A , and 
~ if C=A then D~B+1 else D?B• 

(ii) INCOHERENT SCATTERING. 

The incoherently scattered intensity is 

, where 

rr I: 
: A B p,v 

Then, 
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I L: I 
A C,D jl,V 

I I I 
B>A C,D ll,V 

which may also be written as 

< I fkll 
2 

> av I I I + 
A ll,V A ,P 

I I + 

+ 

+ 

I I 
B,.A D>C 
(C~A, 
if C=A then D~B+1 else D~B ) 

The final equations for calculating the various contributions to 

the scattering profiles can be programmed. 

The accuracy of the program in evaluating the scattering curves 

is checked by allowing q to equal zero, from which should result 

according to equation (4.2.3) and (4.2.4): 

i h(q=O) = 4~ (2N =number of electrons), and co 

ii (q=O) = O. nc 

A further check arises from the comparison (if q equals zero) 

of the OC,OCO,OCT and TCT contributions with the results of the 

corresponding population analysis in the independent SCF MO 

program. 



CHAPTER 5 "') 

X-RAY GAS SCATTERING PROFILES OF THE H20-MOLECULE FROM GAUSSIAN 

WAVEFUNCTIONS. 

The coherent and incoherent gas scattering profiles of H20 are 
calculated from a number of Gaussian LCAO MO SCF wavefunctions. 
The profiles from several extended basissets are seen to dif
fer from one another to a relatively low extent, whereas the 
agreement between these profiles and the scattering from mini
mal basissets is shown to be poor. 
A comparison with the Debye-scattering shows that 'chemical 
bonding' within the molecule affects the coherently scattered 
intensity in a significant way. 
The i

00
h-curves are compared with f;ater and with the single

center results of Blum3). 
The differences are qualitatively explained in terms of a 
nearly spherical electrondensity of H2o. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION. 

The method which has been described in details in the prece

ding chapter will now be used for the evaluation of the gas scat

tering profiles of the H20-molecule. 

The watermolecule is chosen because of its importance in the X-ray 

diffraction studies that have already been discussed in chapter 1 

and 2. 

A number of 1 ab initio' LCAO MO SCF wavefunctions will be used 

in order to investigate to what extent the final results (i.e. the 

scattering curves) are affected by the choice of a particular wave

function (c.q. basisset). The wavefunctions are computed either with 

the program written by van der Velde1 ) or with the program "Gaussian 

70" of Pople and coworkers2 ) 1 which has been made available to us 
through Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange; the latter program is 

used when dealing with the 4-31G and the STO-NG basissets (for a 

"') References to this chapter can be found on page106. 

Part of this chapter is submitted for publication to Mol.Phys. 

" The calculation of molecular coherent and incoherent X-ray 

scattering from Gaussian wavefunctions. 

The H20-moleculett • 
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description of these sets, see paragraph 5.2 and 5.3). 
The computed coherent gas scattering curves will be compared 

with the scattering profiles calculated3 •23 ) from the single-cen

ter wavefunction of Moccia4). As known (chapter 2), the latter cur

ves are used in the interpretation of experimental scattered inten

sities from aqueous ionic solutions and from liquid water. 

We will also compare the iinc-curves evaluated from the various 

GTO wavefunctions with the incoherent scattering of the H20-molecule 

which is also used in experimental diffraction studies, and which 

has been determined by Bol20 ) in an empirical way. 

As far as the coherently scattered intensity is concerned, a compa

rison will be made between the molecular scattering as calculated 

from the 'free-atom' approximation of Debye on the one hand and the 

scattering according to the more exact molecular orbital treatment 

on the other hand. 

Finally the intensity i h(q) will be compared with f 2
(q), where co 

f(q) is the (molecular) scattering factor which no longer depends 

upon the orientation of the vector ~:)rn this way information 

about the sphericity of the electrondensitydistribution can be ob

tained, because for spherically symmetric electronic densities the 

intensity i h(q) equals f 2 (q). co 

5.2 CHOICE OF THE GAUSSIAN BASISSETS. 

In chapter 4 we have po:inted out that in 'ab initio' quantum

mechanical calculations the evaluation of multi-center integrals 

containing Slater-type orbitals (STO's) is quite difficult and that 

the evaluation of these integrals may be simplified to a large ex

tent by employing GT0 1s. 

However, when using GT0 1s instead of STO's a much larger basisset 

is needed to obta:in a given energy. 

Huzinaga5) has developed GTO expansions for approximate Har

tree-Fock solutions of first row atoms (and of hydrogen). 

He found that between nine to eleven a-type Gaussians and five to 

*)The computation scheme of the scattering factor f(q) is given in 

the appendix at the end of this chapter. 
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seven p-type Gaussian functions are needed to describe adequately 

these atoms; 'adequately' means here, that the SCF atomic orbitals, 

made up of linear combinations of GTO's 1 give total-energy values 

that are close to Clementi's STO results6 ). --See table 5.2.1 where 

the E-values calculated from the (11s7p)- 1 (10s6p)- and the (9s5p)

Gaussian sets are compared with the STO-value for the oxygen atom 

in the ground state (3P).--

Table 5.2.1: 
A comparison of the total energies of oxygen and hydrogen calculated 

from various basissets. 

basis a) 

(11s?p) 
(10s6p) 

(9s5p) 

STO (6s4p) 

DN (4s3p) 
DZ [4s2p] 
SV [3s2p] 

b) 
energy 

-74.80675 
-?4.80630 
-?4.80029 

-74.80936 

-74.79884 
-?4.79313 ) 
-74.70548c 

2 Hydrogen ( S) 

basisa) energyb) 

(2s) -0.485813 
(3s) -0.496979 
(4s) -0.499277 
(5s) -0.499809 
(6s) -0.499940 
(9s) -0.499997 

STO 

DN [3s] 
DZ [2s1 
SV (2s} 

-0.5 

-0.499277 
-0.499277 
-0.499278 

a)Parentheses and square brackets denote respectively the primitive 

)
and the contracted basisset(see text for explanation). 

b Energy values in atomic units.(1 a.u. = 27.21 eV) 
c)Repr~g1nting the inner-shell by six Gaussians leads to E:-?4.?809 

a.u. • 

Based upon the energy criterion the (11s7p)-set would be expected 

to give the 'best' results as compared to the other GTO sets. 

However, reducing the size of the GTO-set from (11s7p) to (9s5p) 

affects the values of the atomic s~attering factor (within the ex

perimentally accessible range of q-values) only to a very small 

extent (table 5.2.2). 

As can be seen from table 5.2.~ the differences between the scat

tering factors calculated from these GTO-sets never exceed -o.o8% 
(at least, in this region of q-valueg; the differen~es become more 

significant as one goes to very high q-values~ This effect can be 

understood by utilizing the Fouriertransform relationship between 

the position- and the intensity(scattering)-space. 
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Table 5.2.2: 

Scattering factors of oxygen (3p) and hydrogen (2s) from various 

GTO wavefunctions as a function of the parameter q=4nsine/>.. 

Oxygen Hydrogen 

a) DN DZ sv HZ DN sv 
q (11s7p)(10s6p) (9s5p) [4s3p] [4s2p] bs2p] ( 6s) bsJ [2s] 

0.0 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.5 7.871 7.873 7-873 7.873 7-873 7.876 0.9659 0.9662 0.9661 
1.0 7-508 7-510 7-512 7-512 7.512 7-521 0.8735 0.8741 0.8740 
1.5 6.968 6.971 6.973 6.973 6.973 6.987 0.7464 0.7469 0.7468 
2.0 6.325 6.327 6.329 6.329 6.329 6.344 0.6103 0.6104 0.6103 
2.5 5.648 5-650 5-651 5.651 5.651 5.661 0.4838 0.4838 0.4837 
3.0 4.991 4.993 4.993 4.991 4.993 4.997 0.3763 0.3764 0.3763 
4.0 3.859 3.860 3.860 3-859 3.859 3-859 0.2224 0.2224 0.2223 
5.0 3.026 3.027 3.025 3.025 3.025 3.029 0.1322 0.1315 0.1315 
6.0 2.459 2.460 2.457 2.456 2.456 2.461 0.0806 0.0802 0.0802 
7.0 2.087 2.088 2.086 2.085 2.085 2.086 0.0509 0.0510 0.0510 
8.0 1.845 1.846 1.845 1.844 1.844 1.842 0.0333 0.0335 0.0335 
9.0 1.685 1.686 1.685 1.684 1.684 1.683 0.0225 0.0225 0.0225 

10.0 1.572 1.573 1.572 1.570 1.571 1.572 0.0156 0.0154 0.0153 
12.5 1.380 1.380 1.380 1.379 1.380 1.381 o.oo69 o.oo66 o.oo66 
15.0 1.224 1.225 1.225 .1.225 1.225 1.224 0.0036 0,0035 0.0035 

a) . 1(-1 q J..n 

According to this relationship, regions of high q correspond to re

gions of low r-values; and in particular at low r-values (namely, 

near and at the nucleus) the largest discrepancies between the elec

trondensities appear.) 

A comparison between the STO scattering factor computed by Tavard 

et al.?) and the factor from Huzinaga's (11s7p)-GTO set as given 

in table 5.2.2 shows that these scattering factors are in agreement 

to four decimal places for the q-values considered -- it appears 

that this agreement between the GTO and STO results not only holds 

for oxygen but for all first-row atoms -- • 

For the evaluation of distributionfunctions in an X-ray scattering 

analysis it obviously does not matter which of these basissets 

{Huzinaga's GTO's or Clementi's STO) is chosen, because the experi

mental scattering data always contain errors that are at the least 

one order of magnitude larger than the 'theoretical' errors between 

the atomic scattering curves. 
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In figure 5.2.1a we have plotted the orientation-averaged f-values 

(per electron) from the various orbital products that contribute to 

the total electrondensity of the oxygen atom (3P). Huzinaga's 

(11s7p)-GTO set has been used to describe the 1s, 2s and 2p AO's. 

Figure ,5.2.1a: 

Orientation-averaged scattering 

factors for 1s, 2s and 2p elec

trons of oxygen; Huzinaga's 

(11s7p)-GTO set has been used. 

1. 0 

6 10 

1 f(o) (e.u.) 

20 
-1) g (a.u._ 

(1 a.u.=0.52916? i) 

Figure .5 .2 .1b: 

The scattering factor ftot of 

oxygen; the contribution of the 

core-electrons to ftot; Huzina

ga's (11s7p)-set has been used. 

l f(o) (e.u.) 

10 

. From figure 5.2.1a it is seen that the and r2p curves are quite 

similar: they both fall off very rapidly as one goes to larger q

values. However, the f 2s-curve crosses the abcissa twice and the 

f2p-curve only once. The different behaviour of the f 1s-profile {in 

particular the relatively small slope of the f 1s-curve) can be 

understood by recalling the highly contracted nature of the 1s AO. 

The three curves of figure 5.2.1a form the basic parts of the to

tal atomic scattering factor. 

The latter is displayed in figure ,5.2.1b together with the 

contribution of the core-electrons. 

The curves of figure 5.2.1a and ,5.2.1b illustrate among other 
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things the fact that the valence-electrons contribute mainly to the 

scattering profile at low and medium-sized q-values (Note that 

these values are within the experimental range of q-values which 

was used in the diffraction studies described in chapter 2). 

Consequently, the distortions in electronic density due to 'chemi

cal bonding' between for example first row atoms will be 'seen' in 

the molecular scattering curve mainly in the region of low and me

dium q-values, because for the most part only valence-electrons are 

involved in 'chemical bonding'. 

We have also used Huzinaga's GTO's in order to investigate how 

many Gaussians are needed for the hydrogen atom ( 2S) so as to ob

tain scattering factors deviating less than a given amount (say 1%) 

from the STO scattering. 

The number (N) of Gaussians in the b:1sissets used is 2-6 and 9. The 

calculated total energy-values belonging to the various sets are 

given in table 5.2.1 • In figure 5.2.2 we have plotted the differen

ce-curves f.N(q), with 

f - f f.N(q) = -ST~NGauss- • 10~~ 

fSTO 
where fNGauss is the scatterin'i factor computed from the basis con-

taining N Gaussians; fSTO stands for the STO scattering factor~ 

The curves of figure 5.2.2 show that 

1 increasing the number of functions in the GTO-set enlarges the 

region where the deviations between fNGauss and fSTO do not ex

ceed a given value; or, in other wnrds, when increasing N the 

maximum deviations appear at larger q-values. 

2 The fNGaus
8

-curves go to zero more rapidly as compared to the 

f 8T0 -profile (the differences A N(q) always become positive as 

one goes to larger q). This can be explained by utilizing the 

fact that for large q-values the fNG -curves behave as 
2 auss 

exp(-q /8a) with 'a' the largest orbital exponent in the GT0-
-4 expansion, whereas fSTO goes to zero asymptotically as q 

Starting from this different asymptotical behaviour between the 

Gaussian scattering factors on the one hand and the fSTo-curve 
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Figure 5.2.2: 

The difference-curves AN(q) for N=2-6, 9. 
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on the other hand, the effect mentioned under 1 can also be un

derstood, because an increase of the number of GTO's in the 

basis always involves the inclusion of a Gaussian function with 

a larger orbital exponent. 

2 As expected, the overall agreement between fNGauss and fSTO for 
-1 q-values up to -5 a.u. improves in going along the series, al-

though the absolute value of the percentage difference AN for N~4 

remains small in this region; AN never exceeds 1% here. In view 

of the precision of the experimental intensity profiles (which is 

assumed to be of the same order ) the GTO-set containing four 

Gaussians is expected to be sufficient, in comparison with the 

GTO-sets with N>4, for approximating the scattering of hydrogen. 
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With a basis of nine s and five p functions for the first 

row atoms and of four Gaussians for hydrogen, the calculations on 

small watermolecule complexes like Li(H2o)+ and (H2o) 2 for example, 

require about 60 functions. Since the number of two-electron inte

grals needed for the iterative solution of the Hartree-Fock equa

tions is proportional to the fourth power of the number of basis

functions, it is clear that one would have to compute (and to store) 

already millions of integrals for these relatively simple systems. 

For larger molecular systems the use of GTO's would lead to unprac

ticable large computation times. 

This difficulty can be overcome if some of the functions in the ba

sisset are grouped together ("contracted") and manipulated as 

one function8- 10
). The contracted basis functions ( X~) then are 

linear combinations of the normalized primitive Gaussians ~k 

, where 

the contracted and the primitive functions are of the same (s 

or p). The contracted Gaussian type orbitals (CGTO's) are formed 

from disjoint sets (i.e. the functions X~ and Xv do not share any 

common primitive Gaussian). 

The contraction coefficients are determined through an examination 

of the atomic expansion coefficients. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning t::.at the contraction of x primitives 

to y CGTO's reduces the n~~ber of integrals to be manipulated by 

(y/x)4. 

A popular CGTO basis for calculations on a molecular level is 

that of Dunning11 )(henceforth designated as DN), in which for the 

first row atoms the nine s and five p primitive Gaussians from the 

atomic SCF calculations of Huzinaga5) are contracted to four s and 

three p functions. For the hydrogen atom three a-contractions are 

used, which are taken from Huzinaga's (4s)-primitive set. 

In the notations of Moskowitz et a1. 12 ) these primitive and corres

ponding contracted sets are denoted as (9s5p/4s) and [4s3p/3~ 
respectively. 

The second basis to be used is the double-zeta basis (desig

nated as DZ) taken from the SCF MO calculations of Basch et aL 13). 
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The s-part of the DZ-basis is represented (for the oxygen atom) by 

contracting ten primitive Gaussians into four contracted functions; 

Whitten•s 14 ) original set containing threes-type CGTO's has been 

used on the understanding that the function with the smallest expo

nent has been split off from its parent group so as to form a 

separate 'group'. Since Whitten did not use p-type functions of the 

form emplyed here, the p-part of the DZ-basis is taken from Huzina

ga's results by contracting the five p GTO set into two CGTO's. 

The primitive set for the hydrogen atom is the same as that for the 

DN-basis; however, for the DZ-basis only two contracted functions 

are used. The primitive and corresponding contracted DZ-sets are 

denoted as (10s5p/4s) and [4s2p/2s] ~espectively. 

Calculations will also be made with the basisset of Ditchfield 
15) et al. • For first-row atoms this basis is very similar to a mini-

mal one in which each atomic orbital (1s,2s and 2p) is represented 

by four Gaussians (the expansions are in terms of 1s and 2p Gaus

sians only), except that the valence orbitals are split into two 

groups containing respectively thr~e and one Gaussian; so, in fact, 

this so-called split-valence set is a slightly extended one; it 

will be denoted as SV. 

In the SV-basis the Gaussian exponents are equal for the 2s- and 

2p-atomic orbitals. 

For hydrogen (which has no innershell) two CGTO's are used. Again 

these contracted functions contain respectively three and one GTO. 

Then, the uncontracted and contracted form of the SV-basis is writ

ten as (8s4p/4s) and [3s2p/2s} respectively 

It should be noted that as distinct from the DN- and DZ-set both 

the contraction coefficients and the Gaussian exponents of the SV

basis have optimized values, that is to say, these parameters have 

been determined by minimizing the total-energy of the atomic 

ground state. 

· The last basisset to be used is an uncontracted one which is 

again taken from Huzinaga's atomic calculations. 

For oxygen the (11s7p)-set is used and for hydrogen the (6s)-basis. 

The set (designated as HZ) is chosen instead of the (9s5p/4s)

basis for example, because it gives some extra flexibility in des

cribing the H20-molecule. Although the HZ-basis is rather unpracti

cable for large molecular systems, it is still applicable to this 
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molecule without too many computational difficulties. 
The energy-values, calculated with the contracted sets for the 

ground state of oxygen and hydrogen are included in table 5.2.1. 

The corresponding scattering factors for oxygen are also given in 

table 5.2.2 • 

From this table it is seen that for the q-values considered, 

1 the differences between the DN- and DZ-profile are hardly signi

ficant; the scattering factors agree to four figures for q-values 

smaller than "" 10 R-1 
• 

2 The DN- ~nd DZ-profile are in very good agreement with the scat

tering from the HZ-basis; maximum deviations of only 0.1% exist 

here. 

2 A comparison between the scattering from the uncontracted ( 

set and the [4s3W -profile shows that in this case contraction 

affects the final results only to a small extent. 

4 The deviations between the SV- and the HZ-factor are somewhat 

more the differences however are still small 

(maximum ,0.3%). 

Finally, the scattering factors of hydrogen calculated from 

the different sets are also listed in table 5.2.2 ; we have not in

cluded the results from the DZ-basis since they are indistinguisha

ble from the DN-profile. As can be seen from table 5.2.2 the dif

ferences between the scattering profiles are again very small. 

5·3 CALCULATIONS ON THE H20-MOLECULE. 

The calculations on H2o were made using the experimental geo

metry in which the 0-H bond length is 0.9572 ~ and the HOH angle 

is 104.52°. 

Some properties of the H20-molecule as calculated from the various 

basissets are given in table 5.3.1 • 

For the sake of completeness it should be noted here that 

1 the best E-value presently obtained from a single determinant 

wavefunction with a Gaussian basisset is -76.0659 a.u •• This va

lue was calculated by Clementi & Popkie18) from a (13s8p3d1~/6s 
2p1d) primitive set which had been contracted to [8s5p3d1f/4s2p1~. 
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Table 5.3.1: 

Calculated properties of the H20-molecule from various Gaussian 

basissets. 

Designation HZ DN DZ sv 
(11s7p/6s) [4s3p/3s] [4s2p/2s] [3s2p/2s] 

Total-energy 
a) -76.0227 -76.0117 -76.0035 -75-9083 

!lEa, b) -0.2161 -0.2143 -0.2118 -0.2043 

Charge densitiesc) 
286.8897 263.1040 < 6(r-O)> 299·5992 295.0712 

< 6(r-H)> 0.4369 0.4115 0.4155 0.4325 

Gross atomic charges d): 
oxygen 8.7500 8.7717 8.7717 8.8245 
hydr~gen 0.6250 0.6141 0.6142 0.5877 
0-He 0.5280 0.5646 0.5669 0.4999 

:~Energy values in atomic units; 1 a.u.=27.21 eV. 
ilE=E(water)-E(oxyg.)-2E(hydr.). 

~)Electrondenstty in e.a0 -3(a0 =0.529167 ~) at the nucleus. 
~Mulliken•s 1 7J definitions of electronpopulations have been used. 

e Overlappopulation for a single 0-H bond. 

The same authors estimated the Hartree-Fock limit to be -76.068 

a.u •• According to Aung et a1. 19) the experimental E-value is 

-76.481 a.u •• The computed 'binding' energy !lE from Clementi's 

wavefunction is -0.2568 a.u •• 

2 The relatively large differences between the total-energies and 

the <6(r-O)>-values as computed from the SV-basis on the one 

hand and from the HZ-, DN- and DZ-set on the other hand, are due 

to an insufficient description of the innershell of oxygen (in 

particular close to the oxygen nucleus) by the four-term expan

sion of the SV-basis. Representing this innershell by six 

Gaussians for example leads to<6(r-O)> :::290.5174 e.a -3 and E::-
o 

75.9851 a.u •• 

z In the SCF MO calculations on H2o with the DN- and the DZ-set 

we did not use the contracted functions for hydrogen as discus

sed in the preceding paragraph, because these functions have 

exponents appropriate for a Slater orbital of exponent 1.0 • 

Actually, the hydrogenfunctions in the DN- and DZ-basisset are 

fits t,o a STO with exponent 1.2 • (In order to adjust the Gaus-
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sian exponents to fit a Slater orbital of exponent ~S' each of 

the Gaussian exponents has to be multiplied by ~; • The contrac

tion coefficients need not be changed.) 

4 In the molecular calculations with the SV-basis, the exponents of 

the contracted functions have been uniformly optimized, with the 

exception of those for the innershell CGTO of oxygen. 

The ratio between the Gaussian exponent of a particular function 

in the atomic set (oat) and the corresponding optimized molecular 

value (a 
1

) may be written as a 
1
/a t = ~ 2 ; the quantity r mo mo a ~ 

(usually called scaling factor) gives information about the pos-

sible change of the atomic orbitals in a molecular environment. 

The scaling factors of the inner and outer part (containing resp. 

three and one Gaussian) of the valence-shell are denoted as ~I 

and ~ 0 • Then, the uniform optimization of the exponents has re

sulted in the following values for these scaling factors: 

~I=0.983 and ~ 0=0.967 for oxygen, and ~I=1.279 and ~0=1.265 for 

hydrogen. In other words, for oxygen the outer part of the va

lence shell is rescaled more than the inner part; both scaling 

factors are ~1.0 indicating an expansion of the atomic functions. 

On the other hand it is seen that for hydrogen the optimization 

of the exponents leads to a contraction of the atomic orbitals, 

where in contrast with oxygen, the inner part is now rescaled 

somewhat more than the outer part. Note that the hydrogen 

scaling factors are not very different from 1.2 

The coherent scattering profile icoh(q) of the H
2

0-molecule 

calculated from the HZ-wavefunction is for some selected values of 

the parameter q given in table 5.3.2 • 

The several approximations (also evaluated from the HZ-basis) to the 

real intensity icoh are included in this table: iDebye denotes the 

Debye-intensity; f~ 
0 

is the intensity assuming the electronden

sity to be spherical 2 and L f~ is the total independent atomic 
i ~ 

scattering. 

In table 5.3.2 we also compare the scattering factor fH 
0 

with the 

~actor from an electrondensitydistribution which is com~osed of 

independent atomic contributions (f
0

+2fHsinqrOH ). 
qrOH 
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Table 5.3.2: 

Coherent intensities and scattering factors for H2o from the HZ-
basis. 

qa) i i 2 L: f~ f +2f sinqrOH 
fH 0 coh De bye fH 0 . ~ 0 H qrOH 2 1. 2 

o.o 100.00 100.00 100.00 66.00 10.00 10.00 
0.5 ·32 83.06 85.23 58.69 9.10 9.23 
1.0 55·58 51.69 55.42 42.71 7.16 7.44 
1.5 31.02 28.65 30.88 27.42 5-33 5.56 
2.0 16.92 16.27 16.81 16.80 4.02 4.10 
3-0 6.56 6.75 6.50 6.89 2.60 2.55 
4.0 3-74 3.80 3-72 3-76 1.95 1.93 
5.0 2.66 2.66 2.65 2.66 1.63 1.63 
6.0 2.13 2.13 2.12 2.13 1.46 1.46 

10.0 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 
15.0 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.54 0.54 
25.0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.16 

a) in -1 a.u. 

The data reported in table 5.3.2 make clear that: 

1 the neglect of distortions in electrondensity due to bonding 

affects the coherent gas scattering in a significant way. 

As far as the scattering factor is concerned, maximQ~ errors of 

about 4% exist near q=1.0-1.5 a.u.-1• 

For the coherent intensities the errors introduced by neglecting 

bonding are also maximum in this region of q-values; they appear 

to be "'7% here. 
-1 For large q-values ( >about 5 a.u. ) the deviations between the 

intensity profiles have become negligible in view of the obtai

nable experimental accuracy of the X-ray diffraction data on 

liquid water (and on aqueous ionic solutions) -- This informa

tion seems to be of importance for the scaling procedure (chap

ter 2) in which the experimental intensities, expressed in arbi

trary units, are converted into an absolute scale. ---

2 The f~20- and the icoh-profiles are very similar; they differ 

from one another by less than 0.9% at medium-sized q-values. 

See also figure 5.3.1 where we have plotted the percentage dif

ference 100(icoh- f~ 0 )/icoh % as a function of q; the solid 

line refers to the cafculations with the HZ-basis. 

This close agreement between the f~20-curve and the icoh-profile 
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;ool:- 2 
1.0 f'H 0)/icoh 

2 
Figure 5.3.1: 
A comparison of the differences 

between r~20 and icoh from vari-
o.s ous wavefunctions: 

( -1 q a.u. ) HZ-basis: 

SV-basis: • • • 
SC-basi.s: 

s 10 

may be interpreted as being the result of the nearly spherical 

nature of the electrondensity of the H20-molecule -- although it 

is rather difficult to give a more quantitative relation between 

the degree of asphericity of p(~) on the one hand and the devia

tions between f~20 and icoh on the other hand; besides, how should 

the 'degree of asphericity' be defined ? 

2 In table 5.3.3 we compare the fH 0-curve evaluated from the 

HZ-wavefunction with the profiles (ic~h and f~ 0 ) that have been 

calculated by Blum3 ) from the single-center ex~ansions of Moccia4). 

HZ-basis SC-basis 
a) 2 2 i q fH 0 fH 0 coh 2 2 

o.o 100.00 100.00 100.00 
1.0 83.66 83.79 83.88 
2.0 52.05 52-35 52.47 

Table 5.3.3: 3.0 27.72 28.13 28.18 

A comparison between 
4.0 14.71 15.05 15.06 

the scat- 5.0 8.64 8.78 8.79 
tering profiles from the HZ- 6.0 5.76 5-77 5·77 
wavefunction and ?.0 4.26 4.22 4.22 

from Moccia's 8.0 3-39 3-36 3-36 
SC-expansion. 9.0 2.83 2.84 2.84 

10.0 2.47 2.48 2.48 
12.0 1.99 2.01 2.01 
14.0 1.65 1.65 1.65 
16.0 1.35 1.35 1.35 

a)in ~-1 
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The latter author used a (5s3p1d1f)-exponential type basis to des

cribe the molec.ule; the total-energy was found to be -75.922 a.u •• 

This can be compared with our best E-value which is -76.0227 a.u •• 

Based on the energy-criterion, the single-center calculations (hen

ceforth denoted as SC) would be expected to give somewhat less reli

able results. It appears however (see table 5.3.3) that the devia

tions between the SC- and the corresponding HZ-scattering profiles 

never exceed about 2% (at low and medium q-values; the agreement is 

even better for larger q). 

This is quite low in view 

of the overall precision 

of the available X-ray 

data. 

Further, we learn from the 

data of table 5.3.3 and 

from the curves of figure 

5.3.1 that the SC-approach 

underestimates the dif

ferences between f 2 and 

icoh as compared to the HZ

expansion. This has proba

bly to be considered as re

sulting from the nature of 

the SC-approximation which 

tends to make the electron

density more spherical in 

comparison with the multi

center LCAO MO approach. 

The coherent scattering 

calculated from the DN-, 

DZ- and SV-wavefunction is 

given in table 5.3.4 • 

For comparison purposes we 

have included the results 

of the HZ-calculations. 

Table 5.3.4: 

Coherent gas scattering profiles i h co 
and approximate intensities f 2 for 

H20 from various GTO wavefunctions 

a) 
q 

o.o 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 

10.0 
15.0 
25.0 

a) 
q 

o.o 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 

10.0 
15.0 
25.0 
a) in 

100 

HZ-basis 
2 

icoh fH 0 
2 

100.000 100.000 
85.319 85.234 
55.580 55.420 
31.019 30.884 
16.917 16.813 
6.5571 6.4989 
3-7354 3.7190 
2.6560 2.6521 
2.1261 2.1250 
0.9780 0.9779 
0.2907 0.2907 
0.0252 0.0252 

DZ-basis 

100.000 
85.513 
55-765 
31.041 
16.924 
6.5834 
3·7545 
2.6584 
2.1200 
0.9752 
0.2923 
0.0253 

-1 a.u. 

2 
fH 0 

2 
100.000 
85.428 
55.606 
30.907 
16.821 
6.5246 
3-7382 
2.6545 
2.1188 
0.9752 
0.2923 
0.0253 

DN-basis 
2 

icoh fH 0 
2 

100.000 
85.537 
55.810 
31.058 
16.912 

6.5572 
3-7395 
2.6519 
2.1168 
0.9752 
0.2915 
0.0252 

100.000 
85.450 
55.646 
30.924 
16.809 

6.4990 
3.7228 
2.6479 
2.1156 
0.9751 
0.2915 
0.0252 

SV-basis 

100.000 
85.654 
55-935 
31.038 
16.879 

6.5921 
3-7155 
2.6433 
2.1204 
0.9776 
0.2894 
0.0249 

2 
fH 0 

2 
100.000 

85.567 
55-773 
30.907 
16.776 
6.5308 
3.6979 
2.6391 
2.1192 
0.9775 
0.2894 
0.0249 



It appears that 

1 the differences (i h-rH2 
0 )/i h evaluated from the various wave-co 2 eo 

functions are much the same; see again figure 5.3.1 where we have 

also plotted the percentage difference for the SV case (dotted 

curve). The difference-curves from the DN- and DZ-calculations 

are not displayed here because they are.indistinguishable from the 

HZ-results in this scale. 

2 The differences mentioned under 1 are always positive. 

This can be understood 

i h(q) =<I f{B)I
2> co av 

f
2

(q) =< f(S) > !v 

by recalling the 'averaging'-procedures 

and 

Then, it can be shown from mathematical arguments that the quanti

ty < >2 should always be smaller than(or, in the limiting case, 

should equal) < 2> . 
2 The corresponding coherent scattering profiles calculated from the 

various GTO sets are in good agreement. See figure 5.3.2 which con

tains the difference-plots 100(f~z-fi)/f~Z as a function of q; X 
stands for DN, DZ or SV. 

The maximum errors decrease on going along the series SV, DZ, DN; 

they are 0.67%, 0.51% and 0.45% respectively. It should be noted 

that the overall agreement between DN and HZ seems to be somewhat 

better than that of DZ and HZ and that of SV and HZ. 

The differences between the i h-profiles behave much the same -co 
which is of course to be expected from1 • 

Figure 5.:;.2: 

The percentage 

differences of the 
2 f -curves of H2o 

from the various 

wave functions; 

X~ 

o.s 

DN q(a.u.-1 ) 

DZ 

sv 
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The incoherently scattered intensity as calculated from the dif

ferent Gaussian wavefunctions is listed in table 5.3.5 • 

Table 5·3·5: 
Incoherent scattering profiles of H2o. 

i. 
qa) 

J.nc b) 
HZ-basis DN-basis DZ-basis SV-basis SC-basis ref. (20) 

o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
0.5 0.9421 0.9198 0.9229 0.9062 0.95 1.12 
1.0 2.8587 2.8301 2.8347 2.8096 2.95 3.05 
2.0 5.9826 5.9786 5.9829 5·9792 6.10 6.19 
3.0 7.5464 7.5442 7-5454 7.5419 7.42 7-58 
4.0 8.1864 8.1861 8.1857 8.1834 8.08 8.19 
5-0 8.5162 8.5158 8.5150 8.5176 8.50 8.53 
6.5 8.8730 8.8732 8.8?25 8.8731 
a). -1 
b)J.n a.u. • 

in an empirical way. determined 

-1 
Fro~ this table it appears that for q-values of about 2 a.u. and 

higher the calculated scattering profiles are hardly distinguishable 

from one another. For lower values of the parameter q the differen

ces between the various profiles are seen to be more significant; 

maximum differences of a few percent do exist in this region. 

However, since for these low q-values the contribution of iinc to 

the total scattering is relatively small compared with icoh' and, 

again in view of the experimentally obtainable accuracy of X-ray 

data from liquids, it seems to be questionable wether these minor 

differences would be significant (that is to say experimentally 

detectable). 

The incoherently scattered intensity as determined by Bo120) in an 

empirical way is also given in table 5.3.5 • The deviations between 

this profile and the incoherent scattering from the GTO sets are 

large (~10%) at low q-values (however, with regard to the total 

scattering the errors are less than 1%); they bec~me quite small 

(<0.2%) on going to higher q-values. 

Finally, we have included in table 5.3.5 the i. -values from the 
) ~c 

SC-basis23 • 
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It would be interesting if one would be able to compare the 

coherent and incoherent scattering profiles as calculated from the 

already mentioned extended basissets with the scattering curves 

from minimal baaissets, since for computational reasons the latter 

are very attractive in particular in the case of more complex mole

cules. 

Therefore, calculations were made utilizing the minimal STO-NG ex

pansions of Hehre & Stewart21 ). The STO-NG set uses least-squares 

representations of Slater type atomic orbitals by N (N=3,4 1 5,6) 

Gaussian functions; the expansions are in terms of 1s and 2p 

Gaussians only; the Gaussian exponents are equal for 2s and 2p 

atomic orbitals. 

In table 5.3.6 we give 

the calculated energy 

values and optimized 

scaling factors ( ~ -

exponents of the STO's 

) for the various 

STO-NG basissets. 

The scattering profiles 

from the STO-NG sets 

are listed in table 

Table 5.3.7: 

Table 5.3.6: 

Energies and optimized scaling factors for 

H20 from STO-NG basissets. 
b) 

scaling factor 
basis energy 

ST0-3G -74.9638 
ST0-4G -75.4976 
ST0-5G -75.6377 
ST0-6G -75.6800 
a). 

a) oxygen 

~2 =2.240 sp 
~2 =2.231 

sp 8 1;2 ::2.22 
sp 8 t2 =2.22 sp 

b)~n a.u. 
~2 is the common scaling factor of the 
2sspand 2p function of oxygen; the inner
shell scale factor is left unchanged at 
7.66, which is the best atom value of 
Clementi 22) • 

Coherent and incoherent scattering profiles for H2o. 

q 
a) 

o.o 
0.5 
1 .o 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
6.5 

a) in 

ST0-3G 
icoh iinc 

100.00 o.ooo 
86.60 0.796 
58.10 2.563 
17.71 5.749 

6.205 7-436 
3.304 8.168 
2.414 8.523 
2.033 

8.883 
-1 a.u. 

ST0-5G 
icoh iinc 

100.00 o.ooo 
86.58 o.8oo 
58.08 2.574 
17.67 5-755 
6.209 7.440 
3·355 8.168 
2.435 8.523 
2.035 

8.883 
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HZ-basis 
1 coh iinc 

100.00 o.ooo 
85.32 0.942 
55-58 2.859 
16.92 5.983 
6.557 7.546 
3·735 8.186 
2.656 8.516 
2.126 

8.873 



As can be seen we did not include the ST0-4G and ST0-6G calcula

tions; the ST0-6G profiles differ by a maximum of 0.1% from the 

ST0-5G one's, whereas ST0-4G is intermediate between ST0-3G and 

ST0-5G: in other words, the scattering profiles converge very ra

pidly in going from ST0-3G to ST0-6G. 

For the purpose of comparison we also give the coherent and inco

herent scattering as computed from the HZ-set. 

It appears that the intensities (both coherent and incoherent) 

from the STO-NG wavefunctions differ in a rather significant way 

from those calculated with the HZ-set; fori h the relative errors co 
are maximum about 12% (near q=4-5 a.u.-1); the deviations between 

the iinc-scattering of the STO-NG sets and the incoherently scat

tered intensity from the extended basissets are even larger: they 

are maximum ,.. 16% (at low q-values). 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS. 

It appears that this way of evaluating molecular coherent and 

incoherent scattering profiles is a practical one, at least for 

medium size molecules and not too extended basissets -- the compu

tation time for i h at a single q-value with the DN-basis for co 
example is about 1 min. on the local computer, Burroughs B6700, 

which is not a particularly fast type -- • 

Besides, to our best knowledge there are in the literature no stu

dies known in which the scattering profiles (both coherent and in

coherent) of molecular systems larger than diatomic molecules have 

been calculated from multi-center wavefunctions. 

From the calculated scattering curves of the H20-molecule 1 we 

conclude that extensions of the basisset beyond the minimum basis 

level result in scattering profiles which differ from one another 

to a relatively low extent. It should be noted that the incoherent 

scattering from the extended GTO sets seems to be somewhat more in

fluenced by the choice of the basisset, at least at the low q

values. Here, relative errors of a few percent do exist between the 

i. -curves. Fortunately, for these low q-values the contributions J.nc . 
of iinc t~ the total scattering are of relatively little importance 
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as compared to icoh' 

The errors between the i h-curves from the extended Gaussian wave-co 
functions do not exceed N0.6% in the experimentally accessible range 

of q-values. 

Therefore, in view of the precision of the available X-ray 

diffraction data on water and on aqueous ionic solutions, we feel, 

that in comparison with experiment it does not matter which of the

se extended basissets is chosen. However, the computation time is 

much reduced in going from the HZ-basis to the SV-basis. 

It is seen that the difference-curves (icoh- f~20 )/icoh 
evaluated from the various extended sets are much the same. The 

actual deviations between i hand f~ 
0 

are small (maximumNO,~~ 
-1 co 2 

at q=3 a.u. ) and approach zero very rapidly on going to larger 

q-values. 

These deviations are underestimated by the SC-approximation. 

We further mention that th.e agreement between the scattering 

profiles frequently used in the interpretation of experimental 

diffraction data and the scattering intensities from the extended 

GTO wavefunctions is satisfactory. 

It also appears that the profiles from minimal STO-NG basis

sets differ considerably from those calculated with the extended 

sets. In going from ST0-3G to ST0-6G there is a rapid convergence 

in calculated scattering curves, and for cases in which the mini

mal basis STO-NG is appropriate, the ST0-5G is certainly sufficient. 

Finally it is concluded that the neglect of 'chemical bonding' 

affects the calculated coherently scattered intensity at q-values 
-1 up to about 5 a.u. in a significant way; maximum relative errors 

ofN~~ between icoh and the Debye-scattering exist at q=1.0-1.5 
-1 a.u. 

In order to investigate whether the conlusions mentioned

before also hold for molecular systems involving more hydrogen

bonds, we shall compute the scattering profiles for the remaining 
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+ + components of the iso-electronic series H2o, H
3
0, NH

3
, NH4 , and 

CH4 (chapter 6) • 
. + + Besides, the scattering curves of H

3
o and NH4 are also of direct 

use for the X-ray diffraction studies discussed in chapter 2. 
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APPENDIX 5 

FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING SCATTERING FACTORS FROM GAUSSIAN WAVE

FUNCTIONS. 

The scattering factor f(S) is related to the electrondensity p(r) 

according to 

f(s) = Jp(r)exp(i qs.1)dr (V.1) 

which may also be written as 

f(S) = exp(i qS.Rm) J p(r~exp(i qS.rm)drm (V.2) 

where the quantities s, S and q have their usual meaning; .. 
Rm denotes the position of molecule m and rm is the positionvector 

relative to m. 

Then, by 

fat (q) = 

definition, the atomic scattering factor is 

< f t(s) > = < Jp(r t)exp(i qs.r t)dr t > 
a av a a a av R =O 

= J p(rat)r!tsin(qrat)/(qrat) dratdO at 

qfat(q) =Jratp(rat)sin(qrat)drat (V.3) 
where p(rat) is the radial electrondensitydistribution of the atom. -The situation with a molecular system is more complicated since rm 

(and Rm) may refer now to any of the atomic centers. 

However, when calculating fH 0 (q) = < fH 0 (s) >av we shall always 

use a coordinate system in w~ich oxygen fs in the origin; in fact 

this means that fH 0 (q) is determined as the Fouriertransform of 

the molecular radi~l electrondensity expanded around the oxygen

center. 

The scattering factor may be computed by numerical methods (i.e. 

numerical integration in equation V.3) or from analytical formu

lae; we preferred the latter method. 

Then, in a similar way as described in the preceding chapter, 

expressions for calculating the (general) two-center contributions 

<X: I X~) to f(q) can be derived, where (~I ~) stands for 

<~I X~) =<J~<fA)~(rB)exp(i qS.r)dr>av (V.4) 
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It is found: 

1 (sA{a)l sB(b)) = y I (z) 
. 3/2° A B 2 2 w1th Y=(n/(a+b)) .Na Nb exp(-q /4(a+b) - abf /(a+b)), 

{V.5) 

.... ~ ... 
X=A-B; the functions In(z) , n=0,1, ••• , are defined in the pre-

.ceding chapter; the quantity z stands for z=qP with P the length 

of the vector (aA+bB)/(a+b)=P. 
A B S. (pi (a) I a (b)) = (-bXiio (z)-Pi I 1 (z)) y /(a+b) (V.6) 

3 (p~(a)lp~(b)) = 
- 1 J 

(V.7) 

The expressions for the one-center contributions to the molecular 
..... ...a ......... 

scattering factor can be derived by substituting A=B, X=O and P=A. 

Finally we mention that for the evaluation of atomic scattering 

factors {A=B=O) the following non-zero contributions are used: 

1 (s(a)l s(b)) = (n/(a+b))3/2 .NaNbexp(-q2/4(a+b)) (V.8) 

2 (p.(a)lp.(b)) = (n/(a+b})312 .N Nbexp(-q2/4(a+b)). 
1 J 2 a 2 

(f& .. (a+b)-q 6 . ./12) /(a+b) (V.9) 
1J 1J 
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CHAPTER 6 *) 

+ + GAS SCATTERING CURVES FOR THE ISO-ELECTRONIC SERIES H
3
o, NH

3
, NH4 , 

AND CH4 • 

The gas scattering profiles of a+o, NH , NH~ and ca4 are cal
culated from a number of Gaussi;d LCA03Mo SCF wavefunctions. 
From a comparison with the Debye-scattering it is shown that 
'chemical bonding' within the molecules affects the scattered 
intensities more and more as the number of (hydrogen) bonds 
increases; the differences between f2 1 and i h are also 
seen to increase on going along the mo series:0 

The theoretical molecular curves are compared with experimen
tal intensities and with the results of SO-calculations. 
The ionic profiles are found to differ from the corresponding 
molecular profiles in a significant way. 
It appears that the relatively small SV-basis - which is very 
attractive for computational reasons - provides good scat
tering results. 
In order to illustrate the bonding effects in more complex 
molecules the coherent scattering curves of CH30H are reported. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION; COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS. 

In continuation of the calculations on the H20-molecule des

cribed in the preceding chapter we will report here the gas scat

tering profiles for the remaining molecular systems of the iso

electronic series H20, H;o, NH3, NH;, CH4• 
As one goes along the series, it is expected that 'chenical bon

ding' will affect the scattering profiles more and more. 

Therefore, it is of interest to compare the scattering curves of 

these molecules (ions). 

Moreover, in addition to the scattering of H20, th~ X•ray intensi

ties of H;o and NH4 are also of direct use for the interpretation 

of the experimental diffraction data on the aqueous solutions 

discussed in chapter 2. 

•) 
References to this chapter can be found on page 132 • 

Part of this chapter is submitted for publication to Chem.Phys. 

Lett. : "A comparison between the gas scattering profiles of the 

iso-electronic series H2o, H;o, NH3 ,NH~, CH4 from Gaussian.MO 

Wavefunctions11 • 
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Computational details. 

The Gaussian basissets that will be used in the calculations 

have already been described in chapter 5. 

We will perform calculations with only three basissets, namely the 

HZ-, the DN-, and the SV-basis. 

In table 6.1.1 the total-energy values for 

the carbon and nitrogen atom calculated 

from the various GTO sets are compared 

with Clementi's STO-results5); based upon 

the energy-criterion, the quality of the 

basis improves on going along the series 

SV, DN, HZ; just as was found for oxygen 

and hydrogen, the atomic scattering fac

tors of C and N evaluated from the GTO 

sets are very close to the STO-scattering. 

In fact, the relative differences between 

the different atomic scattering curves 

of the atoms C and N are of the same or

der of magnitude as those between the 

corresponding profiles of the oxygen atom. 

Table 6.1.1: 

Energies for carbon 

and nitrogen (in the 

ground state) from 

various wavefunctions. 

atom basis energy 

c (3p) 
(a.u.) 

HZ -37.6874 
DN -37.6845 
sv -37.6369 

STO -37.6886 

N (4S) HZ -54.4001 
DN -54.3994 
sv -54.3279 

STO -54.4009 

For the molecular calculations the geometries given in table 6.1.2 

will be used. The values of the geometric parameters listed in this 

table are experimental one's, 

except for H;o for which the 

'theoretical' values of Kraemer 

& Diercksen7 ) are used- the 

latter authors employed a con

tracted HZ-basis with d-type 

functions on 0 and p-type on H 

and optimized (with respect to 

the total-energy) the geometry 

of the ion within the frame-

work of the LCAO MO SCF theory. 

When usfng the DN-basis, the 

Table 6.1.2: 

Molecular geometries. 

symmetry coordinatea) 
b) 

r 0H=1.8198 

rNH=1.9164c) 

8HNH=106.7° 
+ d) 

NH4 Td rNH=1.9597 

CH4 Td rcH=2.0665c) 

:~bond lengths in a.u. 
)theoretical value from ref.7 

~)experimental values from ref.8 
experimental value from ref.9 

scale factor for the hydrogen functions was again chosen to be 1.2 • 
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In the SV-basis we did not use the standard valence-shell scale 

factors proposed by Ditchfield et a1.4 ). Instead, we have optimized 

these factors in the calculations on a molecular level; the inner

shell scaling factor for the heavy atoms (C,N,O) however is left 

unchanged as compared to its value in an atomic calculation. 

The optimized factors for the inner and outer part of the valence

shell (~I and ~ 0 ) are listed in 

table 6.1.3 • For the purpose of com- Table 6.1.3: 

parison the optimized values for the Optimized valence-shell 

H20-molecule (chapter 5) are also in- scale factors of the SV-set 

eluded in this table. for the molecules examined 

It is seen that the outer parts of 

the valence-shells of C, N and 0 are molecule atom ~I ~0 
rescaled somewhat more than the in- H20 0 0.983 0.967 

ner parts; for hydrogen it is quite H 1.278 1.265 

the 
H+o 0 0.994 1.036 reverse. 3 H 1.335 1.154 

For the neutral molecules this resca-
NH

3 
N 0.977 0.959 

ling generally leads to an expansion H 1.2261.196 

of the atomic functions of C, N and NH+ N 1 .002 1.091 4 H 1.276 1.155 o, except for the function describing 

the outer part of the valence-shell CH4 c 0.999 1.084 
H 1.168 1.063 

of carbon. 

Both in the neutral molecules as in the ions the scaling factors 

for hydrogen are always larger than unity, indicRting a contraction 
of the atomic function in a molecular environ;!lent. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that on going from H2o to H;o and 

from NH
3 

to NH4 the functions of the heavy atoms are contracted; 

the scale factors of these atomic functions generally become even 

larger than unity. For hydrogen, the ~I- and ~0-scaling factors 

in the ions are respectively larger and smaller than the corres

ponding values in the neutral molecules. 
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6.2 THE SCATTERING PROFILES OF H;o, NH3 , NH4 AND CH4 • 

6.2.1 THE MOLECULES NH3 AND CH4• 

Table 6.2.1.1 and 6.2.1.2 contain the values for the total-

Table 6.2.1.1: 

Calculated properties of the NH
3

-molecule from various Gaussian 

basissets. 

basisset 

total-energy a) 

AEa) 

charge densitiesb) 
< 6(r-N) > 
< &<r-H)> 

Mulliken charges 
nitrogen 
hydrogen 
overlap population 
(per bond N-H) 

HZ 

-56.1862 

-0.2863 

197.1223 
0.4444 

7.8651 
0.7116 
0.6912 

DN 

-56.1778 

-0.2855 

194.0551 
0.4176 

7.8995 
0.7002 
0.6702 

:~energy values in a.u.; AE=ENH -EN-3EH. 
density .at the nucleus 3 
in e.a-3(a =0.529167 i). 

0 0 

Table 6.2.1.2: 

sv 

-56.1029 

-0.2771 

173.1264 
0.4305 

7·9380 
0.6873 
0.6456 

Calculated properties of the ca4-molecule from various Gaussian 

basissets. 

basisset HZ DN sv 
total-energy a) -40.1918 -40.1856 -40.1402 
AEa) -0.5047 -0.5039 -0.5062 
charge densitiesb) 
< 6 (r-C) > 121 .2911 119.3629 106.8108 
< 8 (r-H)> 0.4423 0.4127 0.4157 

Mulliken charges 
carbon 6.5945 6.7765 6.4970 
hydrogen 0.8514 0.8059 0.8758 
overlap population 0.7668 0.7449 0.6765 
(per bond C-H) 
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energies, the 'bonding' energies ~E, the charge densities and the 

Mulliken charges of the molecules NH
3 

and CH4 as calculated from 

the HZ-, DN- and SV-basissets. 

For the sake of completeness it should be noted here that: 

1 the best E-values presently obtained for these molecules from 

single determinant wavefunctions are those of Rauk et a1. 10) and 

Dyczmons et al. 11 ) - slightly different bond lengths have been 

used by these authors: rNH=1.9124 a.u and rcH==2.0674 a.u.- • 

Rauk et al. used for the NH
3

-molecule a (13s8p2d/4s2p)-primitive 

set which had been contracted to [8s5p2d/4s1p] the Hartree

Fock energy then was found to be -56.2215 a.u •• This may be com

pared to our best result which is -56.1862 a.u •• 

Dyczmons et al. used a set consisting of contracted Gaussian 

lobes and containing 75 GAO's to describe the CH4-molecule; the 

energy was found to be -40.2036 a.u. (our best E-value for CH4 
is -40.1918 a.u.). 

2 The Hartree-Fock limits, estimated by Rauk et al;o) and Ritchie 

& King12 ) for respectively NH
3 

and CH4 are -56.223 a.u. and 

-40.23 a.u •• 

z The experimental values for the total-energies are -56.56 a.u 

and -40.52 a.u. for NH
3 

and CH4 respectively13). 

4 The experimental values for the bonding energies for H2o, NH
3 

and 
4) CH4 are respectively -0.370 a.u., -0.474 a.u., and -0.668 a.u. 

they differ considerably from the calculated ~E-values, which are 

-0.216 a.u.(H20), -0.286 a.u.(NH
3

) and -0.505 a.u.(CH4 ) with the 

HZ-basis for example. 

However, in this connection it should be noted that the determi

nation of the energie ~E involves the difference between (appro

ximate) energy values deviating from one another only to a rela

tively ver small extent. 

In fact, the differences between the experimental and the 

calculated ~ E-values reflect, in large part 1 the substantial 

contributions (to bond energies) of the changes which occur in the 

electron correlation energy on going from one electron system to 

the other. 

Nevertheless it is seen that, although the absolute 'bonding' 

energies disagree with experiment, the relative order is correctly 

predicted as one goes from H2o to CH4. 
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2 Relatively large differences are seen to exist between the charge 

denai ties. at the heavy nuclei as computed from the SV-wavefunction 

on the one hand and from the HZ- and DN-set on the other hand. 

This is due to an insufficient representation of the inner-shell 

density near (and at) the carbon and nitrogen nucleus by the SV

basis which uses too few Gaussians for describing adequately this 

part of the electrondensitydistribution. 

Comparing the Mulliken charges of the molecules H2o (chapter 

5), NH
3 

and CH4, we notice a decrease of the charge associated with 

the heavy atom on going along the series. At the same time, the 

hydrogen charges and the overlap populations increase. Essentially 

this means that the electrondensitydistribution becomes more and 

more diffuse (i.e. is smeared out) as one goes from H2o to CH4• 
This effect is also shown in figure 6.2.1.1 where the radial elec

tronic densities r 2 p(r) of these molecules are plotted. In all 

three cases the HZ-set has been used in order to compute the dis

tribution p(r) according to 

p(r) =JJp(r)sin8d8d!f> (6.2.1.1) 

In equation (6.2.1.1) p(r) is defined in a coordinate system in 

which the atoms C, N or 0 are in the origin; accordingly, r 2 p(r) 

is the radial distribution around the central (heavy) atom 

Figure 6.2.1.1: 

The radial density 8 .. 
2 p(r) of H2o, NH3 r 

and CH4 evaluated 

from the HZ-basis. 
5 

The position of 

the hydrogens is 

indicated by ar-

rows. 

o.s 3 
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Then, as one goes from H2o to CH4 the coherent scattering profiles 

should approach zero more rapidly (on going to larger q-values) 

because of the Fouriertransformrelationship between the intensity 

i hand the scattering densityp. See figure 6.2.1.2, where the co 
i h-curves evaluated from the HZ-basis are plotted; the scattering co 
profiles of Ne and HF are also given here; the latter curves have 

been calculated by Tavard et a1. 14) from Clementi's STO-wavefunc

tion (Ne) and by Morrison & Pings15) from a two-center Gaussian 

wavefunction (HF). 

50 

Figure 6.2.1.2: 

The coherent gas scattering curves for the iso-elec

tronic series Ne~ HF, H20, NH
3

, CH4 (solid lines; 

the dots refer to intensity-values from an SC

approach}. 

1 icoh (,.u.) 

3 

-1 q(a.u. ) 

It is interesting to note that the area of the icoh-profile is 

directly related to the Coulomb energy (i.e. electron-electron 

repulsion) since 

I 00h(~) = I ~p(r1 )exp(i qs.r1 )dr1 1 
2 (6.2.1.2) 

and 
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i h(q) = < I h(~) > co co av dr1dr2 (6.2.1.3) 

Consequently, (r12=1'!'1-~21) 
QC) CD 

jicoh{q)dq = jjpcr1 ) p(r2 )dr1dr2 J s!~~:12 dq 
0 0 

(6.2.1.4) 

The last integral in equation (6.2.1.4) reduces to __.!!.._ ; so, 
2r12 

CD 

Ji < )d = .!! JJ p(r 1l.P.Cr2l d.T dr coh q q 2 r 1 2 
12 

(6.2.1.5) 

0 

On going from CH4 to Ne the electrondensity will be contracted 

more and more, which will involve an increase of the total electron-

electron repulsion. This effect then together with the rela-

tion expressed by equation (6.2.1.5) a more physical explanation 

of the observed differences between the i h-profiles of figure co 
6.2.1.2 • 

In table 6.2.1.3 the gas scattering profile of NH
3 

is compared 

with the scattered intensity from the Debye-model iD b • The e ye 
'intensities' r and f~ are also included in this table 

(again, f1ffi is i the tranef6rm of the radial electrondensity de

fined in eqtiation (6.2.1.1), and r f~ is the total independent-
. l. 

atom scattering). Finally, a compaFison is made between the scat-

Table 6.2.1.3: 

Coherent intensities and scattering factors for NH
3 

from the HZ-

basis. 

a) i i 2 r f~ f +3f sinqrNH q coh fNH fNH De bye 
3 i l N H qrNH 3 o.o 100.00 100.00 100.00 66.oo 10.00 10.00 

0.5 80.44 77-67 80.34 44.98 8.80 8.96 
1.0 44.91 40.81 44.72 30.55 6.36 6.69 
1.5 20.85 18.93 20.64 18.20 4.32 4.54 
2.0 10.12 9.83 9.89 10.65 3.11 3·15 
3.0 4.27 4.46 4.18 4.57 2.11 2.05 
4.0 2.90 2.93 2.88 2.87 1.71 1.70 
5.0 2.23 2.22 2.23 2.23 1.49 1.49 

10.0 0.69 0.70 0.69 0.70 0.84 0.83 
15.0 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.41 0.40 
25.0 .0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.10 
a) in -1 a.u. 
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tering factors fNH and fN+3fHs~~qrNH • Both the intensities and 

the scattering factors listed in NH this table have been evaluated 

from the HZ-wavefunction. 

The corresponding scattering data for the CH4-molecule can be found 

in table 6.2.1.4 

Table 6.2.1.4: 

Coherent intensities and scattering factors for CH4 from the HZ

basis. 

a) i i 2 L: f~ f +4f sinqrCH 
fCH q coh De bye fCH . ~ C H qrCH 4 ~ 4 

o.o 100.00 100.00 100.00 40.00 10.00 10.00 
0.5 74.59 70.90 74.58 33-10 8.42 
1.0 33-94 29.49 33.82 20.39 5.42 
1.5 12.59 10.98 12.19 11.21 3-27 
2.0 5.74 5.52 5-27 6.48 2.29 
3.0 3.11 3.22 3.02 3.25 1. 79 
4.0 2.43 2.42 2.42 2.36 1.55 
5.0 1.86 1.86 1.86 1.88 1.36 

10.0 0.42 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.65 
15.0 0.08 0.08 0.08 o.o8 0.28 
25.0 o.oo 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.06 
a)in a.u. -1 

We note the following points about the results given in table 

6.2.1.3 and 6.2.1.4 : 

8.64 
5.82 
3-49 
2.30 
1.74 
1.56 
1.36 
0.64 
0.28 
0.06 

1 just as for the H
2
0-studies discussed in the preceding chapter 

the independent-atom approximation leads to scattering profiles 

that differ significantly .from the curves resulting from the more 

exact MO-treatment. 

The maximum relative differences between i h and iD b -- occur-
_1 co e ye 

ring at about q=1.0-1.5 a.u, -- increase on going from H20 to 

CH4 ; at q=1 a.u.-1 the relative errors, defined as ti h-iD b )/ co e ye 
i h.100% are 7.0%, 9.1% and 13.1% respectively. co 
A similar trend shows up when comparing the scattering factors 

listed in these tables. 

2 The maximum relative differences between i h and f 2 
1 increase co mo 

from NH
3 

to CH4 ; these errors are about 2.3% and 8.2% respecti-

vely. This may be compared with the corresponding value for the 
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H
2
0-molecule, which is 0.9%. 

It is s~en again that f!ol-' icoh and that for high q-values f!ol 

and i h. have become practically indistinguishable. 
co 

The coherent gas scattering profiles for the NH
3

-molecule evaluated 

from the HZ-, DN- and SV-wavefunction are given in table 6.2.1.5 • 

The approximate intensities are also included together with the re-

Table 6.2.1.5: 

Coherent gas scattering profiles i h and approximate intensities 
2 co 

f for NH
3 

from various GTO wavefunctions. 

HZ-basis DN-basis SV-basis 
a) . f2 1:. b ) i f2 ll b) . i f2 ll b ) 

q ~coh mol coh mol coh mol 
0.5 8o.443 80.341 0.13 8o.641 80.543 0.12 80.734 80.639 0.12 
1.0 44.909 44.719 0.42 45.035 44.848 0.42 45.090 44.910 0.40 
1.5 20.853 20.640 1.02 20.833 20.619 1.03 20.812 20.602 1.01 
2.0 10.116 9.8916 2.22 10.100 9.8?44 2.23 10.119 9.8903 2.26 
3.0 4.2701 4.1836 2.03 4.2850 4.1990 2.01 4.2776 4.1883 2.09 
4.0 2.8975 2.8847 0.44 2.9111 2.8982 0.44 2.8847 2.8710 0.48 
5·0 2.2284 2.2256 0.13 2.2209 2.2180 0.13 2.2230 2.2199 0.14 

10.0 0.6897 0.6897 0.01 0.6896 0.6895 0.01 0.6899 0.6899 o.oo 
15.0 0.1633 0.1633 o.oo 0.1637 0.1637 o.oo 0.1626 0.1626 o.oo 
25.0 0.0110 0.0110 o.oo 0.0111 0.0111 o.oo 0.0110 0.0110 o.oo 

a). -1 
b)~n a.u. • 2 

1:.= (i h-f 1)/i h.100% • co mo co 

Table 6.2.1.6: 

Coherent gas scattering profiles icoh and approximate intensities 

f
2 for cH4 from various GTO wavefunctions. 

HZ-basis DN-basis SV-basis 
a). f2 llb) i f2 /lb.) i f2 llb) 

q ~coh mol coh mol coh mol 
0.5 74.585 74.581 0.01 74.686 74.682 0.01 74.601 74.597 0.01 
1.0 33-937 33.822 0.34 33-940 33.827 0.33 33.915 33.798 0.35 
1.5 12.589 12.193 3.15 12.530 12.136 3-14 12.583 12.186 3-15 
2.0 5.7408 5.2712 8.18 5-7265 5.2584 8.17 5-7509 5.2830 8.14 
3.0 3-1074 3.0192 2.84 3.1486 3.0622 2.74 3-1142 3.0261 2.83 
4.0 2.4314 2.4190 0.51 2.4357 2.4230 0.52 2.4.401 2.4269 0.54 
5.0 1.8579 1.8555 0.13 1.8531 1.8506 0.14 1.8561 1.8534 0.15 

10.0 0.4153 0.4153 o.oo 0.4170 0.4170 o.oo 0.4159 0.4158 o.oo 
15.0 0,0760 0.0760 o.oo 0.0760 0.0760 o.oo 0.0758 0.0758 o.oo 
25.0 o.oo4o o.oo4o o.oo o.oo4o o.oo4o o.oo o.oo41 o.oo41 o.oo 

aJ. -1 
b) ~n a •1_1• , • 2 . 

ll = t~coh-fmolJ/~coh• 10~ • 
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2 
lative differences between icoh and fmol 

Note that the deviations between icoh and f!01 are much the same 

when using the HZ-, DN- or SV-basis. 

This is also true for cH4, for which the corresponding scattering 

data are listed in table 6.2.1.6 • 

To get a better insight of the deviations between the various 

scattering profiles i h reported in table 6.2.1.5 and 6.2.1.6, we co 
have calculated percentage differences DIFXtq) (figure 6.2.1.3 

(NH
3

) and figure 6. 2 .1 .4 ( CH4)) • I!' or computational reasons, the 
. 2 2 2 2 

funct~ons DIFX(qJ have been evaluated as 100{fHZ-fX)/fHZ % ; fmol 

has been used instead of icoh because it takes less computer time 

to calculate fmol as compared to the calculation of icoh; and, as 

Figure 6.2.1.3: 

The percentage dif

ferences of the f 2-

curves of NH
3 

from 

the various wave

functions used; 

X~ 

DN 

::;,v 

Figure 6.2.1.4: 

The percentage differences of 
2 the f -curves of CH4 from the 

various wavefunctions used; 

X curve 

DN 

sv 

-0.5 

-1.0,.. 
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2 stated before, the relative errors between icoh and fmol are 

practically the same when using the different GTO-sets. 

It is seen that for the experimentally accessible range of q-values 

the relative errors IDIFX(q)l do not exceed 0.6% for the NH3-m~le
cule; moreover, in this case the overall agreements between fHZ 

and the profiles f~N and f~V are of comparable quality. 
2 2 On the other hand, for the CH4-molecule, the fHZ- and the r8 v-curve 

are in better agreement than the profiles f~Z and f~N; the maximum 

relative errors IDIFXI are 0.35%, and 1.42% for X=SV, DN respecti

vely. 

In addition to the coherently scattered X-ray intensities 

reported above, we have also calculated the incoherent scattering 

curves. However, in this case, only the DN-wavefunctions have been 

used. 

The incoherent scattering profiles are plotted in figure 6.2.1.5 • 

For the purpose of comparison, the iinc-curves of H2o (chapter 5) 
and of Ne (Tavard et al. 14)) are also given together with the pro-

9 

Figure 6.2.1.5: 
The incoherent scattering profiles for the iso

electronic series Ne, HF, H2o, NH
3

, CH
4

• 

The dotted curves represent the iinc-profiles eva

luated (in the case of H2o, NH
3 

and CH
4

) according 

to the independent-atom approach. 

i. (e.u.) J.nc 
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file of the HF-molecule; the latter has been evaluated according 

to the free-atom approximation: 

iinc,free-atom = ~ iinc,atomi (6.2.1.6) 

Equation (6.2.1.6) may be derived from the basic scattering formu-

lae of chapter 4 by straightforward mathematical arguments. The 

i. H- and i. F-values are taken from reference (14) • 
::1.nc, ::1.nc, 

Finally, the dotted curves in figure 6.2.1.5 represent the i. 
::l.nC 

of H2o, NH
3 

and CH4 that have also been calculated 

according to equation (6.2.1.6); the atomic iinc-values are again 

those of Tavard et a1.14). 

The curves of figure 6.2.1.5 make clear that the incoherent scat

profiles approach the limit-value 10 more rapidly on going 

from Ne to CH4, which may be understood by the proper-

ties of the Fouriertransformation involved in the evaluation 

of 

As one might have expected, the differences between the real curve 

iinc,mol(i.e. the intensity based upon the MO-treatment) and the 

approximate profile i. f t increase from H2o to CH4; at _
1 

lnc, ree-a om 
q=1 a.u. the relative errors defined as 100(i. f -i. 

1
)/ ::1.nc, -a lnc,mo 

iinc,mol% are 7.2%, 10.1% and 14.4% respectively. 

It is worth mentioning that the. area of the 

also related to an electron-interaction energy: 
co 

:-profile is 

! (2N-< 1 cs>> )dq = r < ca>. C"f 1 )ca>. rzt2 J 1-1-l <1>. cr1) <~>. cr2 >> 
::1.nc av . . J ::1. r 12 ::1. J 

0 ::l.,J 

The last integral is known as the (6.2.1.7) 

Exchange integral. 

~xperimental data concerning the gas scattering of X-rays 

from the molecules H2o, NH
3 

and CH4 are very scarce; in fact, for 

these molecules only the experimental it t= i h + iJ..nc profiles 
. 17) 0 co 

obtained by G.Thomer are available. 

See figure 6.2.1.6 where these curves are compared with the total 

gas scattering evaluated from the DN-basis. 
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Figure 6.2.1.6: 

A comparison between the theo
. ( 100 retical and experimental ~tot = 

i h+i. )-curves for H20, NH3 co ~nc 

and cH4; the abcissa of each 

curve has been shifted with 

respect to the others; 

_: scattering from the DN-

basis, 

-----· experimental curves; 

dots represent intensity-values 

from the Debye-approach. 

50 

10 
2 

-1, q(a.u. 

4 

The mediocre agreement observed between theory and ex:Jeriment can 

be ascribed to the limited accuracy of the experimental data; an 

experimental error of.:!: 5% is reported by Thorner. 

(On the other hand we must also point to the fact that the calcula-

ted molecular (and atomic) scattering profiles are approximate in 

principle since they have been evaluated from Gaussian Hartree

Fock LCAO MO wavefunctions describing the 2N-electronsystem.) 

Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the MO-treatment pro

vides scattering profiles that appear to agree somewhat better with 

experiment than the gas scattering curves from the Debye-model; 

see again figure 6.2.1.6, the dots indicate the free-atom scat

tering of cH4. The deviations between the MO-scattering and the 

Debye-scattering of H2o and NH3 follow similar trends as one can 

ascertain from the scattering data reported before. Therefore, the 

independent-atom curves of H2o and NH
3 

are omitted for convenien

ce •sake. 
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6.2.2 + + THE IONS H
3

0 AND NH4 • 

The total-energies, protonaffinities, charge densities and 

Mulliken charges for these ions calculated from the various GTO

wavefunctions are listed in table 6.2.2.1 and 6.2.2.2 

We note the following points about the results given in these 

tables. 

2 The total-energies may be compared to: 

~ the E-value of H;o obtained by Kraemer & Diercksen7 ) from a 

contracted HZ-basis plus po~.arization functions: -76.3280 a.u. 

(our best value is -76.3140 a.u.); 

b theE-value of NH~ computed by Hopkinson et a1. 18 ) from a 

(10s6p/4s)-GTO set : -56.5320 a.u. (however, a slightly dif

ferent bond length was used by the authors: rNH=1.9616 a.u.). 

Our best E is -56.5365 a.u. ; both E-values differ from the 
19) experimental value which is -56.86 a.u. • 

2 The experimental protonaffinities reported by Lathan et a1. 9 ) 

Table 6.2.2.1: 

Calculated properties of the H;O-ion from various GTO basissets. 

basis set HZ DN sv 
total-energy 

a) 
-76.3140 -76.3038 -76.2102 

proton affinitya) 
l1 E=EH 0-EH+O 0.2913 0.2921 0.3019 

2 3 b) charge densities 
< 5(r..,OJ > 298.7114 294.2597 262.6776 

(-0.8878) (-0.8115) (-0.4264) 
< Mr-H) > 0.3668 0.3470 0.3610 

(-0.0701) (-0.0645) (-0.0715) 

Mulliken charges 
c) 

oxygen 8.6946 8.7408 8.7239 
(-0.0554) t-0.0309) (-0.1006) 

hydrogen 0.4351 0.4197 0.4254 
(-0.1899) (-0.1944) t-0.1623) 

overlap population 0.5194 0.5034 0.5088 
per bond 0-H (-0.0086) t-0.0612) (+0.0088) 

a) 1 . b) energy-va ues 1.n a. u. • _ 
density at the nucleus in e.a0

3 (a0 =0.520167 .li); the values be
tween parentheses are the deviations frofl the corresponding den-

)sities of the H20-molecule (e.g. : < 5tr-O).>. -<5(r-0) > t ) • c . 1.on wa er values between parentheses denote aga1.n the · 
differences between the charges of the ion and of the molecule. 
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Table 6.2.2.2: 

Calculated properties of the NH4-ion from various GTO basissets. 

basisset 
a) 

total-energy 

proton affinitya) 
.11E=ENH -ENH+ 

3 4 b) 
charge densities 
< 6(r-N) > 

< 6tr-H) > 

c) 
Mulliken charges 
nitrogen 

hydrogen 

overlap population 
per bond N-H 

0.3503 

196.8580 
(-0.2643) 

0.3916 
(-0.0528) 

7.7626 
(-0.1025) 

0.5594 
(-0.1522) 

0.6142 
(-0.0770) 

DN 

-56.5293 

0.3515 

193.8387 
(-0.2164) 

0.3672 
(-0.0504) 

7.8781 
(-0.0213) 

0.5305 
(-0.1697) 

0.5841 
(-0.0861) 

SV 

-56.4659 

173-3713 
(+0.2449) 

0.3786 
(-0.0519) 

7-6591 
(-0.2789) 

0.5852 
(-0.1021) 

0.6260 
(-0.0196) 

a) 1 . b)energy-va ues ~n a.u. • _ 
density at the nucleus in e.a0

3 (a0 =0.529167 RJ; the values be
tween parentheses are the deviations from the corresponding den-

)sities of the NH~-molecule (e.g. : <6(r-N)>. -<6tr-NJ> 1 ). c . ~on mo values between p rentheses denote aga~n the 
differences between the charges of the ion and of the molecule. 

are 0.262 a.u. and 0.330 a.u. for H2o and NH
3 

respectively. The 

theoretical values (e.g. 0.291 a.u.(H20) and 0.350 a.u.(NR
3

) from 

the HZ-functions) are in reasonable agreement with these experi

mental values; this agreement is somewhat better for the HZ-basis 

than for the SV- and DN-set. 

2 The densities at the heavy nuclei are affected only to a relati

vely low extent on going from the molecule to the ion; generally, 

these densities are seen to decrease slightly except for the 

change-over NH
3
-+NH: described by the SV-function.'l'his is proba

bly due to an insufficient description of the electronic density 

near (and at) the nuclei by the SV-basis. 

A relatively larger decrease of the densities at the hydrogens 

is predicted by all GTO-sets on going from the molecules to the 

corresponding ions. 

The changes of the Mulliken charges follow similar trends: both 

the cha~ges of the heavy atoms and the hydrogens decrease; the 

effect is relatively more important for the H-atoms. 
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Finally, we mention that in general the overlap populations per 

bond X-H are seen to decrease slightly; however, when we consider 

the total overlap populations and the charges associated with 

all hydrogens, the effect is quite the reverse. 

In table 6.2.2.3 we report the coherent gas scattering pro

files icoh and f!01 of H;o evaluated from the various GTO-sets. 

It is seen that the quantity r 2 
1 

is again a good approximation mo 
to the real intensity i h; maximum relative errors of about 0.8% co 
exist (near q=2.5 a.u.-1). For H2o these errors were found to be 

of the same order (chapter 5).· 

Table 6.2.2.3: 

Coherent gas scat

tering profiles icoh 

and approximate in

tensities f2 for H;o 

from various GTO 

wavefunctions. 

The i h-curve of 
+ co 

H
3
o from the ST0-

3G basis is inclu

ded in this table; 

it illustrates the 

fact (just as was 

found for the H20-

molecule) that the 

minimal GTO-set 

leads to scattering 

intensities for the 

ions which differ 

significantly from 

HZ-basis DN-basis 
a) i f2 ~b) i f2 

q coh mol coh mol 
~b) 

o.s 86.365 86.362 o.oo 86.321 86.318 o.oo 
1.0 57.541 57.508 o.o6 57.434 57.401 o.o6 
1.5 32.421 32.329 0.28 32.362 32.270 0.28 
2.0 17.481 17.362 0.68 17.507 17.388 0.68 
3.0 6 17 6.4922 0.76 6.5627 6.5141 0.74 
4.0 3·7574 3.7243 0.35 3·7381 3.7251 0.35 
5.0 2.6622 2.6582 0.15 2.6527 2.6486 0.16 

10.0 0.9726 0.9726 o.oo 0.9706 0.9706 0.01 
15.0 0.2886 0.2886 o.oo 0.2899 0.2899 o.oo 
25.0 0.0251 0.0251 0.00 0.0250 0.0250 o.oo 

SV-basis ST0-3Gc) 
a) i f2 ~b) 

q coh mol 
0.5 86.476 86.472 0.01 
1.0 57.679 57.644 0.06 
1.5 32.431 32.339 0.28 
2.0 17.452 17.335 o.67 
3.0 6.5555 6.5058 0.76 
4.0 3-7262 3·7122 0.38 
5.0 2.6576 2.6534 0.16 

10.0 0.9721 0.9721 8.01 
15.0 0.2877 0.2877 o.oo 
25.0 0.0248 0.0248 o.oo 

a). -1 
b):tn a.:'• • 2 . 

icoh 
86.773 
58.520 
33·392 
18.017 

6.3568 
3.4123 
2.4541 
0.9644 
0.2874 
0.02'+2 

)~= (1 .. h-f 1)/:t h.100%. 
c calculg~ed mgnerg~0with this basis: 

-75·3515 a.u.; scale factor for hydrogen: 
~1 =1.367; for oxygen ~1 =7 .66, l;2 =2.324 • s s sp 

the intensities calculated from the extended sets -- e.g. at q=4 

a.u.-
1 

the relative error between icoh,HZ and icoh,ST0-3G is about 

~~;for H20 this error appeared to be N11% (chapter 5 } -- • 
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+ The coherently scattered intensities of NH4 are given in 

table 6.2.2.4. 

Again, the DN- and SV-scattering profiles are close to the HZ-curve; 

the agreement between HZ and SV seems to be somewhat better than 

between HZ and DN. The relative errors between i h and f 2 
1 

are co mo 
much the same for the different GTO-sets; for NH

3
, these errors were 

found to be of the same order (table 6.2.1.5), 

Table 6.2.2.4: 

Coherent gas scattering profiles i h and approximate intensities 
+ co 

for NH4 from various GTO wavefunctions. 

HZ-basis DN-basis 
a) . f2 Ab) i f2 

q ~coh mol coh mol 
0.5 81.529 81.528 o.oo 81.479 81.478 
1.0 46.458 46.418 0.09 46.382 46.342 
1.5 21.551 21.379 o.8o 21,540 21.368 
2.0 10.242 9.9809 2-55 10.265 10.003 
3.0 4.2337 4.1484 2.01 4.2488 4.1641 
4.0 2.8971 2.8875 0.33 2.9037 2.8941 
5.0 2.2228 2.2205 0.10 2.2114 2.2091 

10.0 0.6880 0.6880 o.oo 0.6884 l.6884 
15.0 0.1628 0.1628 o.oo 0.1633 0.1633 
25.0 0.0110 0.0110 o.oo 0.0111 0.0111 

a). -1 

b)~n=a(·~· ~f2 )/· 101VJ/ 
£-> ~coh mol ~coh' v/() ' 

SV-basis 
Ab) i r2 Ab) 

coh mol 
o.oo 81.519 81.518 o.oo 
0.09 46.435 46.394 0.09 
o.ao 21.541 21.368 o.8o 
2.55 10.246 9.9859 2.54 
1.99 4.2281 4.1431 2.01 
0.33 2.8958 2.8858 0.35 
0.10 2.2254 2.2229 0.11 
o.oo 0.6887 0.6886 o.oo 
o.oo 0.1625 0.1625 o.oo 
o.oo 0.0111 0.0111 o.oo 

In order to investigate to what extent the coherently scattered 

intensities are affected on passing from the neutral molecule 

to the ion, we have computed the percentage differences 
2 2 2 100(f. -f 1)/f. %. 
~on mo ~on 

These differences are plotted in figure 6.2.2.1 {H;o;rr2o) and in 

figure 6.2.2.2 (NH4/NH
3
). 

It is seen that all curves of figure 6.2.2.1 (and of figure 

6.2.2.2) show a quite similar behaviour, that is to say, the scat

tering profiles of the ions differ mainly in the region of low 

q-values (up to about 3 a.u.-1) from the curves of the correspon

ding molecules. Here, maximum relative errors of ..,4,5% and ,..4% 

exist for H;O/H20 and NH4/NH
3 

respectively. 

For the larger q-values~ the errors never exceed about 0.5% 
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Figure 6.2.2.1: 

Percentage differen- 5 2 2 2 
100(fH+o - fH 0)/fH+O 

ce plots of the scat- 3 2 3 

tering curves ~ 
1 

% 
+ mo 

of H
3

o and H2o from 

the various GTO 

seta used; ( -1 
basis ~ 1 q a.u. ) 

HZ 
DN 0 
sv 

-1 

Figure 6.2.2.2: 
4 2 2 2 

Percentage differen- 100(fNH+ - fNH )/fNH+ 
4 3 4 

ce plots of the scat- % 
2 tering curves fmol 

+ of NH4 and NH
3 

from 

the various GTO - 1 
sets used; q(a.u.-1) .. 

curve 0 
• . 

HZ 
DN -1 
sv ·.· . ...... 

The incoherently scattered intensity of the ions H;o and NH4 
calculated from the DN-basis is given in table 6.2.2.5 for some 

selected values of the scattering parameter q. 

Table 6.2.2.5: 
qa) i. J.nc 

The incoherent scat- H20 H+O 
3 

NH
3 

NH+ 
4 CH4 

tering profiles iinc o.o o.o. o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.5 0.9198 0.8436 1.1667 1.0847 1.3869 

of the molecular 1.0 2.8301 2.6769 3.4210 3-2767 3-9407 
systems examined; 2.0 5-9786 5·8990 6.7034 6.6415 7.2896 

the DN-basis has 3.0 7-5442 7.5156 8.0001 7.9899· 8.3171 
4.0 8.1861 8.1726 8.4532 8.4506 8.6831 

been used 5·0 8.5158 8.5094 8.7346 8.7335 8.9694 

a)in -1 a.u. . 
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For the purpose of comparison, the incoherent intensities of the 

molecules H20, NH
3 

and CH4 are also reported here. 

The data of table 6.2.2.5 show that the intensity from the ions 

approaches the scattering of the molecules rapidly on going to 

higher q-values-- e.g. for q-values larger than 4 a.u.-1 the rela-

tive differences between i. H 0 and i. H+O are smaller than 
~nc, 2 ~nc, 

3 

For NH4 and NH
3 

the agreement is even better. 

For the lower q-values relatively large differences exist between 

the 'ionic' and corresponding 'molecular' profiles. 

Finally it is worth mentioning that for these small q-values the 

relative differences between i. . and i. 
1 

are seen to be LnC,LOn ~nc,mo 

more significant than the corresponding errors for the coherent 

scattering curves. 

6.3 CONCLUSIONS. 

Summarizing this chapter, it can be concluded that 

1 significant differences exist at low and medium-sized q-values 

between the 'real' gas scattering profiles (both i h and i. ) 
CO LnC 

of the neutral hydrides XHn on the on hand and the corresponding 

independent-atom scattering on the other hand. 

As the number of (hydrogen) bonds increases, the relative errors 

between the intensities from the MO-treatment and from the 
-1 Debye-model increase. At q=1 a.u. for example, the relative 

differences are ?.0%, 9.1% and 13.1% for H20, NH3 and CH4 res

pectively in case of the coherent scattering profiles (evaluated 

from the HZ-basis); for the incoherently scattered intensities 

these values are ?.2%, 10.1% and 14.4% (from the DN-basis). 

The independent-atomic-scatterers model underestimates the 'real' 

molecular, coherent intensity profile for q-values up to about 
-1 2.5 a.u. ; for the incoherent scattering curves it is quite 

the reverse. 

2 The icoh-profiles are seen to fall off more rapidly as one goes 

along the series 

Ne HF (H;o ~) H20 (NH4~) NH3 CH4 
whereas the corresponding iinc-curves approach the limit-value 
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10.0 more rapidly on going to larger q-values. 

These trends can be understood by using the properties of the 

Fouriertransform which is involved in evaluating icoh and iinc' 

and by considering the areas of the gas scattering curves since 

these are related to electron-interaction integrals (energies). 

2 On from the neutral molecule H2o (NH
3

) to the ion H;o 
+ -1 {NH4) the i

00
h-curve is shifted to higher values at q=0-2 a.u. 

the effect is somewhat more obvious for H;O/H2o than for NH3/NH4 
(maximum relative changes of,..,4% andN4.5% respectively occur). 

When considering the i. -curves we notice that the ionic profile 
lUC 

is below the corresponding molecular curve; we further conclude 

that on to larger q-values, these profiles have become 

4 -1 practically indistinguishable (e.g. for q} a.u. , the relative 

errors ( 0 .1%). 

4 The maximum relative differences between the quantities and 

icoh increase on going along the series 

(H;O~) H20 NH3 (~NH~) CH4 ; they appear to be about 0.9";6, 2.3% 

and 8.2% respectively (and occur near a.u.-1 ). 

The deviations between f!ol and icob of any molecular system 

examined are much the same when calculated from the various GTO

wavefunctions used. 

2 For all molecules (and ions) the coherent scattering profiles 

evaluated from the different extended GTO-sets are in very good 

agreement; generally it is seen that for the experimentally 

accessible range of q-values the relative differences never ex

ceed about 0.6%. 

For the CH4-molecule these errors are some larger (,.1.5%) when we 

compare the HZ-curve (and the SV-profile) with the results of the 

DN-calculation. See again figure 6.2.1.4; this effect is probably 

caus'ed by an incorrect choice of the hydrogen scale factor when 

using the DN-set, for which ~H was chosen to be 1.2; the latter 

value is significantly larger than the optimized values of the 

SV-basis. 

So for comparison with experiment it is quite difficult to select 

one particular GTO-set as giving the best results, although for 

computational reasons the SV-basis should probably be preferred 
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to the HZ-set for example, since it offers a good compromise 

between the accuracy of the calculated scattering data on the one 

hand and the necessary amount of computer time on the other hand. 

It is interesting to compare the multi-center GTO-results with the 

scattering calculated by Blum20) from the SC-expanaions of Moccia 
19) ; see again figure 6.2.1.2 (dots); the SC-data of H2o are not 

included since they have already been discussed in the preceding 

chapter. 

In general it may be concluded that for the hydrides XHn the 

SC-profiles are close to the MC-GTO-curves; relative differences 

of only a few percent occur. 

However, it should be mentioned that an SC-expansion will definite

ly fail to describe adequately molecular systems containing more 

than one 'heavy' atom, like Li(H20)+ and (H
2

o) 2 (next chapter) 

or cu
3

oH -- our interest is also focussed onto the latter molecule 

because of recent experimental X-ray diffraction studies on liquid 

cu
3

oH made in our laboratories21 ). To what extent 'chemical bon

ding' affects in this case the coherent gas scattering profile is 

shown in table 6.3.1, where for some selected values of q the 

Debye-intensity is compared to the 'real' i h-scattering; the co 
wavefunction describing the CH

3
0H-molecule was taken from reference 

(22); the DZ-basis (chapter 5) has been used here. 
-1 Maximum relative differences ofN8% exist at q=1-2 a.u. 

Table 6.3.1: a) i iDe bye q coh 
The coherent scattering o.o 324.0 324.0 
profiles of the CH

3
0H- 0.5 220.8 214.? 

1.0 81.85 76.83 molecule. 2.0 21.73 20.16 
3.0 10.74 11.o4 
4.0 5-598 5.648 
6.0 3.468 34501 
a) in -1 a.u. 

~ Just as was found for the watermolecule, the coherently scat

tered intensity of the ion H;o from the minimal ST0-3G basis dif

fers considerably from the curves evaluated from the extended 

basissets. 

1 A fairly reasonable agreement is obtained between the theoreti

cal and experimental gas scattering for the molecules H2o, NH
3 
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ud~4 . 

Unfortunately, the available experimental scattering data ar.e 

of limited accuracy. Consequently, it is quite difficult to make 

any definite conclusion from such a comparison between theory 

and experiment, although it does appear that the MO-treatment 

provides scattering profiles which agree somewhat better with 

experiment than the intensities from the Debye-approximation. 

8 Finally it is concluded that the profile of the H20-molecule 

differs considerably from the curve of the NH~-~on. 

So, the assumption made by van Beurten23 ) that the NH~-ion 
cannot be distinguished from the watermolecule in X-ray diffrac

tion, is not supported by our results. 
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CHAPTER 7 *) 

X-RAY GAS SCATTERING OF THE MOLECULAR COMPLEXES Li(H20)+ AND (H20)2 

The coh~rently scattered X-ray intensities of the complexes 
Li(H20) and (H2o)2 are calculated from Gaussian 1 ab initio' 
wavefunctions so as to include the effects of 'chemical 
bonding'. The scattering profiles are compared with the 
results from the independent-scatterer approximation of Debye. 
For low values of the scattering parameter 4nsin9/A signifi
cant differences are seen to exist between the approximate 
Debye-intensities on the one hand and the scattering from 
the MO-treatment on the other hand. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION; COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS. 

In this chapter we will study the effects of 'chemical bon

ding' on the coherent gas scattering profiles of the molecular 

complexes Li(H
2
o)+ and (H20) 2 • 

For the calculations the SV (4-31G) basis of Ditchfield et al. 1) 

has been used for oxygen and hydrogen with the optimized values 

for the valence shell scalefactors as determined from the SCF

calculations on the H20-molecule (chapter 5). For lithium we have 

chosen the 6-31G basis from reference 2. 

Owing to the unbalanced nature of the basissets used for oxy
gen and hydrogen on the one hand and for lithium on the other 
hand, one may expect in the case of the ion-water complex 
(apart from a physical e4e5tgontransfer) some artificial 
charge transfer to occur ' ' • 

The geometry of the watermolecules in the Li(H2o)+ and in the 

(H20) 2 complex is kept rigid; the experimental geometrical 

configuration of H20 (chapter 5) is used here. 

The most stable configuration for the Li(H20)+ complex is found to 

be planar with lithium on the c2v-axis of the H20-molecule ( and 

the hydrogens turned away from the ion); the optimum distance rLiO 

is 1.82 R and E~~H O)+ = -83.2196 a.u. , which leads to the 

'binding energy' AE
2 

= ~~~ + ~~! - E~~H o)+ = o.0757a.u. 
(47.5 kcal/mol). 2 

*)References to this chapter can be found on page137• 

This chapter is also published in Chem.Phys.Lett.48(1977): 

"X-ray scattering by molecular complexes. The coherent 

scattering profiles of Li(H
2
o)+ and (H2o)

2
." 
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In fact, the AE-value men~ioned should be corrected for the 
so-called basisset effect J~ in the calculations on a system 
AB an extension of the basis of the components A and B takes 
place because the addition of B to A means that a larger set 
of basisfunctions becomes available for A (and B). So, for 
obtaining a 'better' binding energy value, one should compare 
the energy of the system AB to the individual E-value of A and 
B evaluated from a basis consisting of the original set plus 
the basisfunctions belonging to the second component. 

For the waterdimer the minimum energy configuration is seen to occur 

when the interaction of the two molecules is through a linear hydro

genbridge with r 0 0 = z.84 R ; the geometry parametersitand~defi
ned in reference 1 2 (3) are respectively 30° and 0°. For this 

configuration the dimer energy ESCF is -151.8296 a.u. resulting 

in the dimer 'binding' energy AE= 0.0129 a.u.(8.07 kcal/mol). The 

data from the SCF-calculations on the Li(H
2
o)+ and the (H

2
o)2 com

plex with these relatively small GTO sets compare well with the 

results from more extended basissets ( polarization functions on 

oxygen and hydrogen included) published on these systems by other· 

workers (e.g.,ref.(3,4); see (5) for a review). 

7.2 RESULTS; CONCLUSIONS. 

The coherent gas scattering profiles i~oh of the molecular 

complexes calculated for the minimum energy configurations mentio

ned before, are given in table 7.2.1 • In this table the 'real' 

curves i~oh are compared with the profiles i:oh evaluated from the 

electrondensity p 1 (r) which is assumed to be equal to the sum comp ex 
of the undisturbed densities pion(r) and Pwater(r), or Pwater (~) 

and p t (r) when considering the systems Li(H
2
0)+ and 1 

wa er 
(H2o) 2 

2 respectively. So, the differences between i~oh and i:oh 

are due to changes in electrondistribution caused by hydration and 

hydrogenbonding. It is seen from the data reported in table 7.2.1 
that these differences are small; maximum relative deviations 

between i~oh and i~oh of about 1.7% (near q=2.5 a.u.-
1) and 0.5% 

(near q=1•5 a.u.- 1) exist for Li(H
2
o)+ and (H

2
o)

2 
respectively. 

For large~ values (>about 5 a.u.-1
) the differences between the 

intensity profiles ib h and in h have become negligiblein view of co co 
the obtainable experimental accuracy of the X-ray diffraction data 

on liquid water and on aqueous ionic solutions. 



Table 7 .2.1 : 
The coherent gas scattering profiles for Li(H2o)+ and (H2o)

2 
as a 

function of the parameter q=4nsin9/A a.u.-1 
The notations ib h' in h and id h are those of chapter 3, denoting 
respectively thgo intgftsity ofco the bonded complex, the inten
sity for the complex where the total electrondensity is the sum of 
the undisturbed densities of the individual components, and the 
intensity according to the Debye-approach • 

q 

o.o 
0.5 
1 .o 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
8.0 

10.0 
15.0 
25.0 

144.000 
109.865 
56.941 
31.202 
20.377 
12.506 
7-507 
4.568 
2.861 
2.336 
1.524 
0.988 
0.290 
0.025 

144.000 
109.581 
56.570 
30.932 
20.163 
12.292 
7-500 
4.579 
2.856 
2.333 
1.526 
0.990 
0.291 
0.025 

. d 
1 coh 

H
2
0,Li+ H,O,Li+ 

144.000 144.000 
110.307 106.246 
56.860 52.368 
30.504 28.836 
20.109 19-578 
12.374 12.498 
7.386 7.643 
4.566 4.659 
2.854 2.8?2 
2.331 2.343 
1.526 1·534 
0.990 0.997 
0.291 0.294 
0.025 0.025 

400.000 
198.780 

97-211 
68.919 
31.060 
21.195 
12.791 
7.605 
5.481 
4.337 
2.887 
1.944 
0.572 
0.050 

4oo.ooo 
198.940 
96.949 
68.559 
30.958 
21 .192 
12.792 
7.614 
5.483 
4.338 
2.888 
1.946 
0.572 
0.050 

400.000 
199.341 

95.062 
69.349 
30.536 
20.912 
12.752 

7.568 
5.473 
4.331 
2.888 
1.946 
0.572 
0.050 

In table 7.2.1 we have also included the scattering curves id h co 
calculated according to the Debye-approach. Both for the Li(H2o)+ 

and the (H2o)2 complex the i~0h-profiles listed in this table have 

been evaluated by considering the H20-molecule as a quasi-atom with 

scattering factor fH 0 (q) which is computed by Fouriertransforma

tion of the molecula~ radial electrondistribution around the 

oxygen center (chapter 5). 

The distances ion-water and water-water are 1.82 i and 2.84 i 
respectively; the scattering factor for the lithium ion is calcu

lated from the corresponding 6-31G set. 

From table 7.2.1 it is seen that for q-values larger than about 

5 a.u.-1 the id h-curve and the corresponding ib h-profile have co co 
become practically indistinguishable. Significant differences be-

tween the two curves appear only 

deviations between ib and id 
coh_1 coh 

of 2.2 % (near q=1 a.u. ) exist 

vely 

at low q-values. Maximum relative 
-1) of 2.3% (near q=1.5 a.u. and 

for Li(H
2
0)+ and (H2o)2 respecti-
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We note the following points about these results. 

1 It is also possible to compute Debye-intensities by using fH o= 
- (i:oh,H 

0
(q):)t instead of fH O defined before. Howeve.r, 

2 

this wifl affect the id h- pr~files of the molecular complexes co 
only to a relatively low extent (chapter 5). 

d 2 An alternative way for calculating the i
00

h-curves is to consi-

der the H20-molecule as being composed of independent scatterers 

(oxygen and hydrogen) with separate atomic scattering factors. 

As expected from the results of chapter 5 this will lead to 

scattering profiles differing to a large extent from the real 

curves. This is shown in table 7.2.1 where we have listed for 

Li(H2o)+ the i~oh intensities based on a complete separation of 

the complex into its atomic ( and ionic) components. The scatte

ring factors used for oxygen and hydrogen are derived from the 

corresponding 4-31G wavefunctions. 

Relatively large differences between the i~oh intensity and this 

id h intensity are seen to exist (maximum relative deviations of 
co 1 

about 8% appear at q=1.5 a.u.- ). 

Then, for (H2o) 2 this approach would also result in a Debye

profile differing from the real curve i:oh in a significant way. 

So, for an accurate interpretation of liquid diffraction data of 

aqueous solutions one should take account of these strong intra

molecular bonding effects ( note that the overall precision of 

the X-ray data is supposed to be 1 % 7)). 

On the other hand, the neglect of changes in electrondistribution 

due to hydration and hydrogenbonding - which causes the differen

ces between i:oh and i~oh - is of little consequence for the 

ultimate results; it will probably not lead to significant errors. 

We note that the Debye-approach in which the watermolecule is 

treated as a quasi-atom and in which orientational correla-

tiona are assumed not to occur, results in intensity-values dif

fering from the real intensities in a significant way (that is, 

with respect to experimental accuracies). 

z One could ~roceed in a similar way as described in chapter 3 
(CNDO-calculations) and transform the differences between i!oh 

and i:oh into difference-electronproductfunctions so as to get 

a better understanding of the differences mentioned. However, 
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this will involve the calculation of much more intensity-values, 

which is for computational reasons omitted. 

Moreover, the CNDO-results have already indicated (in a qualita

tive way) how these differences must be understood. 

Finally, it is interesting to mention that the CNDO-intensities 

differ considerably from the 1 ab initio' GTO-results. In the case 

of the H20-molecule for example (for which the CNDO geometry is not 

too different from the geometry used in the GTO-calculations) 

deviations of about 14 % do occur; on the other hand, the relati

ve differences between the profiles ib hand id h have comparable co co 
values when using the CNDO and the GTO data - however, these 

differences appear at different q-values making a direct compari

son between the difference-intensities from the CNDO and the GTO 

approach rather difficult. 
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SUMMARY. 

This thesis describes an X-ray investigation on aqueous 

solutions. It contains two parts. 

In part one we present an experimental X-ray diffraction 

study on aqueous solutions of the nitrates of aluminum (III) and 

chromium (III). 

The study is performed in order to obtain information about the 

structural aspects of the hydration of these trivalent cations. 

The experimental intensities are interpreted in terms of 

electronproductfunctions (EPF's). The EPF's are distance statis

tics functions of electrons and are composed of various pair

contributions. 

The contribution containing the information about cationic hydra

tion has been evaluated by combining the results of separate expe

riments and by making several approximations. 

The latter involve the following assunptions: 

(i) the contributions from ion-ion distances can be neglected 

at low values of r (r < 4-5 j{); 

(ii) the statistics of the water-water distances in the electro

lyte solutions can be calculated directly from the water

water distribution in pure (liquid) water; 

(iii) the EPFanion-water can be evaluated from the EPF of an HNo3 
solution (using also (i) and (ii)). 

For the cations, two hydrationshells are found respectively at 

1.90 Rand 4.10-4.15 i for Al3+ and at 1.98 i and 4.20-4.25 R for 

cr3+. For both cations the sixfold coordination in the first shell 

is reasonably well established. 

The second hydrationshells contain about 12 watermolecules; these 

shells may be considered as structural units belonging to the 

cation or as statistical mean positions of surrounding H20-mole

cules. 

The results obtained agree fairly well with literature data, 

in so far as available. In fact they confirm (in particular where 

the second shell is concerned) what was to be expected from dif

fraction data reported previously by others on the hydration of a 



number of divalent cations. 

Part two of this thesis describes a theoretical investigation 

on the effects of 'chemical bonding' on X-ray gas scattering. 

The study, based upon quantummechanical principles and diffraction 

theory, is performed because quantitative data on this subject are 

very scarce whereas knowledge of these effects is required for a 

more accurate interpretation of diffraction experiments on (mole

cular) liquids in general. 

Bonding effects are studied by comparing scattered intensities 

evaluated from the traditional Debye-approach and from a more 

exact Molecular Orbital treatment. 

We have considered not only the effects of strong intramolecular 

bonds but also the effects of intermolecular bonding and of orien

tational correlations in molecular complexes. 

Since our attention is primarily devoted to aqueous ionic solu

tions we have studied some systems that are of interest to this 

kind of solutions, namely: 

the molecular complexes : Li(H2o)+, Li(H2o);, (H2o)
2

, 

the iso-eleci;ronic series : H2o, H;o, NH3, NH4, CH4. 
However, it must be emphasized that the methods developed (chapter 

3, 4) for calculating molecular gas scattering intensities (both 

coherent and incoherent) are generally applicable. 

In chapter 3 bonding effects on the coherent scattering of 

H2o, Li(H2o)+ and Li(H2o); are investigated by using semi-empiri

cal CND0/2-wavefunctions. 

The observed differences between the Debye-profiles and the MO

curves are explained with the help of electronproductfunctions. 

The approximate CNDO-results make clear that significant errors 

may be introduced when using Debye-intensities; the CNDO-calcula

tions also show that there is a need for a more accurate approach 

for the evaluation of molecular ga~ scattering. 

Such an approach is presented in chapter 4. 
A purely analytical procedure, which is based upon the use of 

Gaussian wavefunctions~ is given in this chapter for calculating 

molecular scattering profiles. 

The method is used to calculate the coherent and incoherent' gas 
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scattering curves for the iso-electronic series H2o, H;o, NH
3

, NH~ 
and cH4 from a number of 'ab initio' Gaussian LCAO MO wavefunctions 

(chapter 5 and 6); both minimal and extended basissets are employed. 

The profiles from the extended basissets appear to differ 

from one another to a relatively low extent, whereas the agreement 

between these profiles and the scattering from minimal sets is 

shown to be poor. For comparison with experiment it is quite dif-

ficult to select one particular (extended) GTO-set as the 

best results. 

From a comparison with the Debye-scattering it is concluded 

that 'chemical bonding' within the molecules affects the intensi

ties more and more as the number of bonds increases; the effects 

are very significant with respect to the overall precision of the 

experimental X-ray data. 

The 'ionic' profiles are found to differ from the correspon

ding 'molecular' curves in a significant way. 

Differences between the real, coherent gas scattering inten

sities on the .one hand and the approximate intensities evaluated 

from orientation-averaged molecular scattering factors are dis

cussed extensively. These differences are seen to increase on 

going along the series; they are qualitatively understood in terms 

of a (more or spherical nature of the electrondensities of 

the systems investigated 

In chapter 7 we consider again the coherent gas scattering 

profile of the ion-water complex Li(H2o)+; in addition, the scat

tering by the waterdimer (H2o)2 is studied. 

In both cases (extended) Gaussian MO wavefunctions are used. 

It appears that the neglect of changes in electrondistribution 

due to hydration and hydrogenbonding is of little consequence 

for the ultimate results; orientational correlation effects are 

seen to be more significant, in particular for the waterdimer. 
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SAMENVATTING. 

Dit proefschrift besehrijft een rontgendiffraktie onderzoek 

aan waterige oplossingen. 

Ret onderzoek omvat twee delen. 

In deel een wordt een experimenteel diffraktie onderzoek be

sehreven aan waterige oplossingen van aluminium(III) en chroom(III) 

nitraat. 

Deze studie is verricht om informatie te verkrijgen over de struk

turele aspekten van de hydratatie van deze driewaardige kationen. 

De experimentele intensiteiten worden ge!nterpreteerd in termen van 

elektronproduktfunkties (EPF's) een EPF is een afstandenstatis

tiek van elektronen en is, voor de onderzochte systemen, opgebouwd 

uit verschillende paar-bijdragen -. 

De bijdrage die de informatie bevat over de hydratatie van de ka

tionen is bepaald door de resultaten van afzonderlijke experimenten 

te kombineren en door een aantal benaderingen te gebruiken. 

De volgende aannamen worden hierbij gemaakt: 

(i) de komponent EPF. i is verwaarloosbaar voor afstanden J.on- on 
kleiner dan ca. 4-5 i; 

(ii) de water-water afstandenstatistiek in de elektroliet-oplos

singen kan rechtstreeks afgeleid worden van de 

EPF t t in zuiver (vloeibaar) water; wa er-wa er 
(i'ii) de EPF . t kan bepaald worden uitgaande van de EPF anJ.on-wa er 

van een HN03 oplossing (door eveneens gebruik te maken van 

(i) en (ii) ). 

Voor beide kationen worden twee hydratatieschillen gevonden, respek

tievelijk bij 1.90 R en 4.10-4.15 i for Al3+ en 1.98 R en 4.20-

4.25 R voor cr3+. 

De (algemeen aanvaardde) zesvoudige koordinatie in de eerste schil 
wordt, voor beide kationen, redelijk goed bevestigd. 

De tweede schillen bevatten ongeveer 12 watermolekulen; deze hydra

tatieschi1len kunnen beschouwd worden als struktuur-eenheden be

horende bij de kationen of als statistisch gemiddelde posities van 

omringende H20-molekulen 
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De verkregen resultaten zijn tamelijk goed in overeenstemming met 

literatuur gegevens, voor zover beschikbaar. In feite bevestigen 

zij - in het bijzonder wat betreft de tweede schil - datgene 

wat verwacht kon worden uitgaande van de diffr~~tie gegevens die 

door andere onderzoekers zijn verkregen omtrent de hydratatie van 

een aantal tweewaardige kationen. 

Deel twee van dit proefschrift beschrijft een theoretisch 

onderzoek naar de invloed van 'chemical bonding' op rontgenver

strooiing in the gas fase. 

Deze studie, waarin gebruik wordt gemaakt van kwantummechanische 

berekeningen en diffraktie theorie, is verricht omdat 

kwantitatieve gegevens hierover zeer schaars zijn, terwijl kennis 

van dit effekt noodzakelijk is voor een nauwkeurigere analyse van 

diffraktie experimenten aan (molekulaire) vloeistoffen in het 

algemeen. 

Bindings effekten worden bestudeerd door de verstrooide intensi

teiten die berekend zijn op basis van het traditionele Debye

model te vergelijken met de intensiteiten volgens een meer 

exakte 'Molecular Orbital' benadering. 

Behalve de invloed van sterke intramolekulaire bindingen worden 

ook de effekten van intermolekulaire bindingen en van orientatie

korrelatie in molekulaire kompleksen beschouwd. 

Aangezien onze interesse in hoofdzaak is gericht op waterige ion

oplossingen, zijn enkele systemen onderzocht die van belang zijn 

voor dit soort vloeistoffen, namelijk: 

de molekulaire kompleksen : Li(H20)+, Li(H20)~, (H20) 2 
+ + de iso-elektronen reeks : H20, H
3
o, NH

3
, NH4 , CH4 

Echter, de ontwikkelde methoden (hoofdstuk 3,4) voor het berekenen 

van de molekulaire, verstrooide intensiteiten (zowel koherent als 

inkoherent) zijn algemener toepasbaar. 

In hoofdstuk 3 worden bindings effekten op de koherente ver

strooiing van H20, Li(H2o)+ en Li(H2o); bestudeerd met behulp van 

semi-~mpirische CND0/2 golffunkties • 

De waargenomen verschillen tussen de Debye-profielen en de MO

kurven worden verklaard m.b.v. elektronproduktfunkties. 
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De CNDO resultaten tonen aan dat signifikante fouten getntrodu

ceerd kunnen worden door gebruik te maken van Debye-intensiteiten; 

de CNDO berekeningen laten tevens de noodzaak zien van een nauw

keurigere methode voor het berekenen van molekulaire rontgeninten

siteiten. 

Een dergelijke methode wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. 
Een volledig analytische procedure, gebaseerd op het gebruik van 

Gaussiaanse golffunkties, wordt in dit hoofdstuk gegeven voor de 

berekening van molekulaire. verstrooiings-profielen. 

De methode wordt toegepast ter bepalj.ng van de koherent en 

inkoherent verstrooide intensiteiten van de iso-elektronen reeks 
+ + 6 H2o, H
3
o, NH

3
, NH4 en CH4 (hoofdstuk 5 en ), uitgaande van 1 ab ini-

tio' Gaussiaanse LCAO MO golffunkties; zowel 'minimale' als 
1uitgebreide' basissets worden hier gebruikt. 

De intensiteits-kurven bepaald m.b.v, de 'uitgebreide 1 basis

sets blijken onderling slechts relatief kleine verschillen te 

vertonen; o~ deze reden is 't moeilijk, voor toepassing in experi

menten, een bepaalde set te kiezen die de beste resultaten zal 

geven. 

Daarentegen blijkt er een slechte overeenstemming te bestaan tussen 

de voornoemde profielen en de verstrooiing berekend op basis van 

'minimale' sets. 

Een vergelijking met de Debye-verstrooing leert dat 'chemical 

bonding' in de molekulen de intensiteiten in steeds sterkere 

mate beinvloedt naar gelang het aantal bindingen toeneemt; de ef

fekten .zijn signifikant ten opzichte van de overall-precisie van 

de experimentele rontgendiffraktie data. 

De profielen van de ionen blijken op signifikante wijze te 

verschillen van de overeenkomstige 'molekulaire' kurven. 

De afwijkingen tussen de echte, koherent verstrooide, moleku

laire intensiteiten enerzijds en de intensiteiten bepaald d.m.v. 

orientatie-gemiddelde molekulaire verstrooiings faktoren anderzijds 

worden uitvoerig bediskusieerd. Gaande van H20 naar CH4 blijken 

deze verschillen toe te nemen; ze worden kwalitatief verklaard 

in termen van een (meer of minder) bolsymmetrische elektronen

dichtheids verdeling van de onderzochte systemen. 

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt wederom de koherente intensiteit van het 
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ion-water kompleks Li(H20)+ beschouwd; tevens wordt in dit hoofd

stuk het verstrooiings-profiel van het waterdimeer (H2o)2 bestu

deerd. In beide gevallen zijn ('uitgebreide') Gaussiaanse MO 

golffunkties gebruikt. 

Het blijkt dat de verwaarlozing van veranderingen in elektronen

verdeling als,gevolg van hydratatie en 'hydrogenbonding' geringe 

invloed heeft op de intensiteits-kurven; orientatie-korrelatie 

effekten zijn meer signifikant, in het bijzonder voor het (H2o) 2-

kompleks. 
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Stellingen. 

! Ten onrechte beweert van Beurten dat met r5ntgendiffrak

het ammonium ion niet te onderscheiden is van het 

~ater molekuul. 

·. P.van BE;!urten, Proefschrift, Technische Hogeschool 

. Sindhoven (1976). 

2 fie door Johansson & .. Ohtaki. gemaakte aannamen bij de inter

pretatievan ron:t~endif:fraktiepatronen van gehydroliseerde 

Tin (II) perchloraat..;.oplossingen, zijn ze·er aanvechtbaar, 

G.Johansson & R.Ohtaki, .f\,cta Chem~Scand.E_,643(1973). 

3 Bij;de interpretatie van experimentelegegevens kunnen 

kwantununechanische berekeningen .een zinvolle bijdraqe le

. veren. Om deze reden ~ou bij de ontwikkel.ing van (kwantum

. mechanische) rekenprogramma ·' s meer aan(iaoht be steed moe ten 

wordenaan de toegankelijkhei;d van deze programma's voor 

e:x:perimenteel ing:estelde onderzoekers. 

,!De overeenstemmin<;·tussen de berekeningenvan Akitt aan 

molaire volumina van gehydrateerde twee,- en driewaardige 

kationen enerzijds en het volgen.s Gl:ueckauf' s elektro
striktie-theorema voorspelde ~edrag vein. deze ionen ander

zijds, is geflatteerd. 

J.Akitt, J.Chern.Soc.(A),2347(1971). 

E.Glueckauf, Trans.Faraday. Soc.g~914(1965). 



5 De door Licheri e.a. voorgestelde methode voor het be

schrijven van de 'struktuur• van geconcentreerde, waterige 

oplossingen van CaC12 , leidt tot resultaten die strijdig 

zijnmat het door de auteurs gebruikte struktuurmodel. 

G.Licheri, G.Piccaluga & G.Pinna, J.Chem.Phys.!!1 2437(1976). 

6 De door Wagner e.a. gehanteerde modellen bij de rontgen

struktuuranalyse van vloeibare mengsels van 2,6 dimethyl

pyridine/water, worden door de auteurs te weinig kritisch 

benaderd. 

E.Wag~er, J.Weidner & li.Zimmerman, Ber.Bunsenges.Physik. 

Chemie,~,405(1976). 

7 om teleurstellingen en frustraties bij kiezers te voorkomen, 

dienen politieke partijen v66r verkiezingen duidelijk aan te 

geven op welke program-punten zij bereid zijn tot het sluiten 

van kompromissen. 

8 Het stimuleren van het gebruik van natuurlijke afweermiddelen 

tegen plantenziekten en insekten (ter vervanging van milieu
vreemde chemische bestrijdingsmiddelen) door tuinhobbyisten 

behoort 66k deel uit te maken van een aktief milieu-beleid 

van de overheid. 

9 De houding van de Nederlandse regering met betrekking tot het 

'Radikalenerlass' (oftewel 'Berufsverbot') in West-Duitsland 

staat in schril kontrast met haar bemoeienissen ten aanzien 

van bijvoorbeeld dissidenten in Oostbloklanden, of de Zuid

afrikaanse apartheidspolitiek. omdat ook het 'Berufsverbot' 

in wezen discriminatoir is, behoort de Nederlandse regering 

nadrukkelijk stelling te nemen tegen dit soort wetgeving in 

de Bondsrepubliek. 

Eindhoven, 20 september 1977. Theo Welzen. 


